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The basic objective of, this study was th'e design of
an lnstructional format for .the instruction of fOCth a~d
f.ifth graders in the proces'S of 1 iteral and lnfereil.tial
comprehension. The ·pr.imary purpose of th~ stud)' was to
f.or the development of .these p~oce.ss·es ~po'n the' fourth"' and
fifth grade S'ubjec~s.
A .review ;~rr~nt research' indica~ed' thatt the
'. -,
compr,ehensi'on ,abilities of stuaents can .be improved throug'h"
. explicit instruct1o~, Mo.r·eover, the resuJts ,of" a question-
,/ naire. cc:implete~ by p;~imar1::;and elementary", t.eachers in .the
;" province of Newfoundland and Labrador,' indicated the need..
for a program which focuses on how, to systemati-cally teach
reading comprehen~i~n skllls t.o d.ev'elop~':Ital s.tudents of
this provinc'e.
The program designed for thi.~ stu~y includes some~'o~ponentsr of the basal program' as well as systematic
f~,structional plans designed by the· t'nvesti~gator, utillz.ing
1'6 'narrative selections .from the basal program o.f asin~le
p,'ubl isher (i.e •• the Nelson Language Deve;opment Reading
p~rogram),' I t focuses on· the fall ow'1 ng spec I ,ic 'co'mprehens 10n
-1"k111s at the literal' and inferential'levels: {al detectlng
~ignifflcant detai~s,. (b) fOllOW¥Sequence •. (c) ~ecognlzfng.
cause and
.l
I
effect relationships, (d) m'ak1ng compar'ison~,
.11
o'
.J
(e) d'~tectfn9' ch&;.7cter traits", and (f) finding the main
fdea •
• In this ·lnvestfgatf~'i1. 66 Grade Four and Five students
were ,ifssigned "to',two E!Xpe~.1me;ta' an~ two cont~ol groups. The
• ~Ub'j~cts were ifro.m one elementary schO,Ol in cent;";l-
Newfoundland.enrolled with the Exploft~·Va1.ley Integrated
• ...;.-- • I
~ch901 Boar:d. The study was conducted ,over an ,eig.ht month
period, commencfng1n Se,pter:nber. 1983, and con.:..'udin g· in May,
1984.
F'or statistical' analysfs, the.1,n"vestigator utHlzed
the scores ,derfv.ed from the comprehe~~fon subtests of the
. .
Gates-MacGlnft1e ,Reading Test{~ana~ian edition). level D.
Forms l'a!'ld 2 ·(HacG1.nftfe,. l.979). 'tfeanscores. were
calculated a'nd a num'b~r 0l....compar,isons were ~ade to' assess
theef~ect!! of th_e_._.'_P~~~~~~_~.~~~~~..:_.~~.tsfrom~~a.~ -c
mean ~ain expectanty ratio ynalysis indicat~d ':h_~:__!~: /_
subjects in both'experimenta'1. groups did rela,t1vely be~ter'
on.posttest"meas'u.res than st~dents in the corresponding
control groups.
Th~ supp~ement to the Nelson Lan9u'a'ge Oe~elopment
Readi n9 prog~am. is the ~n thrust of ~he .program deve,loped
by this investigator. Specific strat.egies for teaching
reading .comprehenslon.·ar:.e ,outlined In. Appe.ndfces B, -C', an~
D. They are r~commended as. a guide for a' teacher -to'·, fol"l ow.
/
)
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,CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Background of the Study
For decades. the concett"ot,read"~ng,comprehensi~n
has been a majo'r concern of :read1ng authorities. Huey'(1908)
cr·1t1cized the heavy 'emphasis on oral reading in the sll:hoo1s
because-" 1t hi~dered' the read'ers .from getti.ng t~e though.t •
"Whlle the; react. Si~i1arlY. Gray: (1924) attemp'ted,to fdcus'
attent1o~ o~ comprehe~si.on with his emphasis,on reading '\
ins"truction in. i.ntelligent·slle~Lr~_'LQ.ing. ·Since the ee,r1y
19.00's. many authorities and' educators have emphasized
various aspects of reading comprehension (e.g", Davis. 1944;
Ruddell. 1978; Smith & Robinson. 19af Pearson afld
Gallagher (1983) have pointed out hat. for the last eight,
decades •.readHlg educlitors have bee attemp.ting .to an,s",e:r
~uest1ons p'ertilin1ng to lnstl"uction.. •
'~I~l Despite many unanswered qUesti;n~ ~ertinen~ t~
Instruction. h'Owe'l'er. the.sf9nif~cance of reading compr~-,
he.nsion is wid.ely l"ecogniZed,. To, the vast ml"jor1ty of
.' ~
tea~hers. reading, compr~_h_e."!_~J.j).n i..s " necessity in read,ing
__ tDallm.ann. Ro~th. Char. & DeBoer. 198f). Indeed. Tonje's w
and Z~nt'z (1981) sugges.t that "The. lll)il i ty to comprehend
written discourse is 'vitally import'~J1t to the person-al
success of students. not'only in the classroom but
\
.~., ' ','
,-
throughout 1Ue- fp~ 171).
,,' Va,:,to~s 'writers iden'tHy ~reh.eDSion an; W~;d"
'recOgnitl~n' skills as' two .Of' t"ne major .components ~f ~
reading pro~e'ss (e,g" D~c~ant. i982; Ha~rts ·&,.S~pay. 1979; .
. Hn1er.~ 1972), SOll'le educat~r~ ·iu~ther.llainta1n t'hat
~ .... cOlllptehens'i ~n dev~l op~e~~t 'i s ~Q~Jr impo'rtant t.fla~ '~O'~d
, re.cogr11ti?n Ski)ls. it '1s the in~j.o~· asp~et o'f 'r~,ading" As "~:. "~'
. ~ ,.' :.'
:i,
\,
." :
WQrCl reeognition.s.ki11s ar'e ·~i'tal. 1.n. the
t~1~n~h~~~~;S.{·~~~:~~~~~;»t.~:~~~~et~:,re~'Y~
gra'phfc symbols, which' is a ,pl"erequi~1te
for compreh.ens,if)lt.9f !)Iean'ing. A' child ,
~~~:\:'~ :~~~y t~~;~~.r..~ '~~~~n~e~~f~~:\~r
'can undershod the reht10nship 01' the word
fa o:tner wor'd9. Word recogni tian ts a t.o.ol .
for reading and is lIiean-ingless. in the l,bsence
. of cOlI.prehens10n. (p, PS) '-.. ,
. .' :, ,~, , . ". '" .
Stlnd and Tinker (1'913)' assl!!'"t that "Sas1c to tht! reading otuk
. ' ., _.f' J
is getting !=orrect ~eani.ngs frolll~printed and wr~en cr~e~la).s,.
unless~J,upils cOIlPr:eh~nd ...what. they .r.ea~·.:their .tead11tg:.~'S a ' ,
.. fut~le exerc1s'e" (p. 357). F»rth;r ...' ~f~hek, list, ,and le~r!l.er ':r ·'
(198.3) maintain th.at "CO!Dprehens'ion is the eS&e~ce of tfle
r~ading act; .1l'ldeed, 'it 'ts the oniy pu;~ose for re~din~~u~
,'f
'R,eading Comprehen~ion is signif1can~ in var.ious·
'::'discitP11ne~, Dupuis (19'84) conten~s :hlt."compre~enSion is ,,'
seen acro~'s 'disciplines as th~ ke,r to r~adln9-5--U.c:edsjl.'~pi.2)•
. .Moreo'ver, s't.ud~nts ,who ~annot read for meanfng w11.1 'not
'understand conte,nt lIlaterl.al (Du'ffy, Sh~rman, '& .Rq,en~er. ' '.- ~
.. :
.~'.
" '.
-;- ... ' " ~, ..~'.'
, ..
i /
..!977)-•.~nd~rstanding .fac-i'ulIl- (!l~.:.e~ta' 1.5 cr~c1a' to the
stu~ent's success in school (Hall, Rfbovich. & Ram1g, 1979).
r~any of the ~ssentldl c0':'lprehension.subskills
learned in conJu:.nc.tion wfth narrative mateJ~' therefore,
are necessary in othoer situations. For example, the ability
to' follow directions 15" riece'ssary in mathematics (Alexander
& Donnel.ly;" 1983). Furt~er. the ability to recognize
cause-~nd-e'ffec't relationships 1s 'important in. re-~dlng
.
h~a1th. scfence •. al\f ~oc1al stud.les.(.B~rns. Roe •..,& Ross,
1.984). Moreov'~r" the ability to find the main ide'a in what
one reads:,is oneof·:the most valuable skills in sod.al.
..- studies. As O'Connor (l969) s~ates:
~'.~ ,
', .. ,.,
;~
, ·'1"
r
,,;'
.,
The basic skill that leads' 'to, llIost others in
the ~'shared" skills category 1.5 the ability
of the stud,ent to find the main idea of a
paragra'ph or section (or even a sentence).
Without this ability. we (\in forget about
our 'students being able to ~outl ine,
su'mmarfze; or take notes effectively. Going
f,urther, all the .skills 'involving'cnitical
thinking', substantiating opinions with proof,
and supporting generalizations are based upon
the ability of the youngster to determine the
main, the most important,. the central thought
of the sPOken-:a,nd wri tten word. (p ..255) .
S1 nee comprehensi on is ex t-remel y 'important. a' major
objective of all 'reading instruction is, or shou'ld be, to
.fost.er in students the ability to understand what' they read.
'Ounrre (.1972) agrees with this goal:
j,'
!, .
useless" (p. 76).
~:~~d~:~o~1~~ ~~O~:~~~d i~e~e~u~~y~~dl~~eto
understand that wr'1'tten words are important
only as they ,are used to convey thoughts,
• develop'aesthetics, and solve problems.
Wit~out this kind of "open" learning
atmosphere in the classroom, children are
deprived of freed~m til think. (po 95)
Further, Tinker an.d McCullougt> (1975) state, "The primary
..
goal in readin9 instruction i:i to teach the reader to "under·'
star]d an.d re~pond to wha't he reads-" tP. 196). While.Smith
and Bar.rett (1974) do not"identify compr~hension as the
"'main" Ob;j-~ctive·of.... r:!!(~din9,· the~ do, however, maintain,that
"A major goal',of read{h~ 1ns"truction,.at all levels of
;ducatio~:.is to develo~ readers who can thinl.about. and
react to what they read in' a va,riety of ways" (po 47)".
In spite 9f its si9n-1flc~nce" however, insufficient
evidence has been given_. to re.ading comprehef'!sion both 1n
readi n9 proarams and rese-arch; Etten (1978) asserts that
"'Most reading progral)l,s- and mOst research have focused on
decodin9 skills almost,to_the exclusion of other aspec'ts of
. . .
readl.ng. Little attent10n has b.een 9iven to rea'ding
comprehension" (po 30). Chester (1976) suggests, however,
that "Al thou9h there 1s an a.bundance of research in the
area, there exists a pauc-it) ~f empirically con~lus1v~ data
aOnd,much which does exist is fra9men,ted or pragmatically
I
There is a need, therefore, for more good research
in tile area of readlng comprehension instruction. 8aumann·
(1983) maintains that "Research on effect-lYe compre~en$ion
instructional practices'is In its Infancy" (p, 191).
Further. Moore and Readence (1983) contend t~at researc~ers
•necessarfii', poht to ~ppropr1ate instructional methods" (p. 16t
, ge~,:rally intend to eit~er describe the comprehenston pr~cess:
describe ways of attaining the process, or identify variables
. controll i ng the reader I s comprehens i0-1- They a 1so sU9ges,t.
that, "Descriptions of th~ j:omprehension process do not
.
Introduction to the Problem
Most !If the research on ~asic 'processes and instruc-
tional practic~s of readi.ng comprehension has beep c'onducted
in the last half decade (Pearson & Gallagher. 198-3). The
al1lfzation o'f the process 'approach to reading compr.ehension,
therefore, is a relatively new concept, so new in fact that •
1t has not yet had a significant impact upon classroom
1nstructi.on. As Wilson (1983) 'states: "Obviously, classroom
teacher'~ atd publishers are, not conspiring to deny compre-
hensi~n instroctlon to childrel). but it seems that recent
. -
research on reading comprehens1.on as a process has not yet
been reflected in practice W (p, 382),
Comprehension Instruction tends to focus on the
-product of c~mprehension (Harris & Smith. Ig8O)7 In this
situation, teachers expect to deyelop the students' compre-
hension Skl~ with a ·s6.ri.es of practice exercises, or by rJ ..
-\
testinjl comprehension Nther than teaching It. Ourk1n
(1978-79) substantiated this viewpoint. She and her
associates conducted an extensive observational study to
determine h9w much time elementary school teachers spe~d on
instruction in reading comprehension. Her concluslq,!l was
ttlat almost no comprehensloh was seen, The attention that
did go to comprehension focus.ed on assessment which was
. (" .
ca~~~~d out through teacher qu~stlons. She also' found that
time, spent in giving, complettn~. and checking assignments
consumed a large part of the ~b5erved p~r1~ds.
Too f-req1Jent1y. teachersyer_m~lt the curriculum ~o
. :~,lctate their instructional progra'm (Lapp & Flood, 1978)..
They.suggested that it would' be much better for the teacher
t~ decide what is invoived in the reading process aod then
plan appropriate instruction o'n the basis of his "or her
findings. Similarly', Harris and Smith' (l980)'ma1iltalned
that a"better ap~roactr would deal dir:ectly with the process--
the thlnki.ng· operations underlying comprehension. Teachers
should model the thought process which students n~ed to
follow, for example, in deciding upon the main idea of a
selection befor.e asking them to try this independently
(Burns, Roe. ',& Ross, 1984).
?
Rationale for the Study
Since the processl:ng or print into meaning ;s the
primary goal of reading ,instruction, we would assume that
considerable attention in .the classroom ;'s given to the
development of comprehension. During reading per10ds, we
wourd expect ,to fin..d pupil"s enga~ed extensively in reading
ccmprehension 'fnstruc.tiO"I'l (Heilman. Blair, & Rupley, 1981)"
In 'many instances, however,' little i~struction' is providE!d.·
The essential guidance, activities, and instructfon to
'deve'lo~ co,mpreliension is fr'eqU~)tr;' 'neg'lected at "the
elet"llentilry school level (tur'ne'~, 19.83a.).'· Kennedy. (1974)-
po'i n t~d. oU,t that:
In many 'developmental programs." little" is
done to increase comprehension other than
prOViding practice in lookin'g for specific
h,cts, finding mafn ideas. and summarizing
deta1ls. Some programs, it 15 true, stress
creative thinking, active discussion, and
pers1stent sear'ch for information. In the
main, however, only the most elementary of
the thi,n~ing·capacities are employed.
(p.270) :
Mason and Osborn (cit~d in Mason. 1983) conducted a "'
study to find out how Classroom reading instruction proceeds.
They observed. reading in~tr~ction in 10 'grade three and 10
'grade four ~1assrooms, each on three occaslons. The
classrooms were ,"out,ed 1," sev'en schools in an Ameri,can
industrial City .. ' 'O'bservatfons revealed that textwr!!lated
r,eadlng c~I1!Pr.ehens10n was ~eldom.taught·al)d ~ coordinated
sequenc.eI.of text reading Instruction was lacking. The
(
1researchersal'so concluded "that th~re was too much emphasis
in ski 11 .!based worksheets.' 'I
The basal reader method is one appro.ach that purporLs
to enhance reading comprehension in .elementary school class-
Indeed, J"enkins and Pany (1980) contend that "The
I jost preva.lent approach to teaChi",!! reading comprehension 1s
.__through basal readers" (p., 557). In fact, Burmeister (1983)I ' .' . ,
Ta.iotatns that "More t~a~,. 90 percent of Am~r1can ele.m~ntary
Schobl teache-rs who teach reading use one or -more basal
brograms" '(Po 560). Eurther.~'an. examination 0; the Program
bf Studies for'N.ewfobndla-nd schools reveals th'at specif'fC
I .
rasal readers are pres~_~~..ged for teachi.ng r~ead.fng 1n 9ra~e~
four, five. and six .
I 'f Instructional guides which accQm~any basal readers,
~o,wever. do not provide app!opriate -p.rocedures for teaching
fomprehension. Jenkins and'Pany (I980)'analyzed the teaching
procedures recommended in three basal reader series. They
I . , .
;examined student workbooks at the third and sixth rade
!levelS ,and the teacher manual suggestions for teac ing main
;idea and overall story comprehension. 'Results sug ested
1 ~ ,
[that the main instructional procedure for reading compre- -
:hension i,s questioning. Consequently. th'ey asser' ed that in
,basal reader programs" "inst~uction fort' and tlte ting 'for"
I' .. ---- ,.' . .-
:comprehension appear to be closely aligned.
. '.
!opinion..... the investlg'ators, were tempted to 'l:onc u~e that
tcomprehension instructlo,n, consists primarily 0 repelted
!testing with feedback.
i
,I I
A study of five basal reader programs was undertaken
by Durkin (1981) to determine the adequacy of suggestions
per,taintng to cOrDprehension. She f.ound t~at t~achers'
man~a1 s ~rOYide~ Ilore suggestions for ~ractice and asse.ssilent
actfv1tie~ t.han for direct instruC'".tion. Suggestions for
teachlng st~dents how to c-ollpretlend were brief and showed'.
1i.tt.le connect10'n between-what was taugtit and' how to ·!"!fad.
S.fmi1arl~ •.A.Ull'S (1982) ,asserts that a s'urY~y 'of ,
popular pUb.lishe·d. ma,t'eria~s re,veal.s/th'at' m~ny' methods for
tea~hing reading comp:ehens1q~-simply i~vol,ve practice. 1n'·':
cOmpt.ehensl,on. He sH,tes:
For example, children read the mater1.als and
answer the questions. rather than ,leaTn' 'how
to formulate and use the questions
independently to get meaning, Another
example is the des1gnJJf materials popularly
used to t,each topte and !lain idea. Typically.
they are exercises that te·S-t. rather than
tea_ch. '1hey don't provide rules or strategies
whfch students could learn 'how to use in order
to classify or infer.lllain Idea.s, (p~ ~~6)
. .
In' NeWfoundland. the curricululIl guides for the
language arts, such.as Bridging the Gut:' A Curriculull
Bulletin on language Arts for lhterrned.tate School Teacher;
and Core. learnings in the language Arts tnc'lu'de tt1e" re~:ding
comprehension skills'to b'e taught in the e,lementarY'schoOl's
throughout the province. 'They do not, however. indicate
how these' s.lt.1lls should be taught: The emphasis in the~e
guIdes, 'therefo,re, seems tq b~ .more on the PT;oduct rather
than the process ~f comprehension.
\
10
Statement of. the Problem
The object of this study was the development of ,a
prace,dural instructional -format for the instructlo'n of fourth
and fifth graders in t-he'process of lite-ra" an;(nferant'lal
compr.ehensicin.. Under examination .was the effect of a
systematic questioning program for the development of these
proce,,,l "PO' the' '0",'[ ','d fifth gr,de "bJecti .
.Sign1 fic'ante. of. the.-Study
,Various. ,researc~et:'s and writers ha.ve ,supported th'e
idea that ~omprehens1"on i~ a 'set of .speciffc reading sub~
.~kil1s. Davis (1944), Sp~a'rritt (1972), and oth~r resea,rchers
have identified specifi'C ski1'ls .that are 1nc1ud~d tn the
comprehens~on procesL Greene and Petty (1975). have listed
various comprehension SUbSkil~for which inst-ruction should
be provided. Traditionally, t refore, reading .comprehension
has b~en taught from a Skl11s p rspective. As oqo (1977)
has suggested; to teach reading comprehension we must teach
the- skills of comprehension.
'comprehens,ion needs to'be taught in a systematic and
direct way.' Tinker and McCullough (1~75) sugge.st that
"Comprehension 15" improved when certain guidelines, principles,
and techniques are 9Ven careful and systematic attention by
the. teacher" (po 205). Taba and ['hey (1964'> reported a
study. concerning teacher,. strategies and thought p.roces,ses.
Results indicated that children can 'learn to make inferences.
II
'.1"
to 'generallze, and make logical assumptions if they are given
systematic instruction.
Students n.eed' to be given direct instruction on
essentia"l comprehension skills so that they can understand
and in"teraet wft.h the prfn·ted.word. They need to be.sho·wo"
Jlhow M to find the main idea. to .ake ,comparisons. and so·
forth (HeUlDa.n. B~afr. and Rupley, 1981). As Escoe (l9~4)
-state"s':
By th~ time, they reac~ ~he fnterme.dhte ,grades,
~ost st!:'dents have h.ad opportunities to an,swer
'questfons about ideas that .are not stated :1n
prinL But maTly'st111 have difficulty under-
stand1n"g what ,they.'·ve read.. It'.is suggested
here t.hat'·students·can be successful at
comprehending implied.messages when they al"e
given direct instru.ction in how-to-do-it. and
when they are given the same inSltruction in a
lvarlety of reading situations. (p. 226)
Comprehension is l thinking and ~~a~_Oning procesS
(S~hwartz & Sheff, 1'975): Before students~'can_do well ~n
·product. comprehens1on. therefore, they Must be taught the
process rtf cOlllprehension (Mist, Kirby, & Ritter, 1983).
·Accordin9 to H~rker (1973) the processes to be utilized -in
conjunction with varfous comprehension t!l~~S ,,:,ust be deter-
mined by the teacher 'and then actively taught to the s~udents.
He also sug~ests that '''When the- comprehens1~'n process ha~ been
illustrated. tra·h~.~~r of learning gained t~rough' the solution
of particular tasks can be encouraged" (p. 381).
. . .
Jenkins and Pany (1981) assert that the reason fO,..l
learninlJ a sUbsk.111 is to transfer its use to .real-life
settings. Thus, the application of acqulred skills is a very
I.
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llllpo~;tant part of the comprehension cycle. A well planned
reading cOllprehensio.!1 program, therefore, must provide
dl1portunities for stu~ to apply the skills which have
been taught directly.
Baumann (1983) explained one way 1n which the
"application.of acquired Ski11~ ca~ ~e "accomplished:
After direct lnstrucdon has been '.~~~~~~ ~ t~~::~9::~1~~~:~g ~;:h~'~O~::~~~~s .
n~=~:~u~'~·),m ~ ~~ r~:~~ 1~\~~r t~.X~'~~go ~~e
. 5k',1 11 s previously taug,~t·,.under the
s.upervls1on of" the .teacher. For el(ampl~.
fol1..owffl9 ill les,son on 1dentifylng implicit
main ideas. students would b"e "dlrecte4 to
sections within their .basal reader or"
soc1al studies textboo~ which contain
__implicit matn ideas and then be required
to identify them. Students would be
required to attempt this independently,
but a teacher-led discussion ....ould follo ....
in which c·orrect and incorrect answers are
di$cussed. (p. 190) ,.
Elellentary schools in Newfoundland, in many .instanc'es.
lack an adequate reading comprehension prograll. The teachers'
gui.debooks··which accompany b.asal readers contain few specific
,suggestions pertaining to ·ho.... ~ the subskills should be '.I
t,aught d'1rectly in st·ep-by-step procedures .. For example,'.
McInnes, Wheatley, Blackburn, Houghton, and Wella~d (1918)
1'''' the Teacher's Resource Book for Backpacks and Bumblebees
do .not identffy any specific process which teachers mlght
use in helping their· tt~dents to determlne the maln idea of
a paragraph' or selection. \
. '
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A cOllprehens1ve program Incorporating a process
approach to cOllprehension is needed. therefore, which might
be of scm, benefit to elementary school teachers throughout
this province In providing adequate co.prehension instruction
for their s~udents. It is the opinion of the investigator,
that such a. program should-include the suggestions so aptly
l!xp'ressed by Pearson and Johnson ft.9781:'
•.• we can model comprehension processes
for students. provide cues to help them
understand what they are readlrig; guide
discuss'fons to help c,hl1dren know what
·j~~~C~~~~~l a~~e~~~~~~~' o~~~~tH:~~~'~k~r
(both infor.mational and re'tnforclng) at
the appropriate tlme. and generate useful
independent practice activities. (p:-4)
Defjnition of Terms
For th~1lurposeJf this study, the following terlls
will be .used as defined bY Harris and Hodges (1981):
CauselEffect Relationships: In a COlllllunication. a
stated or implfed association between some outcome and the
condttions which brought It about (p: 45):
Character Trait:. 1. The tota)fty of a person's
physiological traitsi personality; as a cheerful "character
2." A consistent, characteristic Quality of an individuaY,
especfallya moral one, as an honut character (p. 47) .
\
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Gloze Procedure: Any 0'" several ways of measuring a
person's abIlity to restore omitted ~ortlons_of.. an oral or
w.rJ.tten me~;;.~1i from its remaining context (p. 53) .
.,.--f:;...~, . -
comp!'r:i,son:~l;terary technique of placing together
l1ke or unlike; charact'ers. situat10ns, or ideas for emphasis
~arfty (p ..58).
Critical Comprehension: 1 •. The process of making
l judgements fn r'eadlng. 2. -An act .of readl'ng 1n which a
questioning attHu.de. :09;co11 analYSis. and inference are
used to judge the worth of what l.s·read accord,fog to an
establi'Shed standard (p, 74).
Jnf~rential Comprehension: L The process .of "judglrlg
concluding 1n reasoning. as r~asonln~ by inference from
'given 'premises. 2. The result of such a prOcess~ inferred
m.eaning (-p. 154).
Literal Comprehension: 1. Understanding. the sense
meaning of wttat fl!; he.ard o.r_~~.•_'presumable without making
, inferences" 2. Understanding the ~KPlictt me.ani~9 that is
st,atedor clearly implied in a passage (p. 183).
Main Idea: 1. The central thoug.ht. meaning, ~r gist
of a pas,:.age. 2. The ch~ef topic of a passage eJ!:pressed or
imp1ied in a word· or phrase (p'. 188).
Psychol1nglJ1stfcs: The in.terdisclplinary field of.
psychology and linguistics in which Iangu~~e behev10ur 15
·examined (p. 255),
. ~ _.-:-.
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Readlng COllprehenslon: 1. Understa"dlng what is
read. 2. One or Ilore of .several level s. of a presumed
h1~M1T"ryY of reading COIiPrehebsion' processes: ~. getting
the. literal meaning. b. gett'inq the interpretive. or.
suggested meaning In readin.g (p. 2.66).
Reading 'for O'etails': Reading to not, the specific
parts of a pass'age, in'Cluding the sequend Of. these par:~s
(P., 267).
\Seguence of Events: The order in wh·ich someth.in,9 's
lea'rned' or ~:u9'ht (p. 2'92)".
. ~.. limi tift ions of the S"tudy
In th~ intl!rp.reta~ion of' the results of this study~
certain limitations must be c·onsidered. The. conclu.sions
_ust be limited to the popu1a~i9n slli.lllfpled~ whith consisted
of four reading gr'oups (rom the same..;.chool. One assulllptio""._.
underlying an analysi s of varianc.e 15 tha,t the distribution
of \h~ ~~))enden't vlfiabl-~ 1n the POPU1~t'lon··i~··~orm~l. In'
the- 'case of t'hls studY', the· dependent variable, reading
comprehens+o.n. coul~. not be con.Sl~ered to be normal 1n.a
r'lndomlzed manner, However, 'as Fer9uson (197.1). ,states,
."Unle.ss there is rl!uC?n to suspect a fa~rlY extreme dep"rture
. from normaHty, 'Ii is probable- that the conclusions drawn'
. . .
from' the data ... will l'!ot be seriously a~ff~ct.ed" (p.. 219)'. \
'.j.',
The dependent variable waLmeasured in a pretestl
posttest format, utilizing the scor~ of the comprehe~1on,
subtest o'f the Gates~HacGinitte'Reading Tests (Canadfan
. .
edition] leve-l 0" Forms l.. ~nd 2 (MacG·in·i~i.e, 1979) .. I
The indepen.dent variab~~.. the reading compre~ensioh
program, as: outl.ined .i nf""j the., basal reader' a~.d the·systema·ttc.
1nstructi"bnal plans designed by the w.riter, utflfze.d (he. '
ba'sal program of. a single pUblisher (Le.; t'lle~
.'/
--r····
language Devel·~pment. Rea.ding progra.-cn) .. .. ,,'
"
,-
.' ,
. 1
r.
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CHAPTER I I
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction -
The review of the literatu're is organized into six
llIatn sectlons. The first sect,ion is concerned wit~ the
nature'of re~d1ng.comprehension. Section two discusses fhe
key, f·a~ctor.s Jthat affect s.t'ud~nts' .abl11t1eS to comprehend
-what they'rea.d. The third '"Sect"1~n explores specific reading"
"comprehen-S1.on skf1ls'.. In sect1pn four st'rat,egi.es (or
,l.mprovfng :read1ng cODlprehe~S.fon .ar,1! presented. Section flye
(' Is concerned with the functions of quest'it;ln1n9 1n the
tea.ching of reading ~o~lP"rehe.nsion. Finally, research
, .
studies related to readin9. comprehension. instruction are
examined. ..},'
The Nature of Reading Comprehension
At the,very. beginning of the present'century, little
a.ttent1on was given to: reading comprehension. The f~rst
attempt t'o def1ne comprehension was asso~h~ed with.getting
the .mean1ng"fro~ the pr'~nt~d word. Huey (i9nS) reported
"experiments w1th 1sol~ted words but i~dica.ted a d1ssat1s:-
faction 'Wah suc~ measure~.' He con~c1ously lUted the
co'ncept of meaning beyond the" level of, the ,word. further.
/'"
1'8
Gr(y (1917) referred to comprehension as, the obtaining of
meaning through ~eadfng.
Early definit";ons have continued into recent
1 ite<;ature. Tinker an~t~cCUll0U9h (1968) emphasize the
significance of gras.ping t~meanin9 that printed :xmbols
stand for. As Dallmann, RQu~. Chang, and DeBoer (19;1.:8)
state
Al though there are di frerenees of opt nion
·as to how. to define comprehenslo"n as it .
re.rers.to reading, there is ge-neral
agr!'!ement that by reading wi t~ compre-
hension is meant getting meaning from
what is being perceived 1n writing .
. (p. 196) . .
.Bush and Huebner (1979) ,give at least four definitions for ~ .
readj-ng c~mprehension. Two' of ~he listings are: (a) an
inte'rpretatfon of wri'tten symbol. and (b) an apprehension of
meaning.
While some define comp~ehe'nsion as obtaining correct
meaning from.printed and written' materials, much more is
invol.ved in th.is ·process. Spac~e, (1963) contends that
comprehension depends on the reader' s experie~ce, reading
background, and learnings. Moreover, Smith and Robi-nson
(1980) mai~tafn tha~ "Reading c'omprehension means the'.
understanding, evaluating,. and ut(11'zing of information and
ideas ga 1ned through 'an interaction between reader a.nd author"
(p. 2OS).
Comprehens10n has frequently.been h.1pothesfl.ed ~s a
f'Qult1ple list of subski11s. Bloo~ (1956) proposed a taxonomy
\;.
J
l' .
of skflJs for the cogniUve domain. A number pf writers have
adapted Blooll's definition .• Barrett (1974), Sanders (1966),
and Wallen (1912) have developed tuonollies of comprehension
·skills.
BOrmuth (1969) says ·comprebensfon ability is though,t
to be a set. of "generalized knowledge-acquislti'on skills' ~hlch
perllH people to acquire and exhibtt information gained as a
consequence of reading printed language" (p. SOl. Further,
Ruddell (1974) contends that r-ead1ng comprehenS.ion does no~
include one mental skill but a cluster of re'lated mental ( . k
abilities. Moreeve,r', Dauzat and Dauzat (1981) maintain that
these skills range from very simple: to highly complex.
, ---J,..i-terature supports this investigator's view that
reading comprehension is more than a hierarchy of skills. For
Thorndike (1917), co.mp.Tex reasoning is involv-ed in under-
standing a paragraph. He d~scribes reading cOlllprehension as:
... a very e~aborate" procedure. involving
a weig~tng of each ·of many el't!ments in a
sentence, their organization in the proper
relations one to another, the selection of
certain of their co·nnotations and the
rejection· of others, "and ·the cooperation of
.many forces to determine ffnal response. .
(p. 323)
Some wrUers define readi~g comprehen·s10n as a process
'or set of ~iscreie processes. Indeed, Cushenbery (196.9) vfews
the whole read1ng act /IS a mental proce~s. Stauffer (1969)
/llso emphasizes the cognitive operations underlying compre-
hension. He malnt/lins tha.t .r.eading is a 'complex phenomenon
.,
of mental activity related to thinking and to read i~ to
comprehend what is read, Further. Zintz and Maggart (1984)
sJJggest that "Comprehension in reading is ttle process by
which people who read derive meaning from tellt" (p. 286).
Compretlension is sometimes referr.ed to as the end
product of the reading process. Guszak. and Hoffman '( 198fJ)
contend t'hat "The resul ts of the interaction of thi nking
operations upon 'content (tex;t,material) produces thought
products" (p. 3)2). For example. getting the main idea is
."--
the product of an ongoin9 reading pro..cess. Sim!.larly. Simon,s
(1971) ~uggests that- "The Ptqd~cts of the comprehension
process are·the behaviors produced after comprehension has
. taken pla.ce, such as answers to test questions" (po 3~O).
C.ollins and Smith (c.ited in !'list, "Kirby. & Ritter. 1983)
also refer to prodl,lct compr(;hll"nsion as that which involve;;
only the results or students.' answers to questions.
Other writers assert that compreheosion means bridging
the gap between tlie r\'lader's experienl;e and the printed word.
In essence. we comprehend what Is new in the context of wha"t
we already know. Pearson and Johnson (1978) support this
viewpoint in their beli~f that "COmpreh"enS~On is building
bridges between the new ·and the known" (p. 24). Similarly,
• Adams an'd Bruce (1982) contend th,at comprehension is the
utilization 'of prior knowle<Jooge to cteate new knowledge,
Johnson and-B·~·rrett (1981) say "Compreh,:nding wrltte." text
Involves developing linkages.bet",een thS printe4 word,
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sentences, passage!", 'and their lrlt,er· and intrarelationships
and the information "alreadY conta/nep in the individulll's
script" (p. 74').
factors Which Influence Comprehension
Background Knowl edge
Students' lack of comprehension of a pa~ge may 'be
the r~su1t of an insuff~cient experiential background. As.-
Tinke.r and ,McCullough (1968) .su9.gested, one of the. deter-
minants of reading comprehension is. the- richness 'or meagreness
of backg'round. Indeed.- the reader Js considered the most
important part ~f the' comprehe'nsion proce·ss. The knowledge
and ins1gh~s that readers bring with them to th-e l"eadi!1g
process can 11terally make or bre'ak the expe'rtence (Crafton,
1982). Anderson, Reynolds, Schallert. and .Goetz (1977) found
that recall and comprehension of pas:::ages crapable o"two
alternative 1.nterpretations, were.hjghlY"r~lated.to the
background 'of t.he readers.
~mi th,;,( 1975a). descri bed reading comprehens I on a~
reJating new experiences to ·the already known: This concept,
therefore. refte'rates the rellitionsh'ip between comprehe.nsion
and. prfor knowledge III essence. our understar~11.ng .is
bounded by the limits of our experience. Smith (19~5b) a·lso.
commented on the 'reader's utilization ,of prior knowled..ge
r~levant to the material he or she is encountering .. He
\
?
,/.
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. asserted that the ust of prior y.0Wledge Is referred to as
hypothesis testing Or pred1c~n. Prediction, he ~aint"'ined"
. \~ a very important aspect of learning to read',
Brown, SlIIiley, Oay6, Townsend. and lawton (cited In
C·arr. 1983) examined the effects of pl"1or knowledge on..
. .
I ~h11drenls recall in Grades Two, Four, ar'!d Six. They
reported that w~en a re.levant framework was. provided, recall
, ,
, was better than when no framework was provided. Childrent..L.-
trior' knowledge. helped them to' fill in 1,ncomplfHe or unclear
sections of a story.
Stevens (1980) investigated the effec't of.ba.ckground
~nowledge on tile comprehension of ninth graders. of varytng
, '
abil ity levels. She. found that knowl.edge was a ~19nHicant
"factor for "all abil tty groups. The results. therefore.
support t~e.c:ontention th"at topic knowle-dgf: ....1s an aid 'to
comprehension of "'uterial concerning the topic. furthermore.
the study also supports the notion of previously possessed
-,-
·schemata as a crucial component in the compre~ensi~'n process.
I
!Jntelligen'ce
Russell 096"1) maintains that. llIost of the studies of
reading comprehension completed from 1930-1961 show that
Igener'al in~elligence 1s closely r~h.ted to*ad1n-g compr~
hens1~n. Dawson and Bamman (1963) also stless this
relationship 11'1 their belief that the rate'at'which the
learner associates what he or sh~ reads with prIor lnowledge
J
;
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will be Influenced l1y the learner's intelligence. Further,
Barney, Bradtmuller, and Star:key (1971) contend that a
child's abillty to read, to read for d·fffer~nt·'Pur~oses.li>~
closely related to the student's lntellectual ability. As
DeBoe_r and Dallm...ann (1970) state:
... a child's ability to comprehend in
reading is l1mited by the conceptual"" "l.oad"
that his mental abil ity enables him to carry.
All the mechanica1.readlng skills in the
7~~~~ v~~~ 1~~~~ r:~~ ~ ~~ 5 h~~Y~~d r.~~: 1:;:~1 ~~.s
his mental de'velopmen~. (p. 177)
They als.o· assert th~t wh'fle we shoulil not underestimate a
c~fld'S possibilities" we should adjust our expecta't1ons to
the learner's capabil Hies.
, .
,Sp~che and Spac~e (1973) point out that a student's,
intelligence will determin~ whether or n.ot she or he acquires
ma,ny of the subskl1ls Qf comprehension. They state that:
The abilities to're-cpgnize inductive
sequences of ideas leading to a conclusion;
to apply deductively a princJple to new
situations, :to recognize cause-effect,
comparison, contrast, and other idea
relationshiys depend' to 'a marked degree
upon the reader's.1ntellectual ,powers.(p.• 55,) ,
In their view, students with less than' average mental ability
can be taught to utilize these types Qf thinking while readi'ng,
but only withfn. the limits of th~ir p~tent1als in most cases,
Natu'r~':Of the Hat.erial
The elements on the page will af(ect the studen.t's
a~fty to comprehend a spe.cHfc passage., or 'selection.
f, .
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Teachers. therefore, should not use material tha.~ is too
difficult tor st·udents to .understand. R~nsom (1978)
postul ates, that:
they [the students) can achieve higher
levels of comprehension only if their
reading material uses vocabulary and
~ ... sentence structures- easily within' their
grasp. If they don't' have to. struggle
to understand literal meaning's, they are
free" to manipula'te the basic ideas
they'v.e received from the passage:
(~PI 328~329) .-
RansSJll1 also explains tha"t some stories are more appropriate
fpr~cel'tain 'purp'oses an.d q.uestions -than others. "for eX~~~l~:
some materf~( i·s·~b.st '~uited to stu(l~fn9 'caus~-'a'nd-effect
relationships, others to maki.ng comparisQns. S.he maintains,
th~refore. that teachers should.keep this in mind whe.n
selecting materials for comprehension work . .Furthe.rmore,
Aulls (1982) assert~ .that "The 'material used for compreheu1on
instruction must be meaningful if it is to be understandable
and engage ttne young r:eader's kliowledge and thought"" (p. 342).
" ..... pet.~rs (1975-1976) as.serts t'hat there are .two' basic
problems which confront students attempting ~o adequately
comprehend concepts in textual materials: (a) insufficient
explanation of concepts, and (b) insuffic·ient organizational r'
p'atterns of written work. Tierney, Mosenfthal, and Kantor
t1984) support the Vi'ew, of Pet", (1975-\9761 "9"dio9 the'
organizational patt;rn when they SU9gest~\hat "S~Orfes 'who'se
structure ViolatesJ;'he 'prototypical PlotJ:truct~re'have been
s.hown ...!P. be more dlff~cult to comprehend th~n stories whose'"
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structure 1s congenial wf-th the. prototypical structure-
(p. 153). SOlll.e material lIIay be so poorly wrlttewthat
,
trying to UJH:Ierstand it Is as lIiuch a guess1ng galle as it is
,
a reading experience (Durkin, 1978).
Depending on the material, th-erefore. the reader's
comprehension Illay vary from day to day .. Varlations may be
due to various factors or a comb~nat1on of factors inherent
fn th~ material. 'As Jenkinson (1969)" $tates: •
The genre or, type" of presentation which the
author chooses to use, 1n addition to th'l!
~onstra.irits of ~he cognitive d1sclpl1n-e
under which he 1..s .operating. may pres'"ent
many_ problems to re"aders who are unaware of
the nature and impact ·of "these control1 i 09
factors. Not .only the substan'the content
but· the level anti concent'l"at1on of concept
pr~sentation may also form a barrier. The
tone of the wrtter.~ his attitude towards
both his subject and the reader, all apparently
affect the· level of cOllprehension. (pp. 548-549)
Vocabulary Develop~ent
. Poor comprehensi.on may be the result of a st~dent's
inability to read the words. Conversely, the problem lIlay be
due .to his or her limited k.nowle~ge 'of the llean1ng of. words
(Har",ts, 1961). Hiller (1972) s~ggests that•. readers must.
have II good stock. of sight words. since they cannot read
. .
effectively if they must -stop to analyze many of the words
1n the text. .She also osserts that a' good meaning vocabulary
enable..s---the reader to interpret the material with clarity.
\ '
Harris and Sipay ~1980) reiterate· the s1gn1f1can~e of word
.....J
. ,-'
' ..j
recognition in their belief that word recognition is a
prerequisite of reading c-omprehens1on. They explain,
.... however, that recognition wi thout understanding is worth
very 1; ttle.
'Re sea rch 5tud 1e 5 (Da v; s. 1944; ~ i "ge r. 196 5 ~
Spearritt. 1972) .have shown that there is a strong
26
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corretat;on between v-ocabuhry. knowledge and r.eadlng compre-
hension. Russell (194'9) asserts that "A child's understanding
. and interpr'etati2~Qf sentences and paragraphs will depend
consfderab~Y ~p~n his -knowledge of. the indfvi-dual word's in
the ~arger.units" (p. 184) ..Spache (1963) has this to say:
Understanding of' the vocabulary is secon"d
only to the factor of reasoning 1n the .
prOcess of comprehens1on, and some writers
would sa'y that it is even more important
than reasoning. It is sufficient to say
that comprehension is significantly
promoted_b-y-attention to vocabulary growth.
(p. 78)
According to Karlin (1975).tnowledge of word meanings is the
most important single factor which influences reading
A .,'
comprehension.
Stahl (1983) examined the effecfs of vocabulary
pre-instruction on the reading comprehension of 28 average
fifth grade readers. The subjects were 'divided {nt~ three/
groups a"nd each received two vocabulary training treatments
and .~ control(treatment. T~e results indicated that for two
of three groups, both vocabulary treatments produced
. ,
significantly higher scores on pa~ssage com~rehel'!Sfon tests.
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For all fhl1dren b~th training freatme.nts produced signif-
icantly higher scores on various sentence comprehension
measur~s.and a mt:1tiple-choice synonym ,test. The examiner
concluded that 'pre,-jn"struction had a significant effect 0Q.....
both comprehension and vocabulary le~rning.
McKeown, ·~e~k. Omanson. and Perfetti (i9B3')
rep'licated and 'extended a study that lnves;fgated the
relatIonship between vocabulary' instruction and readlQ,9
compre~ens1on. -!,." the la.tter study, two. groups' of fourt~
!I.raders were taugh't 104 weirds over a five'month period.
Three fourth-grade classrooms were design"ated ,as control.
The examiners found 'th~t the replication strongly supported
the conclusion sU9ge~ted by the ori~~a~ "study that
fntensive vocabulary fnst,ruction "designed to promote deep
and flue"nt word k.nowledge enhances "text comprehension,
Purpose for Reaping
, The purpose with which the reader approaches material
wi\l1 have a S19~1flca~t effect on his or her re-adfng. a,rown
(1980).contends that "The'r~ader's purpose det'ermines'how he,
.,9r she sets about reading and how closely he or she moni.tors
the purpos~ of readin,g" (p. 455). A~Sm1th and Robinson
(19~O) suggest:
No reading occurs wfthout purpose, even
though that purpose may somet1mes be -
almost unconscious or extremelV Qeneral
-- to'enJoy myself, to relax', ·to learn
2.
a lot about a topic. As purpose becomes
mOre spe-tifi-c, we tend to gain more from
the read;"g _. at leaslt in relation to
that purpose. (p. 227) .
learners..... must know "why" they are ~.eadlng if they
are to understand "what,,"they are reading (Oechant, 19'70).
If, for example, the students are tol? Qnly to read the
next four pages of-a story, they wi~l proba-bly will'lder·
aimles.sly through:",the pages, taking in litlle·{Thomas &
Robinson, '1982) ..Conversel)', Burns "and Roe (1976) maintain
that:
1. Childre"n who are reading with a
purpose tend to have better-
comprehension of those things .for
which they are reading rather than
those who have no p-rrrpos-e. Purpose
or questions offer children a
menta 1 set for approaching the
reading material.
2. Children who read wHh <1 purpose
tend to retain what they have read
better than those who have no
purpose. (p. 229)
Further, Bush and. Huebner (1979) sug!Je{ t '" I tis 1 i kel"y tha t
'no truly high-level comprehension.of reading matQr~1 can
occur with'out a strong pur.l?ose for reading" (p. 130)\
Efficient ;eaders use a variety of approaches to
reading, depending 00. their purposes for reading. This
,
adaptability is very significant considering the wide variety
of reasons for which people read (Harris & Smith. 1980).
Smith (1967) ·listed variou~ appropriate purposes for/eadln g :
(a) intellectual demands. (b) enjoyment, (c) sOCioe-4nomic
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demands, (d) personal social needs. (el- proble.m solving,
(f) spiritual or rel1~ious needS, or personal stimulation,
(9) utllitarian purposes, and (h). vocational or avocationa] ')
interest"s,
.Wh.i1e Stauffer (1975) agrees with .establ ishing
purposes for reading, he maintains. however •• that such
purpose~ should not be determineq b'y ·the tea·cher.I.,n his
.... iew. readers should set their ~wn purposes for rea~il'lg
before ttiey ..begin .the reading assignment. B,Y asking'
"questions, the tea.cher .~an en.courage.students to make
predictions .(.e.et-p1lrposes) about 'the pa'Ssage~ t.hey.are 9.o1n9
to read. Robinson (1977)"also stresses the nred for students
to establ f sh their own purpdses:
Student's who are hel ped to read wi th
purpose -~ to satisfy varying needs--
can also be easily guided to establish
the; r own purposes at the onset of any
reading. Such purpose·setting on the
part of the learner; s assurance of
improving compre.hens1on. (p. 62)
,Interest
.• " Chlldren : ill ,attend better t~.a story about a topic -
. ·'\.tl)ey find personally interesting. In the process, they will
.~ nderste it better (Harris & Smith, 1980), .They further
'a'ssert t~ when a child. is keenly interested in a, subject, ~
.he or she will sometimes p'ersist·'1n and gain much from reading
a selection that is "too dHficult". Interest, therefore. is
a potent factor' in reading,_comprehens1on (Harris & S1pay, 1979~ .
~.,
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Robinson (I9S8) 1n r~Ylewin9 trends in teo1ch1ng
reading, refer~ to the import,\nce of "feeding ch1fdr~n's
interests" to encourage them to utili,ze th~fr reading skills:
Smith and"" Robinson (1980) assert that_"lnt,e..r.est 'is the
i\' touch'Storfe :to reading achieY~ment. reading enjoyment': and
reading u,sefulness" (p. 313). ~~so suggest that a '"ack
of interest in reading by som~ individuals prevents' them
from ca,P1~a11zfng .fully on th-e variou~sk'i11s ~h1ch.~.eac·~e~.s
have tried so, energetically 'to buf.ld in them. M()oreov~f•.
Ken.nedy (1974) ~sse-r~s that' "lack of inte~est ,au's~s. the
min~ to wande,r. elim;nat"es any d.esire "to excel~. ,encouragetS a
dislike for the t'ask, and reduces conscious effort" (p~ 276).
According to "Pearson and Johnson (1978). orle can
capitalize on inte~est to impr"ove compreherl:l&ion of a ._
p'articular 'to~-ic in two .ways·: (a):.~:e.rmit. st'ude,n'ts· to rea~
-selections of high interest, and (b) generate student
interest in the to·Pi.C.• utll1zi~g v.arfous media arid .resou,rce
persons. Bush. .and Huebner'(f979) al~.o·s'uggest that ~1,ldreifl~
interests can be both channeled and dev~op-ed via pictures.
fi'lms, television, ~ook:s. ,and so for~h,> ~oreove; ,th?
contend that through -such efforts a child's background of
experien-ce~may be 'ex~anded and thus contrfbu~e·t~. effec't1~e .
compreh~nsion'·of new r'eading material.
Pierqnek: (1980) attempt.ed to d1sco,ver the independent
re-ading interests oJ s.tuden~~ 1n th~ 1nt'ermedfate gr~d~S,
4 ,~<~h.e, analyzed nfne 'res,earch stu.f~s dealing' ,Wit:: the ,"t~;ests,
~'
•..
I
.'
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of G~~de Four, Five, .anl1- Six students. Hef'findlngs showed
some concensus:
In general, intermediate students are
interested in stories that deal with
adventure, fantasy, social studies!
history; mystery, humor, animals.
patr.iotism, and fairy tales .. Adventure.
Rf!.triotism. and social studies/history
ar'e the'"most popular categories; while
::~~yt~~~: 5 fh:Yl~~ s~ n~o~~ {~~ 1a~a i~~~r f es
level ... ~arl¥ ·intermediate students
appeal" to be more interested In" fairy.
talts" and'c'hl1dren of other lands than'"
al"'e late intermediate students. There
fs definite 'overlapping. of.1 nterests
between bo,Ys and -g1r15 at"these grade
level s .. (p.' 408)
R,esearch stuaies by, Be,roste;n (1~55~1956l and Estes
and- ""ughan (197A) have shown .that fnteres't influences the
child's i:le~elopment of read!ng comprehension. Bernstein
inllestigated th~ relations~ip betwee~ interest and reading
~reh~ns~ of 100 ninth' gr~de-rs. She found that. high
interest was as\ociate~ not onl.y with"superior comprehension
but also with greater reading speed, Estes and Vaughao
examined the influence of topic 'lflterest on the reading.
comprehension of 46 fourth graders, The results .of this
study indicated that lnter~st do~s appear to be a ,very
lnftue.ntial factor in dete-rmlning realJi"ng comprehension.
~ Studies- conducted before 197~ indicate that children
, '\
comprehend more .of hi gh.interest. rather than lo~inter,est
material when each pupil 1s'given ~ ml~ture of both types
,Of 'material (Asher. Hymel, '& Wigfield, i97S). They c~~nducted
"a'studY with 70 Gr~de Five stude's to determine if this
effect was due to a contrast eifect whereby children
selectively respond to the m,ore appealing topics in the
passilges/ they read. Each student received either all
.
high·interest cloze PilSSil 9.es or al~ low-inter.st- cloze
passages but not both. The resul ts lndfcated'that the
effects of interest does not depe~ on contrast effects
that'might be part of a within-subjects'design. Children
'performed better on hhJh rat'her"" th,an low-ln.terest pass,ages
eYeri't~Oug~they w~re unaware ~f the range of toptcs,,'
avallab"le in the experime~t. ~~
\' "I
Comp~nents of Readi~9 Comprehension .. )
--
Some educators contend that various subski lIs are
necessary r~qUis(es ~o, understanding the message conveyed
by the.author. Davis (1944).sul"veyed the literature to
iden~1fy ·com~rehension skills deemed most impor~l1nt.by
authorities in the field of reading, Several hundred
speclfic\skflls were identifie~, many of them overlapping.
He grouped together those that appeared to require the
exercise.... of t,he same, or closely related, mental abllitie·s',
Using the nlhe skills t'hus lde1Tt1fied and tests especiallyi . .
constructed to determine the Importance of these skills,
he conducted ·~e first fa~tor-analysis stud.y of compre:
hension, He conslde'r'~ the followIng ni~e skills ~·o be
basic to reading, comprehension:
(
/'
JJ
t. Knowledge of word meanings.
1
2. Abllfty to.sehct the"approprlate
----!r!"it~;~!'!{~f f~~sa P:~~~C~~a~h~~~~e~ ~u:~e
setttng. .
3. Ability to follow the organization
of a passage and to ident1fy
antecedents and references in It.
4. Ability to se.lect the main thought
of a pas\age.
5. Ability t} answer questions that are
s.peclflca11y answered in i\ passage.
6. Abil1ty to anSwer questions that are
answered in-a-' pass.age but not .in the
words in which,the ques·tion is asked.
7. Ability t"" draw inferences from a
passage about its contents.
8. Ability to recognize the literary
devices used in a passage and to
deter-IlJ"e its tone and moQ,~.
9. Ability to determine a writer's
purp"ose. fntent, and po-lnt of ... iew,
i.I! .• to draw' fn'rerenees about a
writer. (p.' 186)
Since 1944. other attempts. have been made to. del ineate
separate·compreh.ension skfl.ls. DaviS. (1968) conducted a study
froal wldch hiS analysis showed the following cOll'lprehensi9n
skills: •
<)
1. Recalling word meanings .
. 2. Finding answers to questions answered
explicitly or mt!rely in paraphrase in
the content; . ' ,..
3. Weaving together ideas in the content.
4 < orawlnt:r,nc05 from the cont,nL
,. .
J4
5. Recogn 12 i"9 a wri ter' s purpose,
attitude. tone, and mood.
6. Drawing inferences about the meaning
of a word from context.
7. Identifying a writer's techniques.
8. Following the structure of a
passage. (p. 513)
Spearri tt (1972) reana tyzed Dav; s' 5 data using the
maximum likelihood factor analytic procedures. He concluded
,that four s.kills are differentiable ~s separate skills:
(iI) recalling word meanings, (b) drawing inferences ~rom the'
content, (c) recognizing a writer's pur:pose,' attitude. tb~e,.
and mood., and (d) following the structu,re of it pas·sage.
More recElntly. Drum, Calfee. and Cook (1981) conduc:ed
.iI study to determine what variables affect performance on
, reading comPt.ehension ~ests. Seven standar.dized reading
achievement tests were selected""for the investigation. They
. . .
concluded that the abilities needed for successful performance
comprehension test include the foliowing:
1'. Accurate and Huent word recognition;
2. Knowledge of speJ:1flc wor~ meaJl1ngs~
3. Knowled..e of syntactic/semantic clau,se
and senten~e relationships;
4. Recogn 1 t I on of the superord~na tel
subordinate )dl.\2 struc'ture of passages;
5. Identification of ·the,specif1c
information requested in Questions; ~nd
6. Evaluation of the alte~nate choices in·
ord'er to sel eet, the one that best f1 ts
/
" .
...\
(a) the syntactic/semantic requirements
of the' quest'ion and
(b) the Idea" s~'ructure of the paragraph.
(pp. 488-489)
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Othe.r authorl ties have developed s1quences of compre-
hension subsk1Hs called taxonomies. In classifying
cogn1t1ve or intellectual processes, Bloom (19561 utilized
a taxoflomy to dellneate a hierarc~y :10 which behaviors are
..r or,dered 1n ti!rms of difflcul y. He f'tlentffied ,six major
categorle5~. (a) know edge (b) comprehension, (el appl icaticn,
(d) "n~lysis. (e) synthe is. and (f) evaluation ..
Some writer;; have attempted- to· develop. s1'mi'lar
hlerarOlWfcal models in reading comprehension. Sanders (1966-)
developed .v,al uable suggestions on questi'Oning students for
the varlous- levels of ,thinking. ' Consequently. he referred
to his taxonom:¥i!'!s the "tax-onomy of Questions", His
~tegor;es .ere: (a) memory, (b) translation, (c) inter-
pretation,' (d) application, (e) analysis, (fl synthesis, and
(g) evaluation •.
Barrett (1974) adapted the 810o~ taxonomy to produce
a ~lass1ficati:on 'of ~din9 objectives. Entitled II "tllXonomy
of reading comprehej1S1?n", it was recommended as a teaching.
~ r'
:~Ol, a framework for Planni~g, ,teaching, an~ evaluatin9 in
the area of reading comprehension. Sp~c"ffic outcomes were
delfneated under the following main headings: (a) lHeral
recognition ~r recall. (b) inference. (c) evaluation. and
(d)' llppreclat1o"n,
I.-
...
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Sm1th (196.9) used Bloom's tax.anomy to develop a 1 ist
of separate comprehension sk.ills. Her 1Isl.ine;1u"ded:
Jal memory, (b) tra"nslation;"l-c) interpretation,
ld) afPl1catlon, (el analysis, ~f) SYfthe-S1S. and
(9) evaluation. For the"classroom .teacher. however, she
sU!ijlested that categories are di fficult to separate, hard
to re(llember. and may not al'ways apply. to the materials that
~~ildren·use. She Offe:ed" a more concise list, therefore",-
cainpr1sed of four categories: (al" lite-~al comprehension.;.".. .
!(b) interpretation, {c} crit,feal rea~ing, and (d) ,creative
reading.
Lapp and Flood (19,78) examined a number of proposed
taxonomies of reading comprehension and combi ned and·
summarized them in r~lation to the s1x cognitive levels of
Bloom's taxonomy. The following is a listfng ,of thfs
summarization:
levels of cogn1 tf ve
develoement i
.--
Read ;'n9 Comerehens f on
Text E;Plfcit Inforlltatf"on
(1 iteral comprehension)
"" ldentf fi catf on of ,sou~ds.
letters. phrases.\sentences,
paragraphs L
Recognition and reC\all of
detail s. maf n ideas.
sequence. compar1 son.
cauS e-and-e Hec tre la t Ion:-
ships. character traits.
patterns .
Comp~ehe~s 'I on
(understanding)
Application
(abstracting)
Analys15
(ft~~lyzing)
SyntlJ,u-is
(production)
Eval uation
(jud~l~,)
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Tra~s'lation of ideas or
. ,informatton. explicitly
stated: ",classifying,
generalizing, outlining,
sumlllari zing, synthesizing
Text Implicit Inforrna-tion
(inf~rent1al comprehension)
Realization ·of one's •
exper1enc'es and textual
exposures .' .
Inferring: 'lIetails, lIatn
ideas, sequence, cOlllparisons,
cause-and -effec t r.e 1a t i on~h'l ps,
character. traits
Pi-eli-tcting Outcomes
Jnt~rpre t f ng .~figu ra t i Vf!
~~~~~:~~., a~~:~~~n;~:r'ac ter,
Synth,esizing: convergently,
divergently.
World Knowledge I·nformation
(critical comprehension)
Making evaluative judgements
of reality ·or fantasy, fact'
or opinion, adequacy and
validl ty, appropriateness,
worth, desirabl1 ity, and
acceptAb111 ty
Va luing
Pro~'ganda detection:
euphemism, fallacy of
~:~ ~~~~ni~'a~~~ t ~~~:~: ; ,
stereotyping. overs impl i f1 caqon
Appreciation
Emotional response to
content
Identification with
characters or Inc idents
Reactions. to the author I s
use of language
Reactions to the author's
word pictures
(pp. 297-29~)
Strategies for Improving Instruction
in Reading Comprehension
Cloze Procedure.
Taylor (1,953). i ntrod~ces the techn i que known a s th~
doze procedure. Arnold an" Miller (1980) suggest that thiS
techn\que involves filling in blanks wh'1ch have been created
by the deletion of words from a prose ~assage on a r'eg'ular,
basis. Usually every fifth word is·deleted but, there may be
. . .. ~~_... . \
other delet19" patterns .such as every n~h noun, all
structural words, and so forth ,.(Bort1lick & Lopardo, 1976).
In their view, the passage J!lay 'be selected from the student's
instructional matel'1al or fr6m aqy'other mat~rial which the
teacher finds app~oprtite.·FurtheJ, they 'suggest that the
cloze procedure ~as three areas of classroom application:
(al evaluation, ~b) d1'agnoses. and (c) instruction.
When used as an instructional strate9Y, th.e cloze
proce.dure is utilized to improve the comprehension abl1~tteS"
'~';,
·-........
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of students (Tierney, Readence, & Dishner, 1980). More
specifically, students utilize semantic and syntactic context
c'lues to determ~ner4~g wordi· It i~ a proc;dure,
therefore, for improving their ability to utilize the variou~
clues provided 'by the cont'ext (Weaver, 1979). Conte'xt clues
hel p c.Ja ri fy' the mean1 n9s of u.nknown words (A 1exande,r, '1983).
Furthermo're, ,Hafn~r (1965), found that pupils cOlllpr~hende'd,\
better when they.receiv~~d planned (~Q.~uction in- the .,
.utilization of context to build me!nfng tha'n whe-n ·they \
received no s,uch i~str.Liction.
• Richek, list, and Lerner (1983) suggest.., iha:.t in
a\ddition to teaching the use of context .clue~, ;h-~· cloz~
technique also encourages the use of inference skills to
'0'.010" 90es,e, 'b"t
l
.'''''9 wo,d" They "1'0 ,oot"d
t~at students should discuss the~ answers to the exercises,
since discus.slon focuses attent1.on on the reasonableness of
·the repl'acem9nt words. 81ach'owicz (1977) reiterates the
discussion ro'rm~t'_in utilizihg modified doze procedures to
introduce primar.y'. pU'Pils tp"prediction procedures that are
essential in" comprehension d~velopment.· Indeed, as Jongsma
(1971) asserts, the discussion proce'dure may be the key to
the success of' the c'loze technique as a teaching strategy.
The Guided Readln9 Procedure
The'Guided Reading .Procedure (GRP) is a strategy to
be used selectively to improve a studen,t's. reading compre-
hension (Manzo, 1975). He a'sserts that the GRP is a
".
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"m",ati" o( t"h,i"" "'"lti" i' tho fo~m"i" of .l",w
strategy to improve reading compreheflsion. ~t is co.mprised
of six bdSic steps dnd an optional seventh phase. Burns,
Roe, and Ross (.1984) sU9gest that these steps are as (ollows;
1. Set a 'purpose for reading a sel ection
of about SOO,words and te'll the
children to rem,\mber all they can.
I~~~ ;~~7s~~r;~~'~~9~hei r books when
2. Have the s.t,uden~s tell'everyt~in9
they remember from the material, and
record this lnforma.tion on the board.
3.
\
Ask students to look at the selection
again to correct or add to the
information that they have already
offered. .
/
4. Direct the children to orga,nlze th~
informatIon in an outline or some
other arrangement.
5: Ask synthesizing questions to help
students'integrate the new material
with previously acquired information.
6. Give. a test immediately to check on
tbe chi ldren' 5 'short-term re.call.
7. Give another form.of the test later
l~p~h~g_~!Hum or l~~.ter.m recall.
The Guided Reading Procedure can be an effective
approaeh to reading compre-hension. Manzo (1975) points out
that it strengthens the reader's determination to concentrate
during reading. Harris and Sipay (1979) reiterate this
viewpoint in their belief that the procedure' can be employed,
.to help pupils overcome the habit of lookln.g back for> an~,wers.
Further, Manzo (1975) suggests that on those occasions when
'subHantial facts a~d recal~ are requtrfd, the Gu'l~ed Re.i!I,di~g
...
"
Procedure w111 aid students in reaching these objeCtives.
In hfs vfew the acquisition of facts and accuracy in
cOlllpr~henSjOn are prerequisites of hfglier level cOllprehenston •.
He also ass~rts that aparNrom unaided recal" the Guided
Reading Procedure focuses on'oth"er important comprehen~;on
subski11s( (a)' recognizing illplicit questions, (b) self-
correcti~n. and (c) organi.zation of 1nf~rllatfon. a.
Ankiley.nd McClurg (1981) cOmpared the Guided Reading
Procedur~ to vocabulary presentatlon/.'purpose. que;s,t·ionj. "n'd
postreading discussion' for SOcial./~~udhS and SCie~ce. They
( . found that it was superior to the othe-l" three methods for
SOCI,,; stlfdie.s but'not for sc·~~. The,y.also re;orted that
it ~ppeared to have no differe~<tial effe'ct, on better a'l'ld
~oorer. readers, males and females, or higher achievers and
lower ach!ever., Their findings led/to the conclusion tha't
the Guided Reading Procedure was an effecttve reading
strat~gy In content areas and added diversity to classes. It
was time-consu.tng but it had a positive effect on the
chfldren 's ea.gernes$ to return' to the subject natter ~o sear~h
for additional. information.
Directed Reading ActhHY
,
The Directed 'Reading Activity (QRA) 1's usually
'assocfattd'With the basal reader le~son, Betts (1946),
desc.ribed a pl~n for t;ach1ng the reading seleG,t1ons in basal
reader programs, He suggested the'followfng procedures:
I
"
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fi rst, the group sho ld be prepared,
oriented, or made re dy, for the reading
of a story or select on. Second. the first
reading should be gu ded silent reading.
Third, word recognit on skills and
comprehension should be developed during\
the silent reading. FOurth. the readfng ~
--silent or oral, depencHng upon the needs
~1f~:~e~~P~~~;S~~~::'~:r:~~~~Il.~~~~~~
\ ~~ -~~~e~ ~~a~~~~ f l~~s o~.! r~~~·u ~:e b.:O11ow- up
d++ft!Tenthted tn terms of ;)11 needs.
(p" 361
Tierney. Readence, and Dish~e,r 19~DI ma1ntain that
the ORA may be used "l'n conjunction with any' reading" ·selection.
In their view, it is comprfs.,ed of ttulrollOwlng compd'nents: .,.. .
(a) readiness, (b) directed silent reading, (e) COlllprehension
check and d1scuss:l~n. (d) oral reading. and (e) follow·up
activitie;;_ They provide a concise description of each of
these stages.
Readiness. Th1s stage involves pr'epari ng ~e students
" . _I
fo,," reading by relating th~ story to their background of
experience. lIot1vatlng the stu~ents for .reading,.introducing
new words, and establishing purposes for reading. BUilding
.background may" be achieve~ by discussing the story title and
'Illustr~s, student~'s personal experience related to the
story :conte~. fi~ms.,·maps, a~othl!-"r audib·vtsual aids. The'
story title and illustrations may also serve to arouse
students' 1nte~ests. For further motlva,tion, the' teacher may
read 'intrOductory' portions.of the story. To' emphasize both
" " "-
word meanings and word pron~nclatlon, new words are fntrDdUc~__ ~.
In context. Finally, the teacher may give the students a
.""
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major purpose for reading the whole sto'ry by posing a questiot'l
for students to answer in their silent reading. ISo'metimes.
. -.
however, the teacher may decide to set speciFic'purposes for
each part of the selection before going on to other segments
of the sel eetion.
Directed silent reading. After 'the ~reparatory stag~e
of the ORA. pupils should reaa the'select10n\to 'find answers
to the ,purp.,ose-questions set by .the teacher. \ Studen'ts may be
directed ~.o read all or' part·oT the selectlon\ at ,one time,
r,. depending on the slory'l.engttl. oontent, and t~e students,:
ability (Heilman, Blair & Rupley, 1981). ,They also suggest
that 1 f the story Is to be broken into tW'o or more segments.,
they should be determined log1cally before the Yesson beg1ns.
Comprehension check and discussion. Following t~e ~
s1)ent reading, inHial dicsuss10n should centre aroulld
ari.swerilg the purpose-questions set prior to the silent -
reading. Secondly, utilizing d·iscussion questions, the teacher.
stresses and develops comprehension abilities: For example,
teach~rs might inclUde questions o·n the interpret~ve or
critical levels to extend the students' thoughts arising from
thei~ reading to set ·purposes.
Oral reading. Oral reading may occur in conj"!nct'ion'
.
with the comprehenslen check and di scuss10n or the teachf!r
may use I t to set ¥Ow pyrposes for reacH ng. These purpo~es
may be set independe,ntly by the teacher, or new purposes may
arise from the discussion or help' the~nts p~epare for ae.- . .. ,
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.~Ol10W-UP acttv~y .. In-"any event, If or'al reading 1s to be
a part of the lesso,n,·jt must be purposeful and meaningful
to ttH! students (Heilman. Blair & Rupley, 1981).
Follow-up act1vlti·es. in the follow-up activities,
empfiaSis ;s orf'build1ng-and extending developm'ent ·andenrich-
ment··of the stu~ents' understanding of th: concepts 1ri the·.~r"-~·
story. Acd'1fties .for extendfng__ skl"~ development may -? (-f -
inclul,le introducing new word 'attacl ~k111s: -utilizing new'
"-
terms of the. story to extend students' Yo.cabulary, 'and
further d'evelop'ment of students' q>mprehe,ns1-o1l ~bl11t~es;
EnriChmen.~ act'ivities'may involve creative wor.k. study.
activ'ities. or extended reading.
01rec\ed Rea~~1n9-Th1nkin9 Activity
Stauffer (1969) asserted that the reading-tbin-king
process can be directed in such a way that IUlP'l~ will be
encouraged to th~k while they read--to specu1ate~ to proc-ets _
information, and to test hypotheses. Th'us the st~dent.'s
e'ffort and conc~ntra~W;ll be mOii.va~,/H.';'~ Di'~ect.ed '.
__Reading-Thi,nkin g Ac (D-R-T,{A) it·a plan t~ be u~ed in ":".;~
) .• ,. directing the rea,d":~~3 lections in a. _basal· r~ader,
«11.......,.--. The plan has .two components--a process and a product. ..~
The process lnv~lves lden·~ifying the purposes for· reading,
adjusting the rate of re~ding -to pur-poses set and the
rna teria 1, _ad i ngto verify purposes I and" d,E::vel op i ng
comprehe'1si0'1' 'The prolc"t consists of fun~amental 'kill- "
) ",
. --
. '
..
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training activities. The following is a brl-ef' description
of the steps 1nl/ol lied:
Developing purposes for reading. Stauffer {1969}
assert's ·that the reading-thinking process must begin with
the reader. Readers must con-jectur~or ask questions about
the selection. Th'ese predictions may be ba"S'ed ~n the clues
avai'lab!e 1n th~ tlt).e. p~ctur:s. ma.p~, information obtained
frolll a sm.tl1 segment of the story, and so forth. These self-
generated predlcti1fn's "or questions become the readers'
""purpos.es for "eading. 'Durlng this part of the D-R-.T-A.""th~
, teacher's role 1s t;o ae'tivate thOU9ht~ a.sk1ng such questions
as "What do you thfn'k?". i
Guiding the ",ustment of ra'te. nie nature and
I ' I ,.'
readab'1Jity of the material and the students' self-decliired
purposes will determine the rate of reading. The· four
.. " ,.I. •
general categories of rate \djustment are skimming, scanning,·,
. ~ .~.
survey.. reading, and study-type readin.g. Purposes may dictatE;.
for"examPle. -that the rea4er ,Skim to .locate bits of
'information or' that 'he or she read carefully and ,reflectively
for the purp'ose of passing judgemeht. It is the teacher's
. .. .. ' '. - *
resp'?nSibl11ty to help eS"tablish efficient reading rates
(Alex:.. nder ,. Oonnelly, ~9Bi).
Observing the ~eadin9. After'efficient r"ates are
determined, the s-tude~ts are directed to read a segment of
the ~e:lectlon to tes~ their' ~ypotheses. In ~eading' ~e story,
.pupils are encour.aged to ,ask for help when they need it. The
,"
••
",
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teacher assists. pupils who are having problems searching for
meaning. clarifying purposes and ,concepts. o"-;ecogniz1P9
words. For exa~~le. when a student asks for help in
identifying a ~1rd. the te&cher shows him or her how to apply
word-attack skiLs t'o -make an intelligent guess: Stauffer
suggestS··lhat none of; the new.words is to be lllught or
discussed pr~or to"readfng. In his vie"', the basic objectives
of the D-R-T-A are to teach students tc! lfecome thinking
readers and to acquire skills that will permit them to read
independently .
Developing comprehension. Following the reading of a
segmen.t of the story, compr.ehens"ion develOpment begins. In
the initial discussion, pupils ar" asked to pr.ove that their
hypo-theses ~ere right~~~:g, or to give reasons why they
should alter their p"r.edictions. To do this, they are· required
to produce eVide,e from th!!: material they have read. During
t1he comprehe:'nsion development stage, the teacher also deals
"'with any questions .the students may ask about p.ar.tl<cular
aspects of the story and furtber clarification of words or
·con~e.pts if·it is needed. Af.ter the development of
co.mpr~hension for the first segment of the story is completed,
the predicting, reading. and pro"ving cycle continues .in the
next segment. The process continues until the entire
selection has been read.
Fundamental skill-trahllng activities. ..... After" !:'tIe
comprehension development for' the last segment of the s~ory
is completed, the last step in the '!l.R-T-A, the fundament_
ski Il-tralning, begins, As Stauffer ((969) sU9gests:
This 1s ,the time when skill training of a
dtfferen~ kind is accomplished, Now
special attention is given to developin9
such skills as firming up and refining
word-attack skills, clarifying and
de'/eloping concepts, increasing powers
of observation and reflection, and
developing adeptness i,n the use of
semantic ,analYSis, (p. 55)
PSYchollnguistic Approach
.,
ACc~~~ng to PSYChOllngUls'tiC theory as postulated
by -Goodm~~ (1967, 1973) and Smith (1978, 1.979), reatt.ng is
viewed basically as a language or commun.1cation process. It
. .
centres on the subject, the language user, and how he or she
puts langu.age to use in a sea'rch for meaning. Readers
utilize their background knowledge, especially their knowledge
~
of language, to interact with the printed word. They
formula~e predictions about meaning, and as they read ahead
the predictfons are either conffrmed, or rejected and
#
,
The reader brings more information to the text than
the tfii:. brings to the reader. Reader,s have in their minds
information and concepts which ,ena'ble ;'"hem to make s.ense out
of the text. Reading, therefore, means bringing meaning to
the pri~nted word in order to get meaning from -4\ (Burme,1ster,
1983), Jenk1?s and Pany (1980) contend-that the'\rOflc1ent
rqader con~.tructs mea'ning by utll fling, as 1ittle vi sual
. ,
t".
--4. ,
information as possible. The more visuall informatiO'n a
reader requires to obtain meaning from the printed p~ge. the
less efficient is her or his reading.
Goodman (1967) refers to-reading as a PS/Cholinguistic
guessing game. As readers scan the lines, they use graphic
(visual), phonological (sound), semanpc (meaning). and
syntactic (grammatical) cues to get. to the l:Jeaning. In this
pro-cess they develop sampling, predicting, confirming. and
correcting strategies. Effective· reading 15 only defined 1n
terms of comprehension. As Goodman (l9q)' Hates:
Efficiency ·In reading Is gained by using
the fe~.s.t number of graphic cues and makin"g
the best possible predictions on 'the basis
of what the reader kn.ows about language ..and
the content of what hit is reading, w1'thout
,sacrificing meanin9. (p.60)'
Smith (1978) maintains a similar view of the reading'
process. Readers "predict" their way through the printed'
lines by using their knowledge of language redu'nda-ncy. He
defines prediction as the "prior eliminati.on o.f urflikely
alternativ:~~ (p. 66). In his view, th~re are four type~ •
of redunda_n~y,: (a) visual, (b}.ortho!lraphic (spelling).
(c) syntactic ,-?rammatical), ,and (d) semantic (~\anln9).
The fluent reader depends less on 9rap_~ic input ',than does ..
the les·s fluent reader.
A.ccording to Smith (1979). prediction is the bas..~. j
of comprehension. In his view, prediction is askin'g quesfio.ns.
He su'9gests that as st~den.ts read, they are-constantly aSkin9
questfons, hypothesizing, and seekfng answers to these
'-
..
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questions. Silith also contends that .a~ long as these ,;
qUestl~ns are answered. )~reader co_prehends. He a~5erts.
therefore, that cOllprehens·ion is relative: It depelfds on the
questions which the reader happens to ask. Horeover, Smith
(1979) states that -COIlP.fehens.10n is not a quantity, it is a
.st4tl!-.a state. of not having any' unanswered questions· (p.86).
SllIfth (1979) contends.that Nit 1$ spe;c1al practice
at a sP.l!ctfic task. with sympathetic help in meaningful
situations, that "!akes the.learning Of"lajt skill poss1.ble"
(p. 146). Students. therefore, need to''';e given adequate
opportunities ,to explore" and test hypotheses in printed
ni°aterhls which appeal "to them.(SmHh. 1978). In his view,
th~ basic objective of reading teachers shoul.d be to ensure
that st~~are given these opportul)lties. Where c..hlldre",
;'ave•. 1tt.tle Interest in reading, tef,chers Ilust Ilotivate and
---:-. en~rage thelll to read. Where students have difficulty in
reaA~.9. t~ache~s ;~st help them. f)
Active Co_prehension'
•
Ruddell (1914) proposed que'stionin9 strategies for
directing the stude'nts' 'thi'nkf~g Wh~rebY the teacher a~ r
ques __fons and students respond .wi th answers, Teacher-posed
questions may serve as a model of the way .in which thinking
dUr1n~ r6cf1n9. should occur ..,,,,while some transfer may occur
through imitating the teache'r's questlon.lng behaviour, the
Interaction strategy does not teach students how to become
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1 ndependent in the readl"9 process (Singer. 1978). "I n hi s
view, the best way to facilitate transfer is to teach for it.
His plan incorporates three important concepts for guiding
, I
instruction: (a) modeli,ng behaviour, (b) phase-out ,and
phase-in strategies. and (c) active comprehension.
Modeling behav.iouf. Teacher-formulated questions
I -serve as a model of the kinds of questions that are
appropriate ~ particular co.ntent area. The teacher,
~.. th·er...efore'. first models. a pr"ocess. of comprehens'1oll by t..a.k,"g
st"udents '~hrough an entire lesson, a unit, and so forth,
demons~rdti'~9 wliat que.stions to 015'''- and what· process of
thinking to go through in reading and comprehending the
printed material.
Phase-oub and phase-i n ·strategies.. In order to
c'omplete the instructional procedure. the students must be
taught to formulate their o~n questions. To a,chieve this
objet:tive, the teacher must go through a succeeding lesson
_or chapter .el.iciting stude'nt-form~lated questions before.
during, an4 after reading. Thus the teacher is p,tlas~d out
anQ the students are phased in in formu'latin9 qu~tions.
Active comprehen5~ As the' students be.glll to
for'!!-I.lla-te their o.wn ~5tlons,. the~ are developin~ a process
of reading called' ad.i've comprehension. They can then read
actively to answer thEllr own questions. Singer (1978)
maintains that "The objective of tea.chin9 comprehension is
to have s'tudents learn to ask their own questlons a.nd guide
•
'.
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their own thlnldng so that they can become independent in
the process of reading and 1earning from text" (p. 904).
The Art of Quest 1onin9
The Significance' of Questions
Questioning Is the key to effective teachf119. Smith
(11'1 Pennock, 1979) asserts that the great teacher •. Socrates,
used clever questioning to direct the learner in the .discovery •
of k.towledg,e. ~he qUestl;~S II t'eac~er asks 'determine the,.~ln.d
of th~nklng the .students do (Gallagher, 1964). Wixson (1983)
maintains that "both the' ~ype and the content of questions
promote different learning outcomes" (p. 292)·,
Hunkins (1976) also suggests that wfttio~t the" question
tt~ere 1s an absence of learnin.9 sfnce the question is required
for praces,sing information. Moreover, Durkin (19Bl) contends
that students retain more abl?ut a text when questions
used. As DeGarmo (I911) states:
In t'he sknlful use of the question more than
in \lny,th1ng else'lies the fine art of teaching;
for in such use we Itlve'the guide to c1 ear and
vfvid ideas, the quick spur to imagination,
the stimulus to thoug'h1, the incentive to
action. (p. 226) ._
In conju'nction with s~ory re'ading, questions are asked
for "llt le~st three specific· purposes. First, :qu~t1ons serve
to' evaluate 1ear~1ng. Teachers ask qu,est1ons to discover how
. well chf1d~en understand what they read, for'comprehension
inS.ide the head and 1.S unobservable (Beck & McKeown ••
/
.11
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1981). Good questions. therefore. can identify f'e.lders in
I
need of special instruction (Olson & D1l1ner. 1982). Indeed,
• questions are the mr~strument of teachers 1n their
attempt to measure co~prehenSion (Smith & RObi~son. 1980)
se~ond. questions function' as a diagnostic tool.
When students are requested to give reasons behind their
answers or statements, the think'~ng process they used to
generate responses 1s reveall?:d (Rlchek, List, & Lerner.,"19831, .
Teachers can pose questions that will 'assist them in t~~'h"",,­
examinatjo·n of the student's thought p"atterns. Melnik (1972)
agrees with- this viewpoint:
. A's a diagnostic too'l, .questions are formula fed
by the teacher to eficit the maximum response
from·a.n individual. In .analyzing his response·,
the tea~her gains in.sight into his process' of
rea9ing, which provides a basis for planning
appropriate individual instruction. (p. 267)~__
Third. questions can be utilized to enhance compre-
hension. Questions can focus and direct students' thinking
(Singer. 1978). For example, purpose questions before r'ead~ng
de;ermine the student's nature and'd!!l!th of thinking-while he
or she· is reading a selection. lapp and Flood (1978) also
~
sU9gest.that "A 5econd w.ay to .1oOk a·t questictning as a
s~jmulant for thinking is ·to think of questions as a tool
for or:derlng think.,in,g, for putting the.pieces ~; a puzzle
together'" {po 310). They contend thahwhen a student
misinterprets a passage, retracklng procedures can be
uti1\~ed through system8~ic questioning to, help him or her
distover the pie~es of the puzzle'that have been inco·rrec·tly
t nterpreted.
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Guidelines for Question; n9
Guidelines for preParing questions. Because questions
determine bJlth' ~tu~.---qu;;;tity,'and quality of a student's
comprehens fan t"'the way i n Wh~ teachers con'"'struc tread i ng
<omprehe"',, "·e,tio,, " ,e;y'1'Offi"0t. C,oo",h.m
(1971) asserts that the wording determines. both the function
of a question and how well the teacher communicates '!lith the
students. Ph'rasing a questio"t therefore. requires careful
attention. Questions which are not deliberately planned ~end·to
be poorly' w~rded and m"tsleading, to'stude.nts .(Burns; R0f!' &
Ross, 1984). As Turner ~1983b) suggests, questions can be so
complex that students are unalile to comP.'rehend them. In his
view, pr'eparation of questions should involve:
1. careful examination of the reading
material s.
2. consideration of objectives involved"
(reading obJectives, social growth
objectives, knowledge mastering
obje.ctives. ,etc.).
3. purposeful decision making about the
nature, purpose, and direction of the
questioning strategy itself.
4. knowledge and tlnderstanding of the
needs, levels of- abilities, and likely
.reactions to di fferent. techniques of
particular children.
So. Con'siderat1on of the ·total instructional
context. (p.203).
Otner'specific guidelines are recommended by ~a'ri'Gus
authorities. The follOWing suggesttons may be.of some benefit
to t~~chers who wis"h to improve their qUesti~ning~ChniqUeS~-"
..
..
1. Avo'id "yes" or "no" type questions (Burns, Roe,
& Ross, 1984; Cunnin9ham, 1971; Napell, 1978).
2. Keep questions clear and concise (Cunni~ham,
1971; Hunkins, 1972; Hyman, 1982; Sande~, 1966).
3. Avoid questions that may lead studlents to the
answer by supplying to!> much inf+ation (Burns, Roe: ~ Ross,
1984; Cu'nninghalll,. 1971).
4. Structure,passage-dependent questions. Avoid
questions that cal! be answered correctly withou.t first reading
, , the selection (Culyer, '1981; Dauzat & Da.uzat. 1981; Tuhman,
1971).
5. Prepa~e a variety of questions designed to
reflelrt different levels of comprehension '(Dallmann, Rouch,
Char, & DeBoer, 1982; lapp & flood, 191'8; Ruddell, 1978;
Wi 150n & Hall, 1972).
6. use'lan9~a9E! the readers can~~:~~~ (Dauzat &
DlIuzat, 1981; Turner, 1983b).
7 .. When' you ask- "What do you think?" Jtype questions,
ask students to present evidence for their opinlons (Bt.lrns,
Roe. & Ross, 1984;' Spiegel, 19~O).
Guidelines for asking quest10n·s .• The .teacher~s
. ,
effectfveness1n asking questions.wf1'.1.... depend on both/tile
formation of good questions 'and also on \he way the(teacher
uses these questions (Cunningham, 1971). ~e suggests that
'_ the'way teachers manage questions and the students' answers
.
will determine the quality of 'the students' responses .. ~s
,.~,
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Stauffer (1970) contends, "a question well asked can be half
the answer" (p. 138). I n order to develop students' think ing
and to mO,tivate students to interpre't and analyze the
selections they read, the fo1 lowing gUidel'ine,s are suggested.
1. Give the students. time to think about the
(Culyer, 1981; Gambrell, 19~3; Heilman, Blair & Rupley,
1!:i81) Student.s who are given three to five seconds to
. respond ·pro.duce b~tter answers (Rowe, 1978) ..~
2. Call on both' Wll1ing volunteers and non~volunteers
(Cu'hningham, 1971.; Hyman, 1982).
3. Ask the question befor,e caning on someone to
respond (Dauzat & Dauzat, 1981).
4. Give feedback for a response (Etten, 1918; Riley,
1979; Schwartz.& Sheff, 197~ Praise.the learner for
appropriate answers (Spiegel, 1980; Turner,).983b). Deal
with incorrect reSQonses in an under'standing and .st'thetlc
manner" JO.allmann, Rouch, Char, & DeBoer; 1982; SPi~ge-h' 1980).
5. Rephrase qd"'estions that evoke undesirable ..
responses (Dauzat & Dauzat, 1981).. Pis a general rule,
repeating questions in the same form should be avoided
(Cunningham, 1971; Davidson,. 1969).
6. Have the students ask 'Cjuestions on the story ,or
selection (Balajthy, 1984; Eeds, 1981; Ortiz, 197-7; Singer,
1978) .
..
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Questionina strategies. S~ith (in Pennock, 1979)
maintains that "Improving comprehension involves more than
ask i IIg of questi ons a t the vari ous cogll1 t i ve 1evel s" (p. 96).
•...Ruddell (1978) asserts that teachers should b~ aware'of
.'v.rious questioning procedures which can be utilized when
i nvolv;ng students in verbal interaction. He stresses the
followf'ng questioning ~trateg1es for effectively developing
the s~iJdents' comprehension abilities.
r 1. Focusing" -- initiates di scussfon or refocuses 01'1
"a-n'in1t1al quest;?". Example: "What' is thi; story about1"
2. Extending·- asks for more information- on the ~
same subject at a given comprehensio'n )·evel. Example: "What
other information do we need about 'the visitor?"
J. Clarifying -- enabl es the teacher .to encourage
returning to a prt!vious response for further clarification., ,
explanation, or Iredefinitlon. Example: "Could you explatTI
what you, mean?"
4. Raising -- allows the teacher to ob,tain additional
information on the same subject at a higher compreh"ension
le"vel.' Exampl.e: "Why do ypu like this story bt!st?"
Research on the,:.~:;:~"ts of Q~eSt10nin9 ,_"~
Research supports the theony that the use of questions
whilt! reading enhances learning. An early representative
study is that of Walshburne" (1929) who used five types of
question placement in a hig~ school, social studies passage to
determi.ne If the u,!Oe of questions· influences learning.
Students read the pa~sjlge u~der one of the following
·conditions: (aJ all qu~stion> at t~e beginning of the
selection. (b) ~uestions 1nterspersed at the beginning of
target paragraphs. (c)'" questions intersperse'd at the end of
target paragraphs. (d) all questions at the end of th~ {
passage •. and (e) no qUest10n~. The questions focused on (
,
. detail information as well as on generalizati?ns about the
"text. Students took a test immediately following the reading
of the passage. In most cases, the (nvestigator found that
the use of qu.estions enhanced comprehension test performance
when co·mpared· to the no·question group.
Savage (1972) examined the relationship of classroom
questions and student achievement 1n socia'l stud1es.--......,.~11
fifth·grade students in two randomly chosen schools part..,-c:",
ipated in t.he experimenJlw,ich ~as conducted over a six-week•
...period. The sU.bJ.ects were .randoml.y assigned to three groups.
Group A received Instruction which focused on 70~ knowledge-
level ques·tions'and 301 higher-level questions. Group B ,.
, \
received ·instructlon comprised of 701 high·er-level questions
and 301 knowledge-hvel questions. Group C was a control
qroup. Utlllzing,.:anallsis of varlance procedures, he found
statistic.ally significant effects for the experlmental groups.
Mays (.196.9) conducted a study to determine whether
the curiosity levels of children wouJ"d be increased and
·whether gains would be made in chl1.dren's comprehension when
...
/
.
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selected i'QueSlioning procedures were used. A rotation-group
design was used with 171 fifth·grade students. Experimental
group-teaChers utilized curiosity promoting questions in ~
prequestionipg of students b"e,fore the read.1"9 'of l?e
selections. After analysis of the data. she con'~lUde~ th'~..,1
the use of selected questioning techniques does produce .......
signlfican.i 'increases incurTii'S1ty 'iIond in reading compre-· . ~
hension when c~mpared to the gains made when regular claSSroom
procedures are' used. '\' •
. ,.
Fincke (1968), fn~estf~ated.the r,lationshlp between 6 '
asking 'children questions to d~Yelop purposes for reading and
their acryievenient of>.. higher leveE o·rcomprehensiol). Thirty-.
two Grade Three students from varying sO,cloeconom1c envl,~o'n,- ,
ments part1cipafed in the study. Two ~1ternate -forms of
. , .;t
Temple university'S informal Reading I~ve,ntory were
~dministered. \Ilith s.ets.of prepared'que.stiOn!·to.d~~elop
,purposes f'Or reading as the variable . ."The findings indicated
tha task 1og ques t j ons to-~ de.vel op purpose.s lOor read I og res'iJl ted
signffic'antTy in higher levels of comprehension: (a) with,
the entire population, at,·the :02 :level. (b) Wi.th chll~tn
from middle re,a.di-ng-groups at the .0,2 level, ~nd (c) with
c'hildren'from the sOCioeC(Jnomlcal~,y a~~rage sth'oo'ls at the
",01 level , ~
By contra'St. Helfeldt aed la,11k (i979) c~~pared ·the'
e,ffects of two, questioning strd~egies on the ·development of
1nterpret1 ~ read1 n9. Twenty- two Grade F Ives.tud~nt~ w~re ~. /
randomly as s 19ned to a un11 a tera l' te8~cher ques t fon'i n-g 9rollpl.~~
. . .
, r"
\,-'
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rec1pro:al student-teacher questioning group, The 11
slolbjects 1n each group were. t~en randomly assigned to
tnstructional un"its consist1ng df three or four subjects.
C!'-- _, -
!heSe SUbjects were taught "In'terpretue reading skills during
fd.rty-five ml~ute lessQ.ns· presenttd 'on 14 con~ecutiye school
da~s. FOI10WI~ the ffnal treatment session, they compared
tlle perfor,mance of ~e two groups on"a postle"st .. Analysis
~ '.,
of the data. indicated that the recjprocal student-teacher
'questioning group~ ~erj s.t.at~stl~Y supe~10r .to th~ ~/ou"s
where teache~ ~eit10~1ng domin~ed. • . _: • .,
Coh'en (1'983) condu~.ted:an· investigation which focused
on stuient-generate~Jquest1ons at t~e'literal lev-el .of. reading
" . '." .'comprehensi~n ... ,forty-e'i~ht G?d~ T~ C~~ldren·....,~re selfete~
for the study and randomly assiQ.n·eIC'to experlm~ntal or ~ntrol.
';0'" wHhi.(,""eL The ",m',,, ,~ltem'ted'to ,"\w" two,
questions:~ .(ia)-. Could \l:lementary school ehi.ldren be trained
to gl'!n,~rate. quest1qns whlle reading·a s't stqry1 .(b) Would
t'h1s self·questionlng str;tegy improve'their reading .co·mpre-
hension. The trai-riing program, th~ref9re. consisted ot" two
parts:. (a) tra'ining In· q'u'estion 9~nerati.0·IJI-and (b);"'~pl1ea-
• tlon of.~ues~'ton1ng skills t~ read1n~'sh'twt: ·stories. Results
. showed s~n1fi.ca"',g.;insbY the expe;fll)e'nt~l groups on both a
. standardized t~~t.',a.~d ~ erit'er.ion test~
Although these s~udl-es 'containeli many limitations
and involved yartous questioning strateg.ies,'they do support /
the. assullfptioll that reading comp"ehens1on abllit1!s can b~ ~
impro~'ed throJgh ~qUestlon'tng."
, ..'"""-. ....
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'" Research Related to the IPlprovemen"t of Reading
, CJmprehe~Slon through Instru~tton
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As Indicated in Charter One, there are relatively few
s tudi es ava i lab 1e" in the a rea of read i 09 com~rehens1on
ins-truttion. Those studies which do exist, however, tend to
" ",
support the theory that students, can ind~ed. through
l!xplitit instruction, b~ taught ~o acquire and apply reading
strategies which w1'1~lmp'y.ove reading comprehension.
Davey and p'orter (1982) reported a studY in .wh.~ch,
they used a four-step instruc.~ion pro.edure l:'IiJ:.h middle school
students. The'sl! students were ident1ft ed as poor 'comprehe.Mers
who viewed reading as a code process rath:.r than a ,meaning
. process a'nd lacked .ef.fective "f1X-l..p"'strat:g ie, to aeal with
comPFehens;on·pr;blem·s. The steps 1n the program included
•
enhancing a. m'eanlng orientat1~n t.o print, focusinq attention.
on meanr~.g dUl'-ing silent reading, establishing c~1terfa for
'understaTIding~ ana de;eloping f'1x-~p strategies. After sfx-'
\ week training seS$ions, th",i$ procedure, wa's evaluated usIng
co~par1son groups of fifth 'and sixth-grade studellts. The
exain~'fHt;'S found that students trained in the four-step
, .
p:ro~edure,were more successful in oyera\l posttest
eo"}Preh,ns ion. /
Ooctorow (1974) pre.dicted that retention of low
\ .
. frequency ~eadirt9 ~a.te,:.!~}s a~d'r~ading comprehension would
be 'Increased' by In!tructln? elementary school students. to
•
"
;, .
. ,
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generate meaningful story relationships. To test her ____
hypoth~1s. 366 fifth and sixth-grade students were randomly
ass1'gned to experimental and con:r~Ol treatments. _An.alysJs ~ _
of her data showed that reading comprehension and retention
were s1gnHicantly 1ncreas!!d by the generation treatment in '.
comparis,·on t~ t.he control tl"eatment in separate experiments
for abol/e and t:elow average readers.
Tharp (1982) reported the assessment ,a! the Kamehameha
Early Education Program '(KEEP) in terms .of three experiments.
_.. '.
Tris pr9Qralll whfc.h features systematic 1~struct1on 1~
,9tlmprehe~s1on has been developed for Polynesian-Hawaiian
children. It employs dfrect~'da'fly instruction with tw'o-thirds
of the instructional time in readin\beln g allo~ated. t.o
• ~omprehens~ion. KEEP operates a ,resear'ch and demonstration
'I '.
school of one class each pf Kihd'ergarten t-hrough Grade Three,
E-et experi~ent 'was designed to, examine the- effects
of the KEEP program on students' totaTtr,.'eading achievement
(vocabulary plus compre,hension). The first study was'"
cO'nducted~ent1rely ill..~he .v~oratory S~hool and invo,lved
Grades One. Two,. and T~ree. The 'KEEP prog'C;am was compar.ed to
a p~on1ctbased program which emph'a:ized d~COding Objec~ives.
A s~ccesslve-'cohorts analysis indicated that thl KEEP proghm •
was superior to., the" phonics program;'
In the second ex.perim~.nt. which.a' so involved pupils
"""' '" 1n Grades O'ne t Two. and Three. KEEP ex~er ment~l groups in
the hborat,ory school were compa'red with pproprtate control ~
.I
( \
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Two studies wer'e. included fn the research. Orie of,
the investiga,t0fs worked' with six'stud;nts, ~n.pairs, in
study on.e. In the second study, four read1ng' teachers taught
21 remedial reading s,tudents. Results ind1cated 'that the
I groups in eleven PU?1ic: schools. The control subjects
"-from twenty;rfour classrooms where standard basal reader
series were :used. Three-quarters of these classes utilized
small, homogeneous ability groups for reading lrystruction.
Results demonstrated sup~r1ority of the KEEP program over
matche<J,...pub1 ic school- controls { "\
An experimental versus \.antrel group d~sign' WiI'S also
utl1.ized 1n experiment three. The ...ltudY ~as conducted by
installing ·the KEEP program in two public schools. In each
" _ t
sellool,. all first-grade' child'reo were randomly assigned to
the two experiment-al KEEP classes or to the two control
groups. AnalYSfS.
c
.crf the. data indicated lJhill the KEEP program
was superior to the regular programs in ·both schools.
Pali,nscar and Brown (cited·'in Pearson & Gallagher,
1983) examined the .effects of explicft instruction of four
comprehension monitoring activities. T~-e investig~t1on
irtvolved lear-ning d1sabled junior high school students who
were efficient at decoding but deficient in comprehension.
A reci~rocal ~uestioning procedure was us.ed "to teach the'
following activl,ties: ('a) .'que,stion generating,t(b) summarizin9'
(c) predicting Wh~be_d~scussed next in the text, and .
(d) clarifying unc1e~r -text,
\
.~
~: .
studen'ts' ability to answer comprehension'questions i{prOVed
"slgn1ficantly after 15 days of. training. The effects were
also evident on an elght'-week. delayed test.
. .
Spiegel and Wha)ey (1980) reported a study conducted
to investigate whether children's 'concep.t of story could be
enhanced through instruction, ana whether reading compre-
hension could be enhanced through instruction designed to
develop conc.ept of story. Twenty Grade Four readers with a
poorly dev'~loPld concept j)f 'Story were selected"and randomly
. "assigned to t;o groups" The experimental group received six
'sessions of intensive instruc.tion-'in structure of stories, for
t~tty to ,:forty .minutes daily: The control group received
, instruction in. var'ious, other'language aspects. ,After the
testing of the concept of s,tory and compreheRsfon 'of sto~i,~s.
, . .
the results reported were: (a) The concept of story for the
experimental group was significantly better than that of the
'\. co~tro~ .gr~up,:. (b) The experimen!al group, performed I
~1gnificantly better on both story structure and reading
comprehension.
Several researc'h: ,studt.es suggest tl)at students can
improve their crft'ical reading and thinking skills and learn
to ~ake infer'ences' if, they r.ece.ive\syste,matic, instruction ~n
these skills. Wolf. Kin~. an,d Huck\(l967-) c0!lducted a's-tudy
to ,determine .fthe{her or not.cr1tic.al reading couJd be taught
to elemen,tary school children, Grades One through", Slk
par;"lc1pated in the study which lasted a full year and
..
"6'
included experlment'al an~ control groups in all six' grades.
The investlgato1s found that groups of children who received
.critical- reading irtstruction made significant ga~ns over the
control groups on the crt t leal reading "tests even in the
primary grades. Moreover, the?, reported. that children 0'( all
levels of inte]1 igence profited from the instruction.
\ PatChing. Kameenul, troine, Gersten •.and ColYiil
(1983) comparel'a control and two ex~rimental treatmen'ts
in training three crit\.cal reading skills. The population
consisted of 39 Grade Fhe students selected from two public
scho"ls and randomly assigned to one .of three groups" A
direct fnstruction .a~.f.OaCh was used.with one expe~!mental
group and a workboo;-with-correct1v/-feedback approa'ch wi'th
the other. Students in the contr.ol group wer.e given
..
wo{ksheets frDm a commonly used reading comprehensi on workbook
program. Analysis 31-the 'results obtai,ned on the. critical
reading 'posttest significaritl.y favoured the d:irect-instruction
,
approach.
To ascertain the eff!!c.f,. of instruct\;~ on inferential
readi.ng comprehension, Hanse~~ (19~1) compatred three groups' of
avlt'rage second-grade readers. One exp,el-tmental group,
, ' .
received training·'in using an inferential thinking strate'gy.
In. the se,ond expe~ental gro'up, students were\9iven guided-
reading dis-cl/ssi'on questions, all at the inferen\lal level.
The t~trd gro~p, a, control group-~ received trad1tio·nal 6-tory
introductions and the typfcal mix of literal td fnferenthl
.. ,~
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questions (about ~1ve to one). Instruction was applied to
. ten bas-al-reader stories. Ut111;ing four outcom,meas.ures,
s~ found that -students in both eXrerlmental groups performed
bet,ter than students in the control group. It was concluded
that both instruction and p~act1ce affect children's compre~
hension performance.
eaA. Dewitz, and Pa"tberg (1983) used three procedures
to help sixth-grade children 1ncr~<l;s.e inferential reading
comprehension with expository text .. The'-study which ex.tended
. " . I.. .
over- a period. of .eight weeks involved instrufJ'.Jon 1n three "._"
social stud1e~..u~fts. Seventy-five pupils at a suburban
elementary ~~~l were divided into three 9'ro,ups. One
treatm~nt 9rO~lJP'reeei_ved instruction ,.n only ~ clo.ze techni.q~e.
The other re~eived I" combination. of a structured o~e.rview and
.\
the cl~ze technique.
~ .
Both ·treatme~t groups al so learned to
use a self.mil'n1tor'1ng chec~1st. A contr:ol group read the
same materials as the other two groups. but was not trained
in any strategy. The stut>' employed a pretest. three post-
. thts. a transfl,!r' test.• a~d ~ delayed tlransfer test. Gr'owth
in 1nferantlal COl1Jlu:ehens10n was not immediate. The resylts
for the unIt one posttest'in'dicated that there we're 'no
sign1f1cant dHfere!"ces among the groups on inferential
que'st.ions. Results of the ~osttests for .un.'its two ap,d three.
however. i~1cated that there were slgnifican~ differences
among the g~oups. -sUbjects in the two experimental groups
wertf r,:J1ably su~'erlor to those in the control group in
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a nswerl ng textually impl; cit ques lions. Moreov.~r. th 15
advantage was also evident in the results .Of ~oth the transfer
test and the delayed transfer test.
In the review of related lite-ratufe, t,he fo'llowin'g
pOi nts were note-d:
,
1. Reading comprehension. has many possib1e meanings.
2. BaCkgro'tJ.n,d knowie~ge .. inte'1119·~nce. na"ture of the
material, vocab,ulary development. p,urpose for: r-eading, and
1nter8st a·re· s~me of the' factors ";h1~h fnfluen.ce .reading
comprehension.
3: Some resear.cher,S have fdentif1ed s~eciffc com~re~
hepsion skills sllch as finding the main idea, dra'fl'ing
, . '
inferences. and so forth.· Itor,over, se~eral r.e_/Iding
a u tho ri tie:' have.. .deve loped ortlered sequences of comp're-
:.. he~sion. sUbskflls ••, ,
4. Strateg1eLhave been developed for imprO"Ying
i~struct~on'1n reading comprehension, Six of these
st'rateg1es are: (a) the cloze prOcedure,· (b) the'q'uided'
reading procedure,' (c.) the direc.ted reading activity, (d) the
direct~d reading-think1ng. activity, (e) the PSYChOlln'9~~stic . /'
.pp,,,,h, ,.nd (I) "tho ,omp,ohon51.n, /- .',
. 5. Questions p~_-a major rl1'e 1n te.iaching reading
comprehens1o~n.Furthi;"various ,stUdies h~v-e sho~n th~t
..
./
there is '" poslC:lve relat'iOnship betW1len questioning and
student behavior.
6. Research indicates that the students' reading
co.prehl!~sfon skills can ~1mprOVl!d through systematic
instruction.
\
,I
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describes (a) the sources of the oaf'; and (b) the method and
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CHAPTER Itt
METHOOOLOGY
Introduction
Revie:: of the related research has shown that
students' reading comprEthension can be enhanced ,through
explicit instruction. With this in mind, the investiga~or
designed,a systematic questioning program and conducted an
exper.iment' in \e,ading comprehension wtth groups of Grade
Four" and f·ivechildren. This chapter will prjWent an over-
view of the p,rocedures which were used in the .study.- It
\ ) procedure fn program implementation, pretesting, posttestlng,
....\ and t.r...eatme~(of data",
I j,J-
Sources of Data
. - '" Need's' Assessment
A questionnaire (Appendix A) was compiled. by this
~vestigator to obtain the view~" of primary and e1ementary
. grade tea/cher.s. ~elevant" to the teaching of read~ng compre-
"-. ,.. hension .. Two copies of the questionnair~ were maile.d to
." I. each of s~ventY-o.n.e·schools throughout the province of
Newfoundland and"labrado;. One hundred and eight were
returned. The responses to the ten statements on the _!
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~uestfonnafre are \hown in Table 1. At least four sign; ficant
conclusions 'can be drawn from these.responses. The ma~or1tY
of respondents stated that they were of the ~pin1.on that: .,
1. Reading co~ehension has SOll)e influence on a
pupil's progress at SChoot.
2. More emphasis should be given to co~prehen'sion
. .
instruction in the primary and elementary grades.
3. ,Basal· reader guidebooks do not give adequate
suggestions for teaching reading comprehension.
4. Teachers in this province need strategies for
. f
'eaching readfng~Ompr~.henS.10n1nd Wo·Uld. attempt to
1ncorporate·~them in their reading programs.
Setting for the Study
This stu~y took place '1n Bi'ShOp's Falls. a town
'located ''In the central area of Ne'wfoundland. with a population
of dPP~oX1matelY 5000 aersonsj' It was conducted with,in the
Exploits Valley Integrated Sc'llool Board, a board which
presen-tl)l. em~oys 276 teachers and ha~ d..student ,enrollment
~ .
of nearly 5,000. The school district is divided into six
~ zones, encompass.fng 20 schools in all categori~s.. from primar.y.-
elementM"J~jUni'or high and senior hlqh schoo~s to a8-grad.~
school s.
The investigator i~ presently principal of the Hel e'n
I
Tulk Elementary Scho,ol in which. this study took. place. The
school employs 18 t-eacPhers. It 1,5 located in the central
section'of the town and has a population of 324 pupils,
,
.'---,.
.~
Table 1
Que'Sotionnaire Results
·v
STATEP1ENTS
N • 108
1. Reading comprehension abilities have little effect upon astudent's
progress from the primary to the elementary grades. 1 '
! Z. There will always be some students in each primary and elementary
grade who will have some dHflculty in comprehending what they
read.
3. ~eadin9 without comprehension 15 of Httle value. Unless pupl1!
" understand what they read," they are doing very l1ttTe'but 'WOrd
calling.
4. The basal reader guidebooks give very little d1rect1on on how to
teach students to comprehend (Le., detailed teaching strateves
on how to teach l1teral and inferenttal comp~henston..s!t111.s.)
. 5. As.t' teacher, I feel that I nee'd strategies on how to
systematically teach comprehension sk'll1s to deveTopmental
students. "
_-::.".f""
.J
6. Ther~ is II greater need to teach students how to pronounce words
than to teach them to comprehend wha~ead.ing.
~ .
,.';.:
---
}.
..
Table '1 (tontinU8d)
'j
STATEMEHTS RESPONSES
.' 10.
"'"
N· lOS
'\
'"
"5
o'
71
67'<0~ .
30 - 76
24 71
"'A 8\
\ 30
":c.... . 39
.,\
I
As a teacheF'. 'I would attempt to inc~\ote"'9utde1ines
fo .... specific questioning' strategies Into my'ex1st1ng
reading program as a means of assisting me to teach'
stuttents ~ to compy:eherfd ~re effect1v~ly. .' ,
',As a teacher, f...Ieel tbat systematfc inser.... ict:; programs:
aimed at teachin~ how to utl1iZe specific questioning
strate~es. to impro....e my studeats' comprehensfon
~. abilities, would be'of s9'Jlt!"beneflt". _
. , .
.7. ~~~~~y:;:~:h~:~~~r~et:l~~~~' ~~~G~~d~~~e~l~~~.~~ t?~
prog ....alll$..- .. .
.8.' Elementary grade teacher~ (e.g.', Grades Four' t~ Six) need
~o -stress comp....ehension developmeht lIlO ....e in thei ........ea$li.rl9 ,.
programs.
'·9.
Hate-: A .indicat"es "strongly agree':;. B indicates "agree";
C· indtcates "strongly disag~e"; 0 indicates
"disagree"; E indicates ~no respon'se!',
~ ~
"..,
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"1>. (.
'-... ranging from J<indergartel\, to ,G.tade.. Six. The .b·u~fll.lng is
relatively new, having opened for classes in Se~~emb,er, 1917,
Selenion of~ the Experimental and Co'ntrol G'rouiS '
.
During the summer ?f 1983, the investigator
approaCh:d_t.!L~__district superi-I\te';.d~n; of the Ell,P·lorts--..~all,~y.
Integra~ed'SchOOI a~ard, seeking hiS~;ssio'n to t~st t~~._
reading comprehens1 o~ pro'fra!" w.1 th two', Qroyps ·~f.. s t~d&;nts..·h
the Hele~, TU~.k. Ele~enta~y ~~:- T~e superinte~'~en't::be1.~ :- '''"
awa,re of.·t~esignific~nce of readf"ng compreh.ens1b~ ~tn all" -;)
a'reas ~f .the c'u.rricu-t~Ili" !'",eiponded'favoUrab'lY, He ·a9r'~.ed I
=.. th~t ~e n~cesi.ary~, ar~a'tlgeme.";;. s~ou1d be ~~rked ~yt w,ith the
classroom teactiers $.0 tha,t the lnvest1g-~1'Cln couTd ,proceed:: '
. , ~ \ ~ ,". --.'" -, .. ~
Generally, ,&ost.puPjlS at the Helen'Hllk Elementary'
are grouped 'homOgen~U~lY 'for reading .i~structioll ~n the basis'
" of t:hefr ~~hi~;~men~ 'leve,', The ~mPh"'ISa i~ 'on 'P1aC,i'~g' ea<t:h ~
.ch·ild Oil a readin? level at Whic~ he or she can fu~ct1on,
pr.ovided this can b"e aCh1eve~ r~th the avai1~bl!!jiersonn~1.
Usual-ly" therefor-e. there are.... three or morl!"' 'read{ng groups. in
. ~
ea'ch grade 'fIrea.
Fo~ the 1983-84 sc:hool year, therefore~ the :.1
" .~ -"". .""
adminlstrat'ton and staff decided to organt-ze seVen r~eadlng
group~ tn· Grades Four,'a~d FJve, 'S.ome 'PU~11s·'in:·b~th of
these~rades.were ready to. begj.(l ,the'basal reader':'.Backpac'ks
. " ." ...". ,
and BU~blel:iees. (.Mclnnes;".Hea'rn,.& Ha.nney! .1Jl~71,:wh1ch 'J'
part of the NC!'l';on l"an~'uaN,"'tleve,1-op~en'.t Ret&i ny \.ro§ram,
, .. <0". --,'
---,
, \....
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For.~e· J:!urpose of.r.eading instruction, therefor-e, .it was
decided to. a~~f9r fhese ~tudents ~o-one teacher', The
r remafnlng readl"?' gr.ou·ps were re"ady to begin various other
"readers 1n the,same basal pro~r~llI. __
,w- >For the .purpose \rf't,h1E;" ~tudY, the ,subjects i~ncluded
. . . . '. '. I
66 Gra.de Four an~ Five s·tudents. Th~re were t.wo Gra~e Four
gro~p.s and,two G.r.ac;t~ ·F1Y\~grOups.. ,These cons.4;ted of
thi.rt~en. twenty~ffve;'sit and twenty-two st~de'nt.5"·~
res'pectlvely,' and were assigned to three'"teacher:s-.
TW9 'ex~r1mental groups' we~e taught by th~
~vest19ator: One at .these consisted of thfrtetn.~!~je--rou~
.stu~.:nts;·h~ ot.h·er-gro~p .as ·compr1-.ed of s~x Grade F{ve I ,.
..st.ude"fits.,. T.h~se-9roups were no.t t~g~t separately, however.
bu~ were' ass.embled for r'ead1ng instruction. FU,rthermor~.
<.. ·the~e.stude~ts·we.re glve,n 160 minutes of instruction each
week; the same as the"'read'1ng instructfon time allotted ·each
~f .. the control.gro,LIps./"The 'two ~ontrd'1 g;OUPS ~ere.comprised
". '. .•• . •1..' .
p( 25' Grade F.our studef!ts ana 22 Grade Five student'\
.og respecti vely.,
• \ ,i
T.~e .Tes t inp ·'tnstru~ent..
'. . ,.. " "-
. One sta'ndardized. test wos ,used 1n the
:c.omprehe~t on ~~b·test. o'r the G~ tes-t'lacG1 nit 1e
st,:,d,v. the
Readlngt Test
".'
-(Caqadian di'tion)." level: O. Forms 1 and:2 (HacGinltie.
J979) • .. ,"~··lS·.d~si9n·ed tor· us'e with st'de~'t'(rom Grades
. .. . . . .
f'O\lr ·to Sh., £lch form~ls co~prlsed of 16 prose passages( .
.'... '
(,
\. "
.'
..
of v_ar}'lng leng~hJ an,d a 'total o~ 43 quest1onf~;b~ut these
.. ~assages. ,It does not require any l!'ritten response. since
.\1 itlfms are mu1tipl: choice.
r! The Gates-Ma'cG.1nit'1e Reading Test (GATES.) measures
t"he \t-ud~nt I s. abfl i ty to read "the ~aSSdge~ "wi th understanding;
, ' '
Some~of t'h~ qu'es.t1ons about these passages'''re'qulre an under-
standing 'of text'ually eX~1c1~ 1nforma(ion; others require .
an u~'de~standlng of t~xtual1Y implicit lnformat1~ <,MacGlni·tl~••
1980). The GATES was specifically se)ec"t-ed for the purpose"
• ~f thf; stu'~y to' deter,mine a comparatlve mea~ 'galn score
ratio so that the ac'tual mean gal·n .for each experimental
group could be co.mpared to the, ~)lpect~d mean galn deriveA.,
from .thls r~ti0. r
..
. Method and Procedure ).
Program Imp] ementtn'on I
' .
The program designed by the fnve!otlga or 15
, . ....
tn adaptatlQn of different phllosophles'perta n1ng
based
to relldln.g
....'.
comprehension ins~ructlon. Instructional !otrategles.
lncorpora~e som; of th:e theories' o~.8ctts (1946). Slnge.r
C. (l~~), .nd st.uffC' (1969, 1975). I' .1'" u'"'''','
~.q~es't1on1ng techni"ques advocated by RUddcll.(197~for'
dc,ve'loplng abilltle!o In comprehending wrftten. flate"rial.
Thro~9~out :he pro9~am. elllPh,uis Wa!. placed On the p~ocess •
.7"h, to r..dlng comprehen,lon, ": I " I
'.. . .
" ."
"\
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..... The basic o~jl!ctlves of the l!xpl!r1men~al program
,were to de'velop"read1ng compr'ehenston.abllity at the literal
and Inferential levels tn the fol.~owfng_spe~.~f1c skills:
", 1 . to detec t s ~ gn1 f.~ Cd n.t~eta 11 s
2. to follow sequenc,l!
3. to recognize ,'ause and effect relat.tonships
4. to make comparisons
-5. to detect cha~acter traits
6: to find the main idea
To achlev"@ these objectives, the 1nvestlg-ator utilized 15.."
f.select1ons frC?m BaCk~aCkS an.d Bumblebee~ (Metnne",- Hl!~rn.
',and Hanney, 1977), and one selection frofll Rowboa·ts and
Rol1erskates' (McInnes, Hearn, and Hanney, 1975).
,The p",,,m f, compo,ed of th: fOI,\OWf" ,t'?'"
.. Readiness. The readiness. or pre~ar!ltory~~tage.
Involves getting stude.nts. ready "to experienfe the reading
selecti~n. Basically, readfness enables ystudent to share
personal experiences rel~ted to the story, be~~roduced to
new vocabulary and concepts, and to be motivated. enough to
.;.y want to read the selection. FO\l'C components c0ytprise the
L Motivation: Based on the assumption that
students,nee~ to be motivated to r~ad It selection in order ...
to ma1imlze t'te com~rehens1on and enjoyment of its cisntent,
the teacher needs'-to establhh a form of extrinsic motlvai~i0n.\
7.
2. Concept Development: Here, it 1s s'u9gested;Jh t
teachers atte-.to establish a working understanding of
.concepB tha.t will be used jn the story selection.
j. 'Vocabullary ieYelopm~nt: lIe're. t.he teacher's
task ~s to ptrtdUc~::stu~ents to-anY,words that ~ay be
".out~lde of thei'r list~~g•. speaking, or reading vocabulary.
; word~mea.in9S as welJ -'as word p~:n~c(avc:.n will be
emptia sized. ~ t:-- :,/
4. Establishing Purposes lor R'eading: Here. a
.,
. ,teacher first introduces a group of students. to the story'
,selection. In the prO!'ll"am d~stgJ1ed by the Investfgat6r, -c
pupils set thefr own purposes for reading eac~ segm~nt of
-the" ~~1~ct1on,. ,self-lnlt~,atedqUe~'tlonsbecome their -
purposes for reading. Utilizing pictures, the first sentence,
the title, or events to co.me in the se.lection. tfte teacher
}'
ask.s questions which get questions in return.
For'mot1llation and concept development\ror stories,
included in the,program, the investigator utilized the
cor,responding sllgges.tl~ under t~e Focusing Childr,en's
Experi.e~ce section of the Nelson language Development
• Reading pr'ogram. ,For vocabulary development, the
",1 Investigator uti',11zed the suggestlo.ns related to t~1s ..
cO,mponent under F.ocustng Reading Stra~gfes 1n the same
ba~al progr,~~) No further refere~ce wi"l be 'm~de tOI
.' '~ottv"lon. '<o"ept d~,~el~pment. Ind 'jocabUlary development,
therefore, 1n Appendic'es ~ and D.
. , "..... ;'
\
..
•
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.. Directed sf lent reading. Th~ next step 1~Olves
.s.f1en't I'ead.ing of eae~ selection in one to f1~e parts.
. .
Stud~nts !He requ'1red to read each s"egment· to find tlie
• ._ . . _ t (
~lIs.wers to q.uesttons which 'w.e':6 posed- in the purpos"es fo~
re'dln'.iil.. . . ,.,>-
~1'fy1nq ~.~swers 'to p,..e-posed gUE?5,ttonJI After
the~ s itl ent rea,cif~9 of each se9me~t of, ?;--S~ct1·on. ~
dfscus~fon !=entres ~roun-d ariswerln,9 the"p-!:~-posed quest10.ns ."
which were'ut'11lzed to'e~tablfs~e purposes.~fo.r ~ead1ng.,
S,tudents are required-to determine the answers to thes~
quest1~ns. and somet1me-s pr.ove the'1t-aillwers by quoting liners)
from the text.
Purposeful oral:readfnq. This stage fs utilized in
conjunctfon'wlth theiJ;;~v1ouS stage. the" ver1fyi~g answers·
t:>· ~
fo ~re.posed .questions Ph~se. Volunteers "are ~.~m.~.~~" .._~___
..asked to re,ad oral,1y certain portions of t.he s"elect1;'~,~ toj
sped fie reas'ons. (e .. g.•,.to read the 1 i ne( s) ~hl ch pr~ves· the
\. .,-~~Comprehension check., .Following the verffY.:·.-
!lnswers to pre:posed question s·tage fo~ the l;st 's~t- of "
'\~~~~:"l~jtion. t.hels~lection" is re:'examl ned .for· the purpose..
of .furth1:- checking. o.r developing the st~dentsl compr~o,~'
'" Two steps \re involved in this process. In ,!he f1rst step, •
students' are encouraqA to ask q,~esttons p~rtalning to. the
serectlo~ and~ have the1r C1assma~es give possible answers.
, .
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This process is utilized to help students guide thel'r own'
t'hinJdn~g so that- they mlg.nt.~ec~me more lnd.e~~nt in their
reading'. The second step involves the- ut111"t10n of
tea-cher-:-pos.ed q.uest19ns wh1ctl-requ-lre'-"'poss1ble a.nswers Will
-ttle stud"e"nts'.
I
'<, Fundamental skill development. 'The final step
"involves systemafic.develOiment "and ~pp.ll~atlon of the.
students' read1ng~thil'lklng\~bilftfes. Utflizing the sto.ry
"',-.: and/or !>ther materials,'specif1c skills are ta~'ght directly.
The l~vestigato~.~'ttemPts·todlre:t the way in which' the
process of thinking during 'reading sho~u.ld occur. Th~.~ocess
to be u~ilized in conjunction with each skill was identif1ed
a'nd then taught to ·the" students. Thes'e processes are·....
outlined 1n Appendix .
"It" ,"""t.' lh t ,th., "m,o,.,,,.o' the N.lso,
Lan ua--;oevelo me-nt Re' n program such as 'workb~ok
activities. enrichment. and so fort~. be,util1.zed at the.
t~ache'r's discret1,on', The forego1ng plan to supp'1ement the
Nelson Lan:~ade Developme~t Readfng progral!l. howev~r, 'fs the
~a1~ thrust~f,t.he ~~09ra,m de~~loped. by the invest19\tor.,
Specific strateg1es for teach'lng rearJig comprehenslo\.
, utlllzing eaCh. of the 16 s,ele.ct1;n~ ('rom the bU~l readers.
(Jr! out.lined .In ~"peMfces C and~. They rna! be, used as a
gui.de for a" teache.~LfO 1'.ol10w. It is assumed that the" ~,ile
,Of ,qUestlM&i~ I)" f6e ~ar,t of the teacher w111 be a.~apted
-e 19
I
./'1 the indlvid.ual teacher. Student re.sponses merely S.$fv~
to lend .ciJntfnuity to the discourse.
. • Pre-testing .was carrfett_out frOIl Septuber 21 to_23.
19831. Its chief. pur'poses~,er~: . (a) to 'obtain a 7" 5cor\-.....)-
tn reading comprehension lor each of the "upej'imetltal a.nd
cont:01 groups .it the outsJt of t~e study, and (b) to measure
Ja(:~~r~te ~ilins made from pret~st1ng to postte.sting.
The pretesting of the Comprehension subtest of the
GATES, Form 0, level 1. "WILS t,he responsibl11ty of the
lnvesttgator. To avoid overcrowding, the test-was
admln1stere'd tn"three g"roup setttJgs 0('19, 22. an"d 25
/ - - -
st~dents·respecthely. It was administered in the uact·
manner"'ilS pre serf bed In the t1!st lllanual by HacG1nitle {I9BOl .
.,. ~sc'0r1nd-'r~gU1at1onswere. also strictly ad~ere/~o.
',ro:ttesttng
~ Posttestlng was carried ou;,. between Hay 21 a~ 23.
,All subjects "were tested u.t111?Jng the comprehens10ntUbtest
of the ~ES. Form D. Level 2., It IHIS administered by the
'Invest1gat~r e'mploying the same group sett!ngs procedure
that· was used- In the pretesting. The ..4d,!!..lnistrat1on, and
scoring of ~he test w~s done 11\ the CXllct manner*s spec·tfted
in the test I\ulnu'jl by MlcGin1~1e (19eo).
•
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Pro£edure in Treatment of "Data
!he .pretest· and pos.tt;~st "scores ·were util ized to, .
calculate the mean for each gra~e group. BY;foJllparfng the
pretest m"eans of the experim';Jl."tlll and control gr~ups. the
investigator c'omputed a ratio whi'ch was used to ca.1cuhte \ ...'
--~--'i '. .
the, expe'cted posttest mean for. each of the" expe'rimental
groups. Fina..l>Y •.t~e expected posttest means we're compared
~the act~~.l postt;st means of the experin:!ental groups.
•
•/
In order to achi.eve the objective of this study, to'
evaluate the effe'cts,o"f a systematic ~eSt10n_lng pr~gram on
the re~ding co!"p-rehension abilities of fourth and f.lfth '
graders •. the procedures described f~ this chil'pter ~ere ...r-
employe•. FIrst, sources of data were ex,m','.' t~e.",~.s \\
~assessmerit. the setting of the study, t,he' se1ett"fon o~ the~
e~perimen~al ~nd control, groups, and 'Uie testing lnstr"ument,
The methods and procedures In-volved in program 1mPlement~tlon. ,"
pretest'inq. posttest1ng. and in the treat.ment ?f data
concluded the chapter.
,
",'
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;HAPTER' I v ~/
FINDJ-NbS "iND DISCUSSION
'.
Introduction
This chapt~r wlll present an ana.lyses of the .data,
~o tttat the ~:fects ~f trye experimental progra; can ~e
assessed, and a discussion of th~se findings derived from
the analyses of. the data.
It was not
randomly assigning
Analysis of Data0,- oJ
possible to equaliZe rea"ding ability y
students to expe'rfrnental and contrO'iJ
groups te to t.h~ existing' grouping prOC~d.ures ~or the entire
sc.hool and the dur·atlon of the exper1men.t. ~ It, was .anticipated
at the ,outset, therefore, that differen,es existed between
~~NPer1mental',and contr~l gr,oups at both "grade levels tn
/\ ,'7_ °
their comprehension abllftie"t.-"
, "
, ".111'1.~-;..... .'~:. ~
,.. ,
·"i ' Pre-tre,atment group dlf·ferences on the Q.lli§. scores
.".' ...... ~ ..
were assessed p,';lor to' tes,t1ng the pos~~treatmen.t effects ..•.
A ~ompari son of' the.' prete'S t means for' 'each, gr.oup. conff rmed
" .. ~ .' " i .
'tt~t differences d'id eX1st, between 'the, .exper~mental and'
co~,trol g.roups.at bo~h gr:;l!li:le 'e';el~· .. " Tabl"e 2-:-i~.df7ates t~·a.t·
·,"\th~ ~eans for the. cdntrol an(expe'r'fmental gIlOU'PS atth~
.'. ~'~flde·Fo.~r leva'l were,,:/~.96· and-12.23·:~espect.fvely.":.At the
. ~ -
Gr_a~"\Flvt! lev,1,;t'tl$ .lIItai'lS wer~ .24. 95 .. ';·nd U.S ... ":"
'-
.-~ .
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For a more adequate compari son of tn.e effects of the
'.
(
(
/ Table 2 indicates that bet~een group differences were
also evident on' the pasttest means. Posttest means for the
Grade Four ~ontrol and .exper.1men.tal groups were 26 •.28 and
19.54 respectively. At the Gr-ade Five level:, the posttest
niean~ were .3i.5~ and 23.5 ..~The-m~an of tk.Grade Four
" -I '. control grou'p~ therefore, rose. by .8. 3? thr,9ughout the, course ~
I of the study, while:that of the Gr,ade ~our e>lper1,:,ental group
)
increased by 7.31. For the Grade Five groups,'hDWeV~:. the
mean gains were 6. 55..yrd 9.0 in fayour of the experimental
_/ ',:ou p ,
trea.tments, th~ t'on~wln9 analys'is ";as utilized:
mean 'gain
pretes-t mean • gain ratio.
Utilizing this form~la. the ,following .resu.1t.s were
establ ished:
1. At ,the Grade F04r_'evel (see Table 3). ~he gain).
r~tio for the' control group was~ "' .46. The experimental
. ' 7 jl
group had ~ me.angain ratio of.~ =.• 60. ;>
2. At the G:ra~'l! Fhe level (see. Table' 4)\ the g",in
It ratio for ,the control group WaS~ "' .26, Th'~ expe'~lmental.
.....?roup h'ad' a mean. g:in ~aUo"ofM "' ,62,' The llbove analyses
!.t~.~icate.that the ~atlo~,e gain for the ~xpedmental ..
group excep.dedfl'e tat10. of the g~ln f~r the contrO,l group
a't bot.h grade level~, In othe~ words, t.he exper'i.ment~l
groups did relatively bet~er on ·t~~ posttests using the
GATES,
I .
•."'.
.~\ .'
.
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Tabl e 3
Ran~t~~' M:~~ ~~~~r·t~e~?:fe~o~~:n o~o~h;r~~ie~our
j·-L ~I=Tr=e=at=m=.e="t==='==='~==~======R.=tl~.
Group
\
Control.
Experimenta-l
.46__....
.60
Treatment
G,roup
Control
Experimental
, .,
(.'~'
Ratio
,26
,62
..-'
,/ I
" '
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'S,inee dJ1''ferences existed b·et.... een ~he experimental
'and c~ntrollgrol.lps for both 9r:ades ~~ th 7. outset, t~e
pretest means were ·u·til1zed to find the r.atio.of ,the
,e~pe.r1mental group's measure' to that of .the' co'ntro1 group.•
. . ..' , ~. ". "/ .
',to dete'rm1 ne the, magni,tude of the .dl f.ferenc,:s at :~ach grade
level.' Consequently, the following....... ·analys1s was utiliZed:
Mean,of experimental
. Mean of control ..
i
,:lJtll1zfng this form'ula.
ratio of e,xperimental ,to control"
the following r:esults were
.58 ..
esta_blj~.~e'd: .. r--'.....' I-
fl. At ,the Grad,e Four level ('see\~~~!.e 5). the ratio
W/I'S ~, .68. "
2. At the Grade Five level (see Table 61. lhe rat,io
M4s-
The results of the. above a~alys,es ind!cate ,that at the Grade
Fou,r level the experiment"1ll group wtlS .68 as e.ffect~ve as
the control- group' in comprehending text. utilizing the G~!ES,
at the outset o-f the. study, At.the ~rad.e Five level. the
-e~perlmental group was .58 as .effective liS the control group.
,4nder normal conditions.• therefore, the Gr.ade Four
e~per1mental group'would have been expected to do .68 as w.ell
liS the Grad'e Four control groyp o~ post test me'"sures .•At
. ~ "'\ - . " .
the Grade Five le:el. the experimental group would have been
expected .to do· .58 as w'el'l a~~ the "'?on';" 01 gr~u·p. Th~
re~:pecthe ratios .w;?;tapPl1ed .~o the po~t~es.t "mean:s'1)f the
.resp,ective control gro·ups. The. fo11oW1n'9 analYses worlf
employed:
\: "
. ,
.'
":1
\
·1
.~, .
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'
Ta·b1~//.s
R~;~~ r~~.e~~:i~~,;·~~~a,~o fp~e~~; ~e~:~~~ .
for Gt:i'lde Four tontrol Group.
on the. Ga te~ .
Treatment Pretest
(
Ratio
Group Mean'
.
J:,,, ~xp~ntal 12.23
Control 17.96 ,68 ~
<
~
I
"'.
,\
I Table 6 ,
Ratio o~ pr~t~st Mean ;~r Grade Fj~
Expe.rimenta1 G.roup· to 'Pretest 'Mean
fQr Grade F1've~o'ntrol Gr.up "
on th'e Gates '0.
~. ,
•. I .....~
' ..... t .
•
.Sf
..~ >.
..... "
.-1; " i ~~"
:.
':::-"\'
/. \
.: -"
" -.~
14.5
;24.95.
.
• Pr'et"est
Melin
/
'.'
"\
Treatmen,
Group
'- lE~'per1men'ta 1
~I ,Con tro 1"
- ,
)
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1. At the G!"ilde Four level: postt:st mean-'::;rthe-
control 9:ouP.x ,.68" posttest expected mean of the
experimental group. This was tomputed as 26.28 x .68 "
17.87.
2. At the Grade Five level, \:he c?mputations were
31.:50 x .58 "18.27 Table 7 ind1cat~s that at each grad'e
le~..he pos.~~est. ~ctual m)a'n of th~'eKperiment~l group ....
exceeded,.the posttest ex~ted mean .. Differences were
'compu'ti!d .as H.G7 "an.d ":'"5:2~3 ,respecthely. - It would appear:..
therefore •. that the_'e~tent- of the'differ~nces can possi.bly
~e 'at·trlbuted to the experimental treatment. I twas Jel t
that maturation and experiences outsid! of the ..SChOOl context
would-not likely calise this change in comprehension abilit"ies. ",
"Data from the present study wer~ SUbjected to a mean-
, ,
gain·~?lpectancy ratio analys"~s. The results.·suggest that
the exper-i.mental reading compr"e~ension inst~u'ct;on focusing
on 'SP~Cif-iC ;;;est1oning strategie's, systematic instruct"{on 0(1
specific sUbs~1lls of literal and 1n.ferential .tomprehens·ion,
and a process-apprOi.'Ch to reading comprehens1on was e.ffectlve
i~ improv1ng the reading comprehens.1on:of fourth and fifth
grarlHs-: Students in the exper1mental group at both the
~---- fourth and fifth-grade level d'Hfered from pupils In the"
control group on pretest measures. After rece1v1ng
{,
'\ .......,
Table 7
Comparison of Post test Expected Means and
Posttest Actua 1 Means for the
Experimental' Groups
88
Group Posttest Posttest Exte.n-\
Expected Actual of . "-
Mean Mean 01 fference
'"----- '".--:-C"Grade Fo'ur 17.87 19.54 "'1.6-7
.Grad'e 'F.ive 18.27 23.5 "'5.23
I· " /'
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sy~ lema tic read1"9 comporehens ion ins t1'UCt101l, ..howt'Oer. the..~.,
~xperimental groups performed relatively better ~h~.n the
corresponding control groops on tile posttests .. 'The 'results
C?f the present study, therefore, may provide some support
to previO\lS ·resfarch (Davey & 'Porter..; 198'2. Spiegel"&
Whaley, 1980.~. Wolf, King, & Huck, 1967) Wh1c~ has SU?9tsted
'th-at.. comprehen,Slon can be improve~ -through instru~ti~(lJh
There lire s;veral possible exp.1anations for t"he
beneficial effects of the experimental treatment. Th'e
,I'" , '\ J>.,
posit~v~ results c-o~l.d_1:1e attrlbu.ted to the aeliberately
str_uct"ured format of the ,program.• Structu~e appe'ars to be
a significant feature associated with effecti.ve teaching
of reading. In a review of re.cent pro~ess'-product
lnvestfgations, Good (19,79) generally concluded that
structure is associated with higher ach1e~ement gains.
The treatment effect could b.e attribute.d to the
combined'-effects of the instructional components. Conversely,
jt is possible that th.e procedures were'effective due to one
'specific aspect 'of the instruction. For example, the speciflc
qu~stioning strategies may have been a. critical'factor in
_improving story comprehension .. Anderson' and Biddle (1975)
suggested that questioning is an effective way of Interacting
with and learnf~g from te~t. Further, Savage (\972), fou!ld a
'positive relationsht.~ bet\J(een classroom questions and the.
achievement of fifth-graders in social stud1es~,
In the experimental program, inferential type
questions as well' as tectual'y explicit questions were
.......
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utll1zed.~.· Inferential ,questions are necessarysince they
st1mulat~a higher level 'of thinking (Turner, 1983a·). Taba
and Elle~ (1964) found that imp.roved comprehension 1S
~e'1ated to the cogn1ti-ve leveJs of instruction'a-l questions.
Further, Sm'fth (if! Pennock, 1979) s'uggested that "High~f'
cognitive quest1~ns_ and, question1'ng strateg1e~ can improve
compr~fon f~ every area of'kn~w.ledg·el1 (p. 101)'. '
", _~ direct 1nstruct.1.?" com~Q"nent maY'..hav~ ·be.en
p~1ma,rllY r.es·pon'Sfble fcir the .positive·findings. ·~·a.rr•..
DeW,alz, and' Pa~berg (19"83) found. that, tra"jning in 'a spe~ific
thinking strategy incre.ase-d" th'l:! students" inferent·;al "e~el
of eX~~1tory ext. Further. research studies i'n compre-
hension lnstructi n by Hansen' (1981) ~.nd ,"ansen and ,Pear,son
r ..
. ( 1983) support the assumption t-hat comprehe.nsion' subskl11s:
which are d'trectly taught, tend to be t"earned.
- A pointed out in c~aPter Th'ree, the ~~oJram
develop,d by the investigator included a process approach to
" . ./
the tea'ch i n9 of readi n9 compreoons'i on, Th,is ,component may
ha,ve account~d for the favourable results, tlu"ker (1973)
sug'geste? that a pl"'tfCes's 'for learning comprehension skills
S~ould,be.identffi.edby the teacher and~en taught .to'
the stu,dents. The ,goal of teach1.f\g~ have readers
acquire not only knowledg'e but also a process for learning
how .to learn (Buswell. 1956).
Finally, perhaps the positive ffndings could be
attributed to the students' Self-'g,enerated' qu;s'tions which
j. r......
91( "
. ~';'we~ ut.i1ized ~(f eShbli!,h t'hef'r o~n p~rposes for reading.
Manzo {1970l found that Instructing readers to gg,erate
·ques·~ions.had a positive ~ffect on the st~dents' read'ing' ,
cOlllprehensi~n, Andrf: and Ande,rson (1978-79) concluded that
self-directed -study in ask.;nWest·tons about lIain ideas
1ed ~~. improV~d~performanc~" on a ~e~t o'f comp;eh~ion,
'Fu~the.r •. Coh~n ({983) fo~nd that G~;jde Thr'ee stude~ts coula
,,'" ,. " .
be train~d to ge~er~te"questi~ns a~d th1.S .se1 f-questioning
strategy fmproved' ~h:'~'r reading comprehension,"
l
This c.hapter p~esented the specific .(indings relative.
to the analyses of the data. It /llso attnpted to interpret'
/lnd discuss fhese f1niHngs ,so that tddLt..!.m:!.!GnfOrlll.l.t.i9J'!
:'.pertlnent to th~ S'tudY IIlt9"~. be rev~/I'l'ed"' A m"e'd.~t/l·ned
SUAlmllU of the conclusions. ImP11c/ition~,"and:-recommendattons'
based'O"n the t:0regoing"findings will be presented in Chap'ter
Five.
, .
I,
./
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.CHAPTER V
SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS"! IMPLICATIONS,
AN'O RECOMMENDATIONS-
Summary
tOt Hi Z1"g basa 1 read'~r' >se'~'e~ d9ns, the" 1nves t 1ga tor
deve~o~ed'a' s~~tematic in~tr~c·ti-Onal.forma.t for t~e
1 n'structionof fourth and ,fifth-graders. in the proc~ss of
.lit"eral lind inferen't"1al 'comprehen"si'on. The purpose of the'
. - i
stu.dy w~s' to examine th~ e.f~e·cts of a systematic questioning
pr:ogram on the reading comprehension skills of these
elellle"ntary school. .s~udents. The comparison groups were
given instruction uti thing a trad1tional-basal reader
-.-'----approac"h;"w~er:'etheteache~lsma-nuai,-1Sadheredto--'--'
/. extensively. Sixty-six pu.pl1s participated in the study and
_,~~.ere assjgned to .two· ex~ertmenta' and two control groups.
the'~study was conducted ove'r~n' ei9~t,..mon,th period with- the
lnvest:'rgato~ 'ins'truct'lng' the two experimental groups arid two
. o'th~r; recjular,"c.lass.room teach~rs provld'ing i'nstruction for
the. two c9ntrol groups,
Ra"! scores fro,m the Comprehension subtes'ts of the
-G/Iot~s.HaCGlnltfe.'ReadingTest (Cal'i'ifdian editlon~, Level 0,
F"or,ms 1 .and 2, were sUb,Jected to 'stat1sti.cal analyses. ,Data
wer~ anal.yzed by applying a 'mean ~•.',n expectancy rapo to
.:. ~e"sure poss,ible tr.eatment effects. Resurts 1ndicated that
,~
( ,
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at bo~ grade levels the exper.1mental group did relatively'
better than the con:trol group on posttest measures.
Conel usions
This investigation exp.ande'd upon previous research
-:~i."..--the area ol'-:-comprehension which suggested~hat.compre­
":'he"io' ',kl1"" co, be ,y'teme,ticel1~ te"9ht ( dem,,' C'"nine,
& Gersten, 1982; Brown ..• · Campione. ~ DaY.. 198J,\ Nardelli,
1'956)", The: r~.sults. of thi.s stOdysuggest tnat a d.e!lbera.te.
pro.ced.ural method', employing sp~cific questioning. strat99ies.
on the part of both the teacher -and students. is particularly
useful for,improving the readers' processes of .literal and
inferential comprehension.
-.-----:---:--~-1!"!rs-ru-~·E!lifjJ·redto investigate the total program
effects o~ the comprehen·sion ,abil,ities of f~urth and fifth~·
graders, No 4tten,~t was made, therefore, to evaluate the "
separ~t~e e~ements 1nd1Yi~Lially. "In this respect, the present
study is simila"r to that of Fitzgerald and Spme-l (1983).
They t'ound.tha-t systematic .instructio.n had a positive effect.
on the litEral ~~ .inferential com~re'h~nslon of fourth-gra~!.r~,
They did not. however. a'ttr.ibute' the posit1Ye.-~·H~~: their
treatment to anyone program. component, In their view,
however, the "demonstration of effects of· controlled, yet
practical and ecologically valid' instructfon~ is II worthwhile
endeavour" (p, 15).
';
, ,
·,~
.. . 9•
It would' appear fr0u:'. the present study, therefor-e,
that systematic instructional phnning, incorporating teacherl
student questioning ~stl',ategies. is necessary when utilizing:
a basa'l rea~er. The combination o'f program co.pone·n-ts in
the present study was possibly effective due to the fact· that
. ft systematically pr!senhd th.?:~~~t~uclion process to t·he.
students. It a'pp_e~red that the sfibjects.alrea·dy poss.essed
some"of' the COgn1t1ve~abflities fO~h'fgher ord,er ,.omprehension '.\
aid that the expe~~imenta,f. :rogram prOv1ae~.Spec1ffc lear~ing
opportunit1es that further ~eveloped these abilitieS. As
Wertsch (dted in Zet-lin & Gallimore. 1983.) suggested:
One 'of the most important funct10ns of
adults is to provide the strategic
assistance ne'eded to carry out a task.
In many cases ch'11dren are fully capable
o'f carryi 09 out the ste'ps of a task once
those steps have been identHied by
adults;'--left to their own resources,
however, children could not organize and-
structure their efforts in a task .;
a~propr1ate manner: . (p. 177) --
Implications'
Durkln '(1978.79)" in her' observations of fourth-g~ade
clas'srooms, found tha-t teachers ·devote/les.s than- one 'percent
of instructton t~€ to direct instl'uctlon in t'he proc,ess of
read1ng comprehen~~on, Children· spent considera,ble t1me on
non-instructional act1vith's. such as answering teac~er-made
~uest1ons 1n w,rHing. and completing page~ in workbooks', In
the present study. however, the experimenta" 'program focused
as follows:
I
J
/.
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on direct instruction in tile proc~ss Qt literal and. inferential
comprelMnnon: Moreover, it" emphasized the process of
comprehension (i.e .• how one bomprehendS) rather tll;n the
assessmen...t-of cQmprehension Cie q what 1s to be comprehended).
It would appear •. therefo"re, ttl.at the instructional strategies
of th-is program 'have the .pote'ntial of flllproving' teach~r-bas·ed
instruction as it now exists 11n .some classrooms that utilize,
a ~asa'l; reader-as \~ COIliP'onen{ of\ the··..eadl~9 pro/gram. -
, I
I ea.sed on th;rreSUlts (Of· this study. and" ~upported by
earl1l!!...r:E!~e~:ch and currenVphl1osoptifes rel.ated to the
teaching of reading compreheps.ion; a number of implications
for teacher and program developers become evident. They are
, -1
1. literal and inferential comprehension skills n~
to-b.s.-taUght directly in a srs.tematic and proce~ural mann~r I -
(Heilman, Blair, " ,RU P1.eY1 I r8l). _
2. Active participation.on the part 'If students is
required. possibly through t e setting of purp.oses for
reading (Singer, 1978; Singe & D~nliln, 19S2).
3. Effective readln comprehension instruction should
lnvoiove the teachin~ of ski'IIS that' are prerequisite for an
,understanding of the text (B~umann, 1983)., '
Y, S~uden.ts should ?e encouYage<f-to· as~ each other
I quest~ facilitate storY comprehension (Frase & Schwartz,
I .
1975).
'--.
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5. Instructors should teach a 'process approach to
comprehension. Stude"nts need to be given a process to
f~l1ow in order to 'facl1itate the)r understanding (Hist,
Ki rby, & Rl tter, 1983).
6. Teacher-posed questions should be utilized for
.1. -'. developing the students.' Htaral "and fnferenti\l1 compre-
! hension ~bl1Hles (lapp'.!. Flood. 1978).
7. The ·componentl.;0f 'th~ til'rected' Re~d1~.g~Thinldng
.ActivHy should be 1ncor~or-ated into the .baSi~instruct·ior)al
format when utilizing a basal reader as part of the reading
program (Stauffer, 1969).
The for!~oln9 co'nsiderations' can be used by teachers
to gul.de their prepii;f,a4.ioTi of a basa1 reader ·selection. In
order to implemen-l/"these procedures "in' t_he classroom, however,
teachers '11111 need inser ......L;~_.Programs. A6 Otto and,Chester
(1976) suggest',. ~~ens·l.ble guided inservlce programs pr.ovlde
a vehicle for' directing and impleme_ntln~ .c.hange" (p ..232).
A posslb'le' way to implement this change is 'via ~
\... three-part.workshop. The first ~art being that of a
. conference bl!tween a member of the support team (1.e .• the
person knowledgeable in the Oirected Reading-thinking
approac·h) and the teachers. This m;et1n9,~would establ ish
a rationale for incorpora~ing sl!ch a'n appr.oach into their
reading. progri!lm. -The second phase of tne workShop w~~..L.d.3
the ut·.ilization of a sim~1ated Directed Read1ng-Thin'king
Act1.vity ~e5$On, with the teachers aS5um1~g the ro.1e of
/"
:/
°1
"students. This would create a "learning by doing" environment
to help ena~ the teachers to learn the systematic use of
Questioning ~t)ategieS and direct comprehension instruction.
The last p~ase of,the workshop would utilize follow-up
confere~ces between i'ndivi.duals or small gr:oups of teaC:hers
and the support staff' as a means of on-g01ng assessment of
the- program.
WHh respect t~ questioning strategies, Gall (1970)
suggested that t~acher"trainin9_ShOU~d involve -study of these
.technfques,and guided practIce 1.n their use. Moreover, he
stat;ed.that:
Secondly, teach~n-cannot be expected to'
learn the inqu1ry method or any new pedagogy
if it ·is presented to ,them 1n vague, ·general.
undefined terms~ they can be expected to
learn new methods 1 f the methods are presented.
at' 1eAst in part", as sets of specific types of
i~i~;~~~~s~Sk(~. 1~ l~~ec f f1 C' classroom
In the view -of the investigator, these suggestions for trafnfng
teachers in the art of questioning are applfcable for"both the"
pre-service teacher still in university as weU' as the
f n-servi ce, teacher fn our classrooms.
Recommendations for Further Reseltirdf
The .followfng recommendatfons are proposed for further
flresearch:
1. Basal reader selections were uti;1ized to instruct
pupils .in the prbcess of comprehen$f~. Further res~arCh
:~ .,
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should be conducted to investigate the effects of the
instructional hlrmat with expository w,:iting.across /I'variety
of content areas.
2, In this study, treatment effec,ts may be attributed
to the cpmbfnation of various instructiona.1 components (e,g.,
__studeri't-generated Questions, explicit instruction, a.nd a
process ~pproach to .coml?rehensi0n). Follow-up studie's shou~d
be c,onducted to determine, ~hich ,t.ilstructional hCir1QUe." or
combination of tec;hn1ques" best provides. a :nod-el fO'r the
mastery of fffi'ral and inferenti'al comprehens'ipn,skills .
. ' ".1
Also, which- teachfng procedures provide the.. best g,uid~s fOr
... _ \ helpln,9 students utilize these techniques should be examined
/ as well.
,3. This study foc,u'sed o'n instr~ction in literal and
Inferential comprehension. Instruction·in. critical level
comprehension should be inc'lUde~ in a folloL-up study,
;' 4. Only 66"pupl1s were involved'ln the present ~,tudY.
A S~~dY should b'e conducted to test the de,sign with a
SUf/.i~lentlY large group of students in order fo ,make.any
such s~udy more statistically valid 'and reliable.
5•. The only c,riteria for sel(!ction of subjects were
,their a~hievement in,the area 0·( r'eading comprehens;o~, In
view·of the ,findings' it would appear that the ins-t-f'uctlonal
. " - ~ .
format should be tested with different'ability groups,
6. Aithou9h the students were assigned to expe;f-'
mental lind control groups, the sta.,tfst1cal equalization o~
-_..--' ,,'
". , .
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reading abl1.ity was nO,t ll..mploYll"-!-n this study. A-fudh,r
st~dY f\e~dS to be undertaken u51n,9 random s.elect'i-on
procedures. .tb e~sure .for v.alid s~ati.stical analyses.
7. The sample was drawn from a single school Ina .
. Centra 1 Newfoufldl and commun1 ty. A),furthe.r. study shoul d be
01.. . • , . ' ". '".
und~rt~ken to gllther.'comparo!l.t'lve data' from· subjects ~n
various ,schools, -fn urban. as well as rural are·as .•
~. The specific ffndfn.g.~ .at, th'e "fourth a.nd fl~th~
gr"~de levt!ofs.sU9gest a n~d to te'~l;cate the ~t'udy,wHh
students>f di'fferent gr.adl! !levels. Stud;e~ could examine
the effects of such.,a desip-n at ·the primarYQanq upper
elementary lev-el s.
9. This study needs to be replicated, to determine
.if the ap-proach 80s more efJe,ciive w'ith bCy.s,than Wi~h··9i"ls,.
. 'r , • .
The research 'to date needs to be' utilized- as a -
.9uidll. (or the resea~Ch·desi'9~~ in .the ~ear (~~~re,-r6 an. ·"1
attemp't to a$ld to the body Of knowled9~' in 'the are.a ·of I
s.Ystemll~ic insttuctioOlll pl~nn.in9 an'd 'the deve1.orme'nt 'oofo
comprehension str~t'egieso
,. f
, .
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Teachers I basal reader guidebooks contain. a. varjety
of questions which teachers may utilize hI helping students
to comprehend wllat they !"ead. While it 1s the objective of
these ques·t fons . to fae f 11 ta te and encourage the process i 09
of print into. meaning, often times there is no detailed
process as to how this questioning strategy is to be
utilized. Merely asking a. student to read and produce an"
answer does not' teach a student how"to comprehend what
he/she has read.
As a prlma~y or elementary gr~de .teacher. you are
aSked(to circle one of the l.etters for each of the fo.11ow1ng
ten questions as a way of ascertaining your views on the
~'
MerelyThese responses are to be. kept anonymous.
matter of the need for the design of a developmental level
read; ng ,Uunprehens j on program.
state what grade,o.r grades you are p~esently teaching
without any reference to your schaal 'district or any other
personal references.
2. 'A
A: strongly agree
B. lIi9ree
C. strongly disagree
D. disagree
1. Reading COllprehension abilities
have little effect upon a
student's progress from the
primary to the el~lIlentary
grades. r.
2 •• There will '01 hfays be some
students in eas:h prhlary and
elementary grade who will. have
some difficulty in c.ollprehendin~
what they read.
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3. Reading without comprehension
~~p~rs 1~ ~~~~si:~~~~ha ~n~~~~
read. they are doing very
little but word calling. J. o (
4.
ri. 4. ~~~eb::~~ H;~i~ ~~~:~~~~~son
how to teach students to
rnprehend (te., detailed
teaching strategies On how to
teach literal and inferential
compre~ens1on skills).
5. As a tea-cher" t' feel that- J
need strategies Qn how to
systemati cally teacn-
CO'!1prehension skills to
developmental ·students. 5.
6. There is a greater need to
teach students how to
pronounce words than to teach
them to comprehend what they
. are rea'di ng.
7. Primary grade ·teachers (e.g.,
Kg. to Grade' Three) nee~ to
stress comprehension
development more 10 th~ir
reading programs.
,.
6. • A
7. A
"D
8. Elementary grade teachers
(e.g'. Grades Four to Six)·
need to stress compre-
hension de:ve1opment more
in thef r 'reading programs. 8.
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I~
D
10.
9. As a teacher, r would il.ttempt
jj) incorporate gu1de.l fnes for
. specHic questioning
) strate'gies into m,Y existingreading program as 'a means of
/ :~~~:~~~\~: ~~ ~~~~~ehend'
more effeCTIvely. 9.
,10. .As· a teach'er, I feel that
systemat.lc.lnservfce pro'srams
aimed at teaching 'me 'how to
uti'lize specHic questioning
strategies. to improve my
students' comprehens 10n
ab11ft'fes, would be of some
benefit.
In our 0 infon
,<
A. lnstruc ion 1n reading comprehen,sion is most important.
1n what grade or grades? ~-----------,r-
B. Instruction 1n word,recognition is most important 1n
what grade-or grades? _,- _
·c. What gr!de or ifrades are you presently teaching?
/
f:r
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PROCESS APPROACH TO COHPREHEHS ION
~1l~tillleS teac~ers are more conoerned with the ans!"'er
to a question (Le'. the final p"roduct) )han with the procesS
that a student goes through in attempting t~ ~nd the an"swer.
The program developed by this investfgator. how ver,
, '"
emphasizes the process approach to. l!om~rehensi . ~or
example. pupils are requested to verify th'eir 1nf~rences, by
tell1n9 how they r~asoned from t·he a,vaflable 1nformj!tidn f'n
·arr.hing at'the1r,answers. This techn1qll~ has two
si~nificant ad"'aotages~ which are that good inferences
proviae a model of the reasoning pr.ocess for the class and
if a student's answer is not a.. good respon"s";:'"the teacher
redirects his ·or. her thinkfng by utilizing additional
strategies SUC? as pointing out clues whic)! the student
overlooked.
Moreover, ·the process associated with various skill
cOllpetencies are d1rectly taught. The processes inv'olved
io identif~ing and inferri.ng details will be taught prior to
introducing the first story fn thl!:"ta'Sa'l reader: Processes
associated wfth other sk111 compete.ncfes ~tll ~e taught
under the Fundamental Skill D~velopment secti~n of the
program.
J
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Identifying Details
Before pupi 15 are asked questions pertaining to
det~ils, they must be taught what these questions mean and
how to answer them. They should have an understanding of
the process involved in answerin.g the following types of
questi on(
Who
--
wh1 ch refer's to , person Of. character.
,What -- whi ch refers to
'"
object.
Where -- whi ch refer's to place.. .
When
--
whi ch refers to time, either clock 0' calendar.
How -- whi ch refers to procedure 0' process.
H~W many -- which refers to amount.
To establish a working definition for the afore-
mentioned terms, the following examples should be provide~
by the teacher:
If>- ,~.
Who: Begin by relating to people and cHing many examples1
S"I./~·h as " went to the store with me." "Who" can refer
/ to,he. she, we. they. postman. boys, girls. M~ry. or "Tom. etc.
Students need to realize that "who" in a question refers to a.
specifit"character in the story.
What: This generally refers to objects', Such as book,
desk. ru1er. cup, hammer. kit. "There was a in the
box." Examples: (a) What was in the box? '(b) What did
M'ary bUY? Students need to real 1ze that "what" in a question
refers to a specific object or feeling in" thelstorYI
i
I
, I
----..
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Where: This generally refers to places.' such as lOO,
yhO~l. home. library, Bishop's Falls, etc. Examples:
Cal I alii going to. the zoo. (b) Where was the boy or girl
90ln91 Students need to realize that "",here" in a questio:;-V
refers to a spectfic:)pJace in the story.
When: This generall}' refers to "~1me." s'uch
10:30. morning, or 'any tirae w1th1n a 24 hOur period, 'or...
"calendar time," such ~ last w~ek, Christmas. or next, year,
etc. Example:·, (a) last year I went to visit my'9ra~dmother.
(b) When did you visit your grand~othe.r?
How: This generally refers to procedures, manners.
routes, such as by car, by plane, with. a pencil, one step at
a time. through the town, etc. Example; (a) I went to
St. John's by tH. 'lbl' HO~ did you 90 to St. John'.S?
How many: This generally refer's to an amount, such as
two, six, a few, _any, 'il' lot, several, etc, Eumple:
Cal TOll caught six tTOUt, (b) How many trout did TOIR
c~tch1
Inferring Details
E,xplaln to the studen...ts that the answer to so~.e
questions are not stated. directly in a selection. To make
an infe:ence, they must take the det/11s g1ven and thjn'k
about them before deciding on an answer. Have the pupils
read short passages. Th~ough ~{scuss1on, help the students
'25
make inferences ut1lt zing details given In the passagE!.
Example:
Tom Hartin sat erect in the front of t~e
llIotorboat. He wah:hed in terror as the waves of
Notre Dame Bay smashed against the bow. Gripping
the seat, he turned cautiously until he could see
his Dad at the wheel. -:,
Question: "How did Tom feel sitting in the.fr·onl
of the boat?"
Answer: Frightened. ", I
Clues: sat erect, wa tched In" terror, waves
smashed a9a1 nst the bow, gripping l"he
seat, turned cautiously.
Identifying Sequence of Events
Teach, the chfldr~..~ that events occur in a sequence.
that one thing happens after nother in a logical order. One
way -to do this is by using a Hill! line. Have the students
make a list of all the ,things they have dIne. since they got
up. EXlllJlple: (a) I got up. (b) I got dressed. (c)
washed lllY face. (d) I ate ~y brea~fast. (e) l-·ii'nt~ed
my teeth. Then relatll this tb the story they are reading
and the events which occur in the story.
Recognizing Cause and Effect R~latlonships
[xpla1n to the students that an event "ca(es" some'-
thing else to happen or that one event is the ~efi)~t" of
another. Have the students t~ent1 fy what happened to them
,1.
c.'
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tn a day such as. t broke something .. What caused you to
break sOlllething? "h"at wa~ the'result of this? Probable 9
responses might be, ~I broke the lamp 1n th.e living raoll
~ecause I was run.nlng and I tldsn't watching where 1 was
going. so Homily put me in Illy room for an hour.~ Let the
students see that cause and effect ~eJatlon~Ships are'a
chain of events whi'th. ar;e connected. Fe.; 'example, ",I.WdS
playing. ~_wtth J'!ly s1ste.i". I wasn't watching where I,wa's
90in~. I broke Hommy's lamp. I was"1>ut in my room,"
ReC09n(z'lng Comparisons r-/
Explafn 'to the st!1.~~.!!ts that 10 order to G1ake a
comparison, it is necessary to tell how people. ideas,
events. etc., are alike or different. Through discussion,
have ,fJIe class determine who or what t's being oOllpared ·in '
each.of the follOWing and decide which cOllpar-fsons indicate,"
likenesses and which comparisons suggest dlfferencis:
1. Joan is young. Grandmother is old.
2. This water tastes as salty as.the sea.
3. The pond is like- a mirror.
4. ll~S tall. jack fs short.
5. Janes'l1kl!s to watch T.V. ~arry likes to·look
a-t'I: V. too.
/
. .1
.\
12.J-
Relate the idea of comparing ~o their ow.n day~to-day
experience, such :5 if a boy or girl plays hockey and
baseball, or~has seen It played, get hlm'or her to tell you:
.1. Who.phys ttl
2. How do they play it?
3. Where do they play it?
4, What dO,they use when' they play tt?
.).
Example: Hockey and baseball,
Salle 01 fferen-~
'p.
1. Both sports.
2. Played by men
or women.
1. One is played' on ice;
the othe.. is played
on a field. •
2. One uses a puck and,
i s.t1cki· the" ot'her
use~ a bi! 11 and bat.
Recognizing Character Iraf'n
..
Have the- students lIalte up a stor'y wi th charactt'rs and:
. . ,
have thell tell something about the characters. such as a story
about a honest boy or girl. Have the Sludents,..teli/aboul how
the bQY or·g1rl~fS~hones,t. What does he or she ~ that Is"
honest?
Ask the students to come. up wit"h physical or
personality trafts a,bout themselv~s. T,hen have them look
•
'\. ~or a ~harac~er in a story to s.ee what 1t sa-ys about the
41.,.\".,character.
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1dentifying the Main Idea
Explain to the students that sometimes a paragraph
story has a main idea or key thought. It ts the most
fmportan,t 1}ea deve.'loped In the parag~a.Ph or story.
Sometimes oft is. identffied,ar stated d~frectlY by the author.
All other details corilplete an! support the main idea.
The te,:,:her will' identify par"agraphs::.in the social
studies or health text .for G'rade Four 1n which the main idea
is ~Hectly stated, u6u~11y in 'the fh'st'or 1,ast" senfence.
HAVE:;,the pupils examine ",and discuss the paragraph. As they
identify supporting details, 1is't' them on the board, Then
'write tft maf~ -Idea. .
Have the pupils bring copies of newspaper artic.les.
Get them to examine the headlines. A headline usually gives
th~l.n idea~ Have the students f.ind the supporting details.
list t~em on the chalkboard.
Inferring Sequence o.f Events
, Explain to the s~udents thaJ; sometimes it is necessary
t~a·dd something to .the ideas glve~ by an ~uthor. Tell th~m
that sometimes they w111 be requir~d to predict events which
might have occu~red before or after the events 11'1 ;tstory.
Begin the p'rocess by asking the students to predict
what happened In the. order of events· which are missing.
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£xampl e:
1. Got out of bed.
2 .
. 3. Went to school.
4. l
Ask "What do you think happened in events two and four?"
,.
Give the students an event and ask ,them to supply
the rest of the events that they think might have happened
because of that ,event. 'Example:
.,~ .
1. I 'fell down the stai r"s.
2. ?'
3.
4.
Read p~rt of a story to the c1 as's and have the
students ~eC;de thr'E.gh dis~ussion how the story might end.
Tne teacher might also omit the-beginning of a story and read
___ the rest of the story to the class. Through discussion, have
the pupils determi~e the events wh'(,ch might have occurred at
t~e be'g.innlng of the story.
books.
there
Inferr1-hg Cause and Effect Relatlon'hlpsi .
seleci"pictures from ma9aZ1n~s or fr9m children's
Ask for )ause it.nd effect rehltlonshipL For ell.amp·le.
'v .
is a picture of a small boy in his bedroom. His mother
(
is help1ng h1m take off his cl~thes. Ask the students why
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the boy is tak'ln9 off his clothes. SOllie responses lIight be:
- .
"It was raining outside and he got wet." ~He fell· inlo a
puddle and got wet.~ "He's gettJng rnay for bed."
Have the students look at something that has happened
-<lnd ask them What they think has caused this.
Example:
Effect
I was rushed to the hospital.
Or:'~
I (e"ll off my bike.
Inferring COlllpar"isons
Choose pictures of two horses. ThrOU!lh discussion,
have the class decide wayS in which the horses are alike and
different.
Reaer a story to the class and have the students
determine how two charac~ers in the story ~re alike and/~:r
different In pt!rsonal1ty or behavior. Then have the pupils.
oJ • .
~ake inferences on their own lives in comparison to an event
which occurred 1n the story.
t.
I ferrl n Character Tral ts
Select a Plct~~_ each of the following: (a) a
boy, (b) a girl, (c) a Il.an,-and (d) a woman. Write words
I
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describing physical traits on the board {e.g .• _ tall, short,
fat, t~inl. Have the'class decjde the physical trait
depicted by eilch person.
Write words describing personality trai ts on the
board (e.g., mean, kind, curious, patien't. shy. thoughtful) .
.Then read a story to the class. Have the students tell how
a person behaved in the story an.d the· things he or she did
which .support the students' answers.
Inferring the Mil in Idea
Show pictures to the students and have them ident; fy
the details. list the cretalls on the chalkboard. Explain
tI the students 'that we.nel!lkJ to gi,xe the picture a ".ame but
we do,not want to use very milny war!!s. ·Then ask, "What can~ cilll it?" "It's a picture of wha"t?" Names like "A
Fishing Vi~lage" and "Building a Boat" are samples of na"mes
that deal with main ideas:
When pupils are successful with picture'S. short
Paragraphs should rePlrte (hem. Pose similar types of
questions, this time to geOt ideas for titles. Then proceed
to the mai n idea for' stories.
Explafn to the students that in most of the stories
read the main idea -is not identified foro us. Authol"s
expect their readers to read '1hat has' been written and
discdver the main idea for themselves. Somet'imes, however,
",
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the title of the stor'y 15 the key to the main idea. Read a
short story to the class. Hate the students identify the
relevant details, important cnaracters. what happened to
them,where it took place. a"ttwhen it took place. Through
discussion" h~pefully you will get the students to summar1.ze
the main idea in one or two sentences.
J,
~ ..
•
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TEACHING READING COMPREHENSION UTILIZING
THE BASAL READER
BACKPACKS AND BUMBLEBEES
Se,lection 11: Weird (pp. 6-16)
Setting the Purposes fbr Reading (Part l):
Te.acher: Look at the picture on page 6: What questions
would you: like to a!ik Just from the picture alone?
Student questions:
"What are the children's names?"
-"Why are they riding fast?"
"Where are they going?"
"Are t~ey ina .!ace?"
Directed Silent Reading (Part 1l:
Teacher: Read pages 6 and 7 to find the answers to
your questions.
/ Verifying "Answers to Pre-Pos'ed Questions (Part 1):
Teacher: f.rom what;. you have read so far, clln you give
the answers to your questions?
Mary: They were heading down to the lake.
John: They were Wilma, David and" ~rianne.
Sally: They are rld'ing fast because they are in a hurry
to g~t where they are g01ng to play.
Teacher: Very goodJ Now, were the~ in a race?
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Jane:' Not a real race, but they wanted to hurry and
get there.
Teacher,.. Right!
Seed nq the Purposes for Reading (Part 2):
Te,acher: lool: at the picture on page 9. What questions'
would yo~ like to ask?
Stud~nt questions:
"What are they doing?"
"What is the boy goi1lg to do with the aite?"
"Who's the girl sitting alone?"
"What made' the roots sti.ck out?"
Directed 51 lent Read; 09 (Part ·2):
Teacher: Read pages 8 and 9 and the first two sentences
on page 10.
Verifying Answers to Pre-Posed Ouestl.Dos (Part 2):' .\
Teacher: Tell me the answers you found to your Questions,
Tom: David cut off some roots 'with the axe.
Martha: Wilma. was sitting by herseH.
Ida: They were making the holet'the fort bigger.
Harry: The waves made the roots sJiCk out.
Teacher: Who would like to read the lines which tell
_~at the waves dld this?
Harry:' ""The waves had ...,ashed away most of fhe bank and
left the roots han9i ng in the air."
Teacher: Goodl Now, let's look at the picture on page 11.
Settinq the P~rposes for Reading (Part 31:
Teacher: What questjJrifY~OIol.Jd yoC! like/,/ ....
St~dent questions ( ..
"Wha t are "they eati ng?"
to ask?
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~Whdt a~e they drinking?"
"What is -that on the 9.r:ound in front?"
"What are t~go1ng~ to do no~?'~
, . r·
'.·Directed Silent Reading (Part"3):
Teacher: See if you can find the "answers on pages 10
.
and 11.
Verifying ,Answers to Pre-Posed Questions (Part 3):
Teacher: What answers did you come up with?
Maisie:.~ The children were eati'\9. sandwiches and drinking
pop.
larry: They are going to finish. the fort now',
Sarah: That's clam shells on the-ground.
Teacher: Very good! YOuj,founlJ..:the answers.
Setting the Purposes for Reading (Part 4):
Teacher: lOQI: at the picture on pages 12 a1Jd 13. What
question~ come to your mind?
Student"questions;
"Wha.t happened?"
"Who's·stuck under the tree?"-
"Will the children be able to get her out?"
Setting the purposes' for Reading (Part 5):
Directed Silent Reading (Part 4),:
Teacher: Maybe we will find the answers as we read
pages 12 and 13.
Veri f in Answers to Pre-Posed uest10ns Part 4
Teacher: What answers}did you discover?
Tom: The tree fell.
Teacher: Who. would like to read the lines which tell
that the tree fell?
Jane:&. "The monster fangs bit the sand as the willow
toppled'i nto the lake
Teacher: Good!
Ida: Marianne was stuck under the tree an:d they couldn't
get her out.
Teache r: Ri ghU
/Teacher: What would you like to find out in the rest of
the story?
Student questions:
"Will the men come to help her?"
"l-li 11 Marianne be rescued?"
Directed Si lent Reading (Part 5): ! .
Teacher: Read the rest of the story to f1lnd the
I I
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Verifying Answers to Pre-Posed 'Questions (Part 5):
Teacher: What did you find out?
Maisie: The men came an~escued.her.
Teacher: Right) Can you t~ll us 11 , ittle more about
how s~e was rescued?
Maisie: First they cut off the roo~s. Then they .pulled
..
her out. ..
Teacher:. Very good!
Comprehens i on Check.;
( ,
Student-Pnsed Oue>stions: Students wi 11 b,e given'" an
opportunity to question the cli!ss .• Initially, the teache.-
will gtv.e "the answers t,o a-number of literal level questions
and have the PUPi~s construct a question for each. In
s'ubsequent lessons, however, when pupils become familiar
I~fth thfs.proc"ess. they w~ll be required to pose- questions
their own -- without the teacher' 5 assistance.
The tea~her will write tbe following quoted sentences
the chal kboard,:
1. "There1s a magic horseshoe around the entrance.
It's made of. clam shells" (p.. 10). .
2. "A big wave rolletf"upttne beach" (p. 12).
,3. "~~~~~~~~ 1:. u~j~OOmed along on our ten-speed
4. "Our parents were still setting up the tents. at
the camp"grounds" (p. 7).
,
,..;
<
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Teacher: Look at ttle first sentence. I will write the
answer to a question on the eha lkboard. Then l will
write the question. follow carefully.
Answer: ·Clam shells.
\Uest10n: What was the magic horseshoe made.o,'?
Teacher: Let's try the next one together.
Answer: A bi 9 wave.
"Teach!,!r: Who can give me a question for this answer?
- --~- .Joe: What roll ed up the beach? ." f
Teacher: Good! let's try the other sentences.
Teacher: Zoomed along. {Pause} John, can you give me
a questfo-n?
John: Htlw fast wefe they going on theft bicycles?
Teacher: At the camp grounds.
,give me a question?
(Paus.e) SaralJ. can you
I
- I
Sarah: Where were,the parents setting up the tents?
Teacher: Very good! [thl nk..you have the idea' We
shall. try more of these' in our next story.
Teache osed uestlons: The teacher will ask other
questions to c eck ~he s'tl:ldents' understandi~ of the story
. ....
and further develop their comprehension abilities.
Teacher: WhY' did Marianne paddle faster by the'apple
/o.rchard? (PalJs~) Jane, can you tell us the answer?
Jane: To get away from the noise,
Teacher: What was making the noise?
.\.
-.
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Jane: The chain saw.
Teacher: Right! (Pallse) How, 1 ~~nt,You to think
back to tile beginning pf the story. How did the
children feel tllen?
Martha: Happy.
larry: Ell'C'! ted.
Teacher: Why were they happy and exc,lt'ed? (Pause)
Tom, c/ln you tell us? .,
Tom:" Tbey· were on fthe1,r.w/ly ,tQ, t~e1r favourite, place
to play.
Teacher: Ri ghl! (Plluse) Now, look at,the pi cture on
pages 12 and 13. How do you think they felt then?
Jane: Scared.
Teacher: Why do you think, they were scared?
Jane: ".Because Harianne was trapped.
'Teacher: Can you tell us II little more about why they
were scared?
Jane: The children couldn't get her out.
Teacher: Very good think'tng!
Fund/llllental Skill Development:
Recognftion of Cause and: Erfect RelationShips: The
teacher wi 11 fl rst 'use.. ~he method pre~1ously outlined for ,--'
this skill in the process approach. After the process has '
been taught. the teacher will relate·lt to the story in t~e
'oll.w'ng mann• .,,,". ....----. ,
I
Teacher: [wii'l write some sentences the board.,
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I want you to i denti fy the "cause" and "effect" in
each example .
• 'I. "I dtdn't feel like the leader anymore. I was
scared" (p. 13). ~ ..
2. "Wf{~n they set me on my feet "my legs wobbl'ed ~ .. ! r'
so much I had to si t down" (p .• 16).
Teacner: Wh.o can tell me what caused somethi'nq ·tohappen
in the fi rst example?
John: I" was scared.
Teacher: Good! Who can tell me Whil,,~appened as a
result of thi s1
/
Sally: I didn't feel ljke the leade'r anymore.
Teacher: Right! Look at the second example. (Pa~se)...
What happened·? (PalJse) tan you tell".usJ HJI;Y?
Mary: They set~e on my feet.
T.eacher: Look at the examp.le aga; n. (Pause) Thi nk
car.efully. Reme,br something happened and
something cause 0 happen. (Pause) ~as this
what happened, or t what caused something t9
happen?
Mary: Th~t was what caused something to happen.
Te~cher: Rlgh\ I Can you tell l'lIe what happrned?
Mary:
-~._~
\
Recognition of Comparisons:
(
The teac~er will uti 11 ze
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the method outlined for this skill ,in the process approach,
After the process has'~een taught, the teacher will relate
It' to an example in the story. Pupils wi!l be asked to.
,
look at the picture on page 9 and thp. teacher will write
the fol1owi n9 sentence on the board:
. -'.,
"It look~'llke a monster mouth. -- with ugly fangs,"
said Wilma (p. l~.
. '\
Teacher: Who can tell us wha,t is being compared? '"
Harry: The hole under .the tree and .~nster mouth.
. ,
Teacher: How are they alike? .
: ...---Joe: They are bot".ig.
'Ida: ..The -roots of the tree are 11ke a monster's ugly
.--!.!-ngs.
Teacher: Very. Good!
. .
Inferring Comparisons: Use the method outlined for ,.
teachi'ng the process approac\h to ~.hiS skill. Have the
'pupils make inferences, on their ,own l!ves in comparison to
what happened to Maritnne in 'the, story.
Selection '2: The Visitor (pp. 18-Z7l
;' ,.
Setl! 09 the Purpos'es for Reading (Part I):
< •
TeacheY': lOOked; the picture on page lB.
would you like to ask?
Student questions:
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What questi cns
in the dusk>
,
"Wliat is the boy's name7"
r
"Who is the man?"
"What kind ..of boat js out there?"
"What's that in the air above the water?"
Directed Silent Reading (Part 1): Have the pU'p11s read pages
18 and 19 to find possible "answers to their questions.
r··--
Verifying Answ~rs to Pre-Posed Questions (Part 1);
Teacher: What answer~ did you find? (Paus~) Mary, can
yo~. tell uS \ne?
_ Mary: The boy's name is Rob:>;e.
John: The man is Robbie's rather.
Fay: The boat is an all tanker,
Sally: It is a "V .. of ducks in the air.
Teacher: Who would like to read the lines which tell
there was.tl "V" of ducks and an 011 tanker ~ut· there?
Joe: "A 'V' of ducks· was flying low across t.he water,
and the light of an 011 tanker could just be seen
" "'
Teacher: Very good I
:.\--
r
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sect!"9 the Purposes for Rea d i"9 (Pi! rt 2 ).:
Teacher: Look at the picture on page ZO. What questions
would you~ like to ask?
Student questions:
"How did the duck get covered wi th otl '?"
"What will ~obb;e do with the duck?"
"What kind 'of duck was it?"
--Directed Silent Reading (Pad 2):
Teacher: wh'l.t answers d.:!d" you find?
Clara: "It was a mallard duck.
John'; Robbie carried the duck to the house.
MatSie: The duck had 'gotten in som~ oil that came from
the boat.
Teacher: Good!
Setting the Purposes for Reading (Part 3'):
Teacher:' What questions would you like to ask about the
rest of th~ story?
Student questions:
';Where wi 11 they keep the duck?"
["Will the duck get It's natural ,q,11 back?"
"10111.1 they let the duck go free again?"
.. --
Directed ~Sf1ent Reading '~Pllrt J): The pupils W1~read the
remainder ?f the story to find possible answers to their
t, questions,
------
. ,
-'
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Verifying Answers to Pre-Posed Questions (Part 3);
Teacher: What answers did you find? (Pause) Can you
tell us one, Ida?
Ida: The duck go t its na tu ra 1 0 i 1 back.
Teacher: Right! Who found another answer?
Dick: They kept fhe duc~ in a dog's pen.
Sarah: They let the duck go free
John: They took of It"for awhile and then let it
•
go.
Teacher: Right! Who would like 'to rea'C:! the lines that
tell the duc"k WdS free again?
Maisie: "In a flurry of feathers the duck was .DU"t and
flylng--a bit shakily at first, but soon his wings
beats were strong and stead¥_ He flew straight down
the bay, heading south. and then he was gone
Teacher: Very good!
Comprehension Check:
Student-Po~ed 9uestio~s: The teacher wi 11 have the pupl1s
construe t ques t ion,:; from the fo 11 owl ng sentences:
1. "I t was early flovember" (p. 19) .•.-
•
,
2. "As. he drew near a marshy spot by (he shore he
saw something dark among the reeds" (p. 19).
3. "Then he drew his bill up around his tall. to
ge~ it well coated wlt~ 011" (pp.23·24).
4. "As they disappeared out over the bay he flew
against the wire mesh. beating his win9S in
his efforts to get out" (p. 26).
r
l.
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Teacher: Why was that important?
•
Teacher-Posed Questions:
Teacher: Why didn't the duck flyaway when Robbie foun.d
it in the reeds?
fay: It was covered with oil and frozen fast in the. lee.
Teacher: Why didn't ~he family let the duck go free as
soon as t,hey cleaned it?
Joe: They didn't know jf it would get its natural 011
back.
-'Joe: Because if 1t didn't get tts natural 011 back it
would not be waterproof.
Teacher: Can someone tell us "a Httle more about that?
Ida: If its. feathers were not waterproof, it might
drown or freeze to death .
.-----'-
• Teacher: Right.
",.
• 'F""d.';:{'tal SU 11 O",lopm,,',
';
Recalling and Inferr\n{l-'s'~guence of Evehts:
" .yS,e the methods outlfned for teaching the process apprOGch
to sequence of events at both the literal and inferential
, evel of comprehenSiO'!.
The~ have the pupils name five things which happened to
the duck in the story. List the events on the board and haye
the pupils decide on the order in which they occurred in the
story. 'rJlen proceed to inferring sequence. of events.
j--
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reacher: What do you th ink might have happened to the
duck after Robbie set it free?
Tom: I t might have died.
Teacher: Why do you th.ink it might have died?
Tom: Well it could h~ve gotten into some more 0; 1 and
drowned.
Teacher: Good! Does someone else have another idea?
,Jane: It could have been shot by some hunter as it was
'* flying overhead .
• Teac·her: Very good!
Recalling an"d Inferring Character Traits:
Teach the children the processes associated with deter-
mining character tr'aits at the lHeral level. Proceed to./
inferr7ng character traits; relating the process to the story.
The teacher will write some character traits. on the·board
(e.g., gentle, shy, cautious, mean, kind, greedy).
Teacher: I have written some .character traits on the
board. Which of these do you t,hink descri·be· how
\ Robbie behaved in the story?
Maisie: GentJe. . ,
Teacher: How can ~ ~ell h.: ,was' gentle?
Maisie: Because he gently slid his hand under the duel:
when it w'as stuck in the ice.
Teacher: What other )'tord5 descrlb.,e Robbie?
John: Cautious.
•
..
'.
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Teacher: How can you tell he was cautious?
John: He took up the duck carefully in both hands.
Martha: Robbie was kind, too.
\.. Teacher: How can y,olJ tell he was kind?"
Martha: He wds'tled off the oil that was on the duck .
.". Teacher: Does someone haye another reason?
Tom: ~e didn't keep the, duck when it was time to let
it go free.
Tea¢1er: Very good thinking!
Inferring Cause and Effect Relationships:
The teacher will utfl.lz.e the method outlined for this
r skill in the process approach/ Then the process will be
related to the story.
'fo relate the process to the story, the teacher will
,
-·write the following, sentences on the board:
1. "At school that day he found it hard to keep his
'mind on his work, and when the three-thirty bell
rang h~ was the first one. out" <p. 23).
2. "Robbie reached for the latch O'f 'the pen,
(~~i;~~~d for a,mornen\:. th~n flung it open,"
Teach'er: . Why did Robbi~ find 1t hard to keep his mind
o~ his work?
Sally: _Because he was thinking about the duel:.
, . ,
Teacher: Why was he"thinking about the duck?
~ally: Because when he went to'see it that morning it
hadn't touched the wate~, and corn.
I'.
Teacher: Right! Can someone else tell us u little more
about it?
Joe: If it didn't~and.d~ink it woulddie.
Tom: It would have "to waterproof !ts own feathers. too.
Teacher: Why was that important?
Jane: If it didn't get its natural 011 back it would
die.
Teather: Very good! Now, look at the second se·Q.~nce.
Can s.omeofle tell me what caused. Robbie to hesit~h
for a moment?
" larry: He was thinking about whether or not he should
let the du.cl: go.
(.., "Teacher: Th;n~ back t,o what his father had"sa;·d earlier.~ «~,.;", - Can you'tell me what it was?
~rry: He said he would have to let the d~Ck go.
Teacher: Good! So had he already decided to l'et it go?
larry; Yes.
Q Teacher: What was he really thlnkln9 "'b"out?
Martha: I think I know. He was thinking about how much
he was g~ing to miss it because it ·was .tHe losing a
friend.
Teacher: That's good thinking.
about bees?
i~.' .
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Selection I): Close~up on Bees (pp. 30-35)
Setting the Purposes-for-Read.fnq (Part 1):
, / . - ,
Teacher: Look at the headi"9 on page 30 and the pictures
on page 31. What qUesti~~~~OUld you like to ask.
. \
Student questions:
"What are the two long' th; ngs on its head?"
"What are the two 'long th1n,gs for?"
"How do bees 9"et netta',. from flowers?"
Directed $; lent Reading: (Part 1):
The pupils will ,.ea~ page 30 to see if they can find the
answers to their questions.
Ver1fy.1n9 Answers to Pre-Posed Ouestfo'ns (Part 1l:
Teacher: What answers did you find?
Maisie: The two long things are feelers.
Joe: They're,called .antannae.
Sally: The antannae:are used as ears and nose.
Teacher: Can you t~ll us a little more about that?
Martha: The bee can smell, hear, bite, and. feel with
• them.
Teacher: Right! Did anyone find out h~w ~es get the
nectar from flowers? (Pause) Ida, can you tell us?
Ida: A bee uses her tongue like a straw to drin~_the
nectar. ..
Teacher: Right I
•
/
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Setting the Purposes for Read;"9 (Part 21;
Teacher: Look a t the head; ng a t the top a r page 32 .
•What questions would you like to a:..k?
Student questions:
"00 bees lay eggs in the hi,?"
"How many '~ees 1ive in a hive?"
"Where do they put the honey?"
Directed Silent Reading (Part 2):
Have the pupi 15 read page .32 to
answers to thei r. questions.
find the
Verifying Answers to Pre-Posed Questions {Part 2}:
Teacher: Tell me the answers you discovered.
Mary: The queen bee lays eggs in the hive.
Mafsi e: Many bees 1 iVl! in a hive.
Teacher: Rightl Can you tell us approximately how many?
Maisie:
Teacher:
Aboll t e1 ght thousand..
Thatl 5 :~i.ght. )NOW. can t.e~ 1 me Where
answer the question.
.....
theY..Rut· their honey? (Pause) John, can you tell us? ~
John: It doesn't say.
~eacher: There's one clue about hO~ey -tn the long
paragraph. Try to find it. -It 1"}hC;Uld help YOp·/
{
JoJ'ln: It says they build a honeycomb. sA !:'hey must .put
their honey in a honeycomb.
T~ar.:· Very goodl
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Setting the Purposes for Reading (Part 3):
Have thel- children look at the 'two headings on page 34
and develop (predict) questions about what information might
.
follow.
Directed 5j lent Read;"9 (Pa'rt 3): .
Have the pupils read page 34 tJI_se.e_if ,they C~ind the
answers to thef r questions. ,
Verif.yi,n~ Answers "to Pre-Posed Questfo.ns {Part 3·j:
The teacher 10'111 have the pU~ilS give ~he answers to th;
questions and keep the process active and aJive. ~hen ai'll!
partial answers "r'e given, the leacher will redirect the:
"",/
discussion so that the best possible answers are obtalhed"
. ......
from the information avallabl e.
Comprehen~~n Check:
Student.1Posed Ouestio~: Give the student a~ opportunit.y "-
to question the class and have the .c.lass supply the answers.
The teacher will redirect the discussion when it becomes
necessary.
Fundamental 51(111 Development:
Recognition of Comparisons: Teach the process approach
to nrak1ng comparisons by comparln.g the honeybee.and the
bumblebee. Have the pupils tell ways jrI'l which "they are
alike or d1f~erent.
Same
I) Both are insl!'cts.
n Eat honey.
•
Dj Herent
I) Bumbl ebees are larger
and fuzzier.
2) One stores honey; th"e
othe' doe'so' t .
3) Bumbl ebees don't work
as hard.
4) One's family 50-100
other' 5 f~rrii 1y 8,0,000.
IS)
~
(jecognfZ1n q the Main Idea:
The teacher will' use the procedures previously ou'tl1ned
for teaching the prOcess approach associated with this skill. ",(
In the next step, the teache,r will utilize the l~ngest .
paragraph on page 32 to continue the teaching process. H~ve'
the pupils go back and re-read the paragraph. Ask the pupils
to identify all of the supporting details. The teacher wi1\.
11st each of them on the board. After the main idea has been
determined th~ou9h discussion, the teacher will write it on
the board.
",-~-
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Selection ;4: Tfna.'s·\Breakaw.ay (pp. 36-45)
Setting the Purposes for Readl "9,{Part 1):
Teacher: look. at the ti tle on page 36 and the picture
on page 37. What"'questfons would you fHe to ask
about the· story?
Student questions:
"What teams were playing?"
"Where were they playing?"
"What is the score?"
Oirected Si'lent Reading (Part 1):
•Have the students read pages 36 and 37 to find pass ible
I
(
Tom,
Yer1fv1nQ Answers to Pre· Posed Questio.ns (Aart 1):
Teach,er: What answers~ you find? (Pause)
you tell us one?
Tom: They were playing on a dead-end street.
Teacher:' Would'you like to read the sentence which
~
tells us this?
..
"
Torn: "She scraped her hockey sUck along the sidewalk
,as they watc~ed·th~ boys and girls p1aYfn~ ball
hockey on the quiet. dead-end street."
'leather: Good I
Mary: It doesn't tell what teams were play1ng.
Maisie: It doesn't tell what the score was e1ther.
,
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)
Teacher: Maybe we'll find the answe.rs when we rea!.the
next part of the: story.
Setting the Purposes for Reading 'Part 2):
Teacher: What other questions would you like to ask
about ~h.e next part of the story?
Student quest.lons:
"What. w11,1 they do now that they hove lost the ball?~
~How will .he other chfldren react to George beea"'ust"
,) he missed the ball?"01 reeted 51 ient Reading .,(Part 2):
The pupils will read pages 38-42 to· see if they can
discover the answers.
.'."A
-Verifying Answers to Pre-Posed Questions (P'art I 2):
Teacher: What answ;rs d'id you' find? (Rause) Can: you
tell us one. Joe?
Joe: T~e teams were -the leafs and the Canueks.
.'teH 'lIS this?...
Jane:
Haisi.e: The score was eight to seven for the Canucks.
At fir~t they wer~ angry \l(ith George be.cause h?,
mi ssed the ball .
.... Teacher: "'1ght! Wh,o wouldtlHe to.,~,ad the l1nes whtc,h.
.
Milrtha: "Hey, what do you think you're do.lng?" said the
boy:
Teacher:
"You just lost our ball!"
~ry goodl .•~hat did the,y do then?'
,.
Ve'rif in Answers to Pre-Posed' uestions Part 3
,
. \
.'
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~oe: Tina had a ball so they star,ted to play again.
Teacher: Right!
SettIn<l the Purposes for Reading (Part 3):
Teacher: . What questions: would ytu 1He to ask about
• the rest o'f the story?
.. '
.Student q..~.estions: . ,
"What team will win?"
A
"WhO'Wil1.,core· ~Je w1"nfting goal?"
. . ....
Directed S1'lent Readolng (Part 3): .
Teacher'; ~ead t~e rest or the sUry to see.. If you can
find ~e·answ..ers.
Teacher. -,What answers did you find? (Pause) Sally,.
can 'y'ou tell us one?
'sally,; ;i/1a scored _the wi nn1:n9 goal, "
Teacher.:' Rig·ht!.
John: The Canucks w.on. the 9·~me. ;
Teacher: G06~ I
. .....
.Comprehension -Check:
. ""',- ,- ..
Student.-Pose·d lMJe~tions: Have the studen'ts ask questions
'" ana the rest of the class answe'r them'.
/
'ff
,.,1,,:
. , ., ..
Teacher·Posed Questions:
I
Teacher: At .the beg,inning of the-"'$'tory, why did Tlna
Mat.51e: Because they let Tina and Georg'e play wi th thert.
Teacher: ~hy do you tMnk ifna was"p.le~sed Ithen one of,
t.he boys .passed the bal) to' her?
Ida: Because she got a breakaway.
·Teach·er: .Th1n~ carefully. It was Just af,ter'She got in
,th! game. ttl'
Joe: It made Trna feel she was i.n ~he gam,e and part of
Because they didn.'t ask Tina and George to get in
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h"
Good! Ho~ can jou tell they changed ~heir
\
the game.
minds later?
and George feel that ihe other children we"-e
unfriendly?
Tom:
Teacher:
the 9an9,-
I
Teacher: Very good!
Funda~ental Skill OeYelopm;~)·:
Recalll"n9 Sequence of Events:
.~ave the pupils name eight events whfch occurred in the :
"story. l#'st them on the board. Halle the pupils decIde
(through dtscuss10n) "the ord~r in which they occurred.
, .,
,.
".'
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Recalling and Inferr"fnq Character Traits:
list the (oHowing character traits on the board and have
the class discuss' the.meaning of. each:
brave
proud
quick-tthinking
determ1ned,
patient
; ntell igenr.
al ert
appreciative
lIave the st'udents locate the following quoted sentences
1n the s.lory and decide on the best word to mat,cb the
charllcter revealed 1n the !luotation. The, puplls must give a
reason for the,ir choice of words:
"It looked 11ke a whole wall of players. but
it didn't scare her" (po 43).
2.' "As Steve made a stab .,. but Ttna was ready
for the move" (p', 4L)...--'\
l1lII 3. "She.. knew ,the others would remember it was
he'~ Id~.:O ~_~h:~_~Heboard.thete" (p. 42).
4.. "~ti~o,~~O.~~:~n~h~; ~~u~~n~~t'l~~ef~n~~~~; of
ball"(p.39).
5. "That was a nice ShO~- Steve," Tina said.
(p. 40).
. .
-6. "i~:t~:11o;e~g~n~p~<;l~ shot, she just pushed
I
Inferring the Haln Idea:
More than one te'aching period wi 11 be required to teach
-this skill. The .procedures previously tutHned. star"ting
with pichres,.wi11 be utilized.'. The ~eacher will use the
pictures pages 20. 22, Z4, and v'. I .
/ 1<r9
paragraph.
" '
Proce~ to short paragraphs. Dupl teate pages from the
SOCid 1 studies or heal th text at the grade four level.
omitting the topic se'ntence. Through discussion, have the
pupi 1 5 d.ec ide on an appropriate topic sentence for each
, ,
Next, the teacher will utilize\news~aper head-lines. to
teach the process. At least one exampl,e using a·lleadline
-'from a spo,'ts section should be included.
Finally" relat~ the process to the story. Refer to· the 1
clues' in the title. Have the class decide on (through
discussion) an appropriate headline for thls story ff it .-'
jwer~ to appear in the sports section of a n.e,,,,.spaper.
Selection IS: Sports to Dream About (pp, 46-51)
Settlng the Purposes for Reading (Put 1):
•Teacher: Look at the pictures on pages 46 and 47.
Wh"t questions would you like to ask?
Student ques lions:
MWhy is the skier using poles?"
"What kind of skates 1s the man wearing?"
"Why is t;I bent eve"?"
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Directed Silent Reading (Part 1):
Teacher: -Read the captions on pages 46 and 47. See if
. ~ you ca"n (1,nd the answers.
Ve~1fy1n9 Answers to Pre-Posed Questions (Part 1):.
Teacher: What llns~ers did you find! (Pause) Ida, did
you find one?
-\, \da: The man is wearing speclal ... skates for speed-skat;fng.
Mary: It doesn't give the answers to the o'ther questions
but I think the skier is using the poles to help her
ski dowl). the, hi 11.
Teacher: How do you t~ink t'he poles might help her ski
"down the h1.11? \
Mary: To take the turns faster. \
Teach'er: R1 9h,' Who.has another idea?
Ma rtha: • To keep her ba lance .
.'" Teacher: Good I'
'\..... -',
, .
Student questions:
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Sally: I thlnk}the 'skater is bent over to help him go
faster. ~\
Teacher: Good thi nking!
-Settinq the Purposes for Reading (Part 2):
TeaCh,er: look at the ,Plctur~ on'pages 48 and 49.
What questions would you like to ask?
\
"Where is the inan~·
"What is he doing?"
'What kind of sport 15 the woman ta'king part in1."
,
Directed Silent Readfng (Part 2):
The teacher:' will have the puplfs read the captions on
pages 148 and 49 to 'find possible answers.
Verifying Answers to Pre-Posed Questions (Part 2):
Te~cher: What answers did you discover?,
Ida: The man is·1n a gym.
Harry: He is doing a flip. ,_,J
Lllrry: The woman is doing a high-jump,'
Teacher: Very good!
~ettinq the .~urposes "'" Reading (Part 3):
Teacher: Wh.at questions would. you like to ask about the
pictures' O? pages 50' and 511
Student questions:
"What is the lady playfng?"
"What 15 that on the water back of the· swtmmer.?"
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Directed Silent. Readinq (Part 3):
Teache·r: Read the captions on'paqes 50 and 511'0 find
possible answers. '(
Verifying Answers to Pre-Posed Questions (Part "'3):
... Teacher: Old you find the answers?
fay: The\lady is playing tennis ...
Teacher: R1ght!
Joe: It doesn't say.what is back of the swimmer.
Teacher: No, it doesri't. But think about''p001S w'he~e
swimmers' have races. 00 several swimmers race at
the sa'!'e time? ~
Mary;' Yes.;~
Teache r: Itow l'do they 1; oe up to s ta rt the ra"c e?
f ..
Sall~: Each (oe gets ready in a different lane.
Teacher: ~ghf!J So wha'l.-ao you think might be stretched
along theri~op of the water to divide the lanes?
I
John:. Oh, I think I know, it's floats or something like
,
that.
Tea"cJi"er: Very good J
Fundamental Ski,ll Development:
rdentifYing and ..Infe-r:ing Details: Have the pupils s~udy
the picture 0:'- the ski,er on page- 46.
Teacher: How can you tell she is going _~~st?
Sally: The sk11s are making- the sno ,-fly.
/
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John: She's leani og to one side.
Teacher: Very good!
Have the pup; 1s study the picture of the speed-skater
page 41.
Teacher: How are his skates different from a hockey
pl ayer' s skates?
Ann: The bTad.:S ·are longer and they are not rounded-on
the front.
Teacher: How\can you tell ·he is moving'f"as·t?
\ L~rry: He htlS one ska'te Ufted up and he's pushing down
hard wi th the other.
Teacher: Very good! Now, study the picture of the"
gymnast ·on page 48.
Teache;; What s~eclal clothing 1s he wearing?
,
Ida: A sleeveless shirt and gym pants.
- . I
Teacher: ,What country 1"s he frOl1l7
M~1 sie: Cana;da,
Teacher: How can you....tell he's from Canada?
~\ais1e: There:s a maple leaf on his .shirt.
Teacher: Very good!
Have the pupfls study the picture of the high·jumper on
page 49.
Teacher: Do you thi~k. th.e girl 1s gof~g up or down?
Mary: She's goin9 UP.( /
Teacher: S~tUdY her fa {; Wnat do you'think she's
feelt ng?
.,
.'--'
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John: She's feeling the strain.
Teacher: Why do you think so?
John: Because she's tr~~ very hard to go over ,the
bar loll tl'fout touching H.
Teae\er: That's good thinking.
"'Have the pupils study the picture of the tennis player
page 50.
Teacher: Is she right-handed or do you-th'1nk she's
left-handed?
larry: She's right-handed.
Teacher: How might her short hair help- her?
Martha: I t's cooler.
Teacher: Ooes someone "else have another idea?
Tom: It wo~'t" get in he~ eyes.
---Teacher: How 101111 that help her? I
..
Tom: She witT be q,bl,.e to see the ball better.
,:
Teacher: Very good!
Have the pupf ~s study the picture of the swimmer on page
\ 51. \"
Teacher: Why does the swimmer ha ... e hi, ,mouth'-open'" in
this wa~?
Ida: To il'el p him breathe. \...
Te-acher: How do you,know that he is moJing fas}?
Joe: tie's stirring up the wa,ter.
J
Teacher: Good thl nking I
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Inferring Character Traits:
Ask the pupils to come up with physical traits about
themselves such as tall, slim, shorr;- fat, "thin,. and big. ~
'Wr; te these on the bOllrd .
. Relate the p~o'cess t~ the story. Get the pupils to look
'carefully at the picture of the speed-skater on page 47.
Through discussion. ~ave th-em de.termlne which of the traits
listed on the board might apply to the skater.
Making Campar; sons:
Review the process related to this skill. T!!.en have the
pupils compare the clothing of the skier and the skater •
• Next, have- them compa"re the clothing of the gyinn'ast and the
\
'-high-jump"er.
/
•
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Selection 16: When the Geme Is Over (pp. 5J~57)
"
Settl"9 the Purposes for Read; n9:
Ask the children to in4g1ne themselves as newspaper or
TV reporters who have to lnten:iew II person who once played
a professional sport ~nd was a famous star. Have l,hem
compose questions wrflth would create the most interesting
responses.
Student questions:
"How long were you II professional plaYljr?"
"How did you.get star~ed 1n yoyr sport?"
"Have you ever played o·ther sports?"
"Why did-'yOu like be1ng an athlete?"
"Did YOll have many injuries when you were playing?"
"Why dold you decide to retire when you did?"
Directed Silent Read"ing: ,
Have the pupils read the wt:l~e selection t~ find out
which of these iruestions Debbie asked the footba~ player,
\ -
Verifying Answers to Pre-Posed Questions:
Teacher: Which of your questions did Debb'ie a',sk the
,
footbl'11 pl ayer?
John: She asked fJve of the questions.
Jane: She didn't ask him why he decided to retire,
Teacher: Good!
"
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Comprehension Ched.:
--"Student·Posed Questions: Have the'" pupils ask qUestlonsj~'
and the rest of the class'answer them.
Teacher-Posed Questions:
Teacher: How did Doug get started in football?
,
Ida: He was always Interested 1n sports.
Teache~n someone give us a lit;le more information
about it?
Maisle: He played :football during hi9h:S~hOOI.
Teacher: Very.g·oad!
Teacher: According to Doug, 'what were' the good th1,n g s .
about playing football?
Jane: You tr"ave" and meet all sorts of interesting"
people.
Teacher: Can someone tell'us a little more about it?
Tom~ He enjoyed the friendship and teamwork.
Te,acher: Very good!
Teacher: What are some of the unpleasant things about
Play~ fo.etbal1?
Mary: Training camp elln be hard. You have to stay.in
shape.
Teacher: Does someone ha~ another idea?
Joe: You might get Injured.
Teacher: Right I
.'
Fundamental Skill Oeve,lopment: /
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Recalling and Inferring Cause and'Effect,"RelatlonSh1ps:
Review the pr~cess assoc'late!! wit~ tea~hing that caus.e,
and effect relationships are a ck.a....~n of events whl,ch are
_connected. Then ;~late the process "to sent~nces in the
r _story Ask the pupfo1s to ,locate the following sentences t'"', .."-. tn'e story, I' ,
c; L/\. "Sports 'gaVe" me C!etermfnati.on. ,-ll'grew'-;"s il, perso~..
~ bec;:aroe more understand,tng of, other. peep'e~ (p" 56) .
. Teacher: Read the sentenc.e~ car:eful1y.
Tea¢he'r: Th~.se sent~nces. r~er .. to fk?u9: Who can tell
us what made him'''grow''.a~·a pers~n?' (Pause) Can
you tel' U"S. Mills1 e1
I'Maisie: Sports gave h1.~ determ1ntt1oll.
Teacher: R1-ght! What caused, him to. blicome more
", , -_/,
t ,tJnd.e~tand1n9 O,f 0,~l).ple7
Ida: He 9\ew as a p~son,
,Teacher: v,~;6d'f"
Review -the process approac,h to inferrfng cause and 'effect
...
relationships, Then write, the fo,110w1n9 sentence on the
board. Have the students read it 'ca"reful:# '
"Well, for many people, four years 1s of,ten a whole
career, especially in football" (p, 54)', '.
Tl!"1l'cher: Why do Y9U ~h1nk. Ooug felt that.fo~r years
was often a whole career" espe~hll'y 1~ footbal~?
Jane: Because ~some pl~yers don't'plar,professf<lnal
football any It?n"ger ,than fCl~U,~ year~
·r
Teacher: Right! Why do you think a player fl19h\
'6'
r-.
retire after four years 1
Jane: Perhaps he can't play any' lIore" becaus-e of a •
.
serious 1njur,.
Tei:cher: Yes, that's possible: Does someone.h!lve"
another idea?
Joan' It's.hST'd ofl'lltlim. There'~ lots.of stra.ln- and"!' ,
pre'ssure. ·Af.ter fou,,<,ears h~ may "dect'de.ti'E!"lla"s '.
"", had enO~9h. . '-.... . ~ : . '. . ; ",I ".: .. ;
S~'l;;: As h.e .ge'ts older," he,may not be as g"OOd,at it:
amrdeci,de it's·ti~e to quit;
. .
iea·c1fer:. Very. good, ~hl.nldn·g!,
-"
\
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Selection 17: One Good Turn (pp. 58-67)
'sitting the Purpos.es for Reading (Part 1):
Tej:ch,er: 1:00\ "at the,l!!'1cture '06 pages· 5~ and 59. What
,... l· . '-.
q'uesUons would you "' ike to ash
'Student questions ='.
'~'Whe~e.,are thl!"'ChHdren7"
"What are they' doing?"
"Wh'y is the policeman there?!'
,
" ,01rected,S!lent Re~dtn9 (part',l): Have the PUP!'!I·r.~ad
" pa~cs 58".te 81 ·to,'find the 3fl,S;wers. ,...,
}
.f
"
Ve,,1fy1ng Answer.s to Pre-Posed Ou~stlon!i- (Part 1):
TeiCti~'r: What ans~erS:d.1d. yo'u disC'over?' (Pause) Can
"YQu t'ell"us·one, Lar;ry?~ • I
... Larry' The children lire on II supermarke~ parking lot.
" Mart".a Ther~ a~e po(fcem!" thb-e tri malel!!! su;e that
·no cars wou)d get 1n the, way.
Srtly: . Th'e-,Ohl1~;en 'are ~otng to ,have :a skat'eboard
..race. \ ,~ ,
Te4Ch.er:' ~ w~o woul~ 1 tke 4 to ";~adl:ttIJ "1~S which t~lJ.
u~ th1s 1 .
, "
·Joe: ".All' of.the~.hild skateboards and t,hat wasn't
r.eall,/strange, bee.'use It wa:> the d\Y 'of
leth'~rl~':" ffrst,k.teb·OVd ro'c~.", ..
;'~lcher: . G"oocfJ
t,
(
.'t;:
"
..
Settln9' the Parposes·for Reading (~art 2):
.\ , '~~acher:, .What ~ould ..,you like to find out .about the
rest of the storl? ~ .
'stu~ent questions:
~.fWil1 Rollie try to bump anyone?"
. "Will Rpllie try to~ke turns th\ way Tra~.eY·told
him?"
.
I'Who wl11 .... 1n the race?"
Teacher: Read" the remainder of the story to find the
./
-VerffY1nq Answers to Pre-posefoues'uons (Part 2):
Teache~ What answers did fOu find?
I . •
.HI,": Rollie didn't try to bump anyone.
Roll ie 'won the
Ann:
John:
.
Rollie ma$la>4he turns the way'Tracey told him.
--
, --Combrehen§,fon 'Check:'·
Student·Posed Qyest1.o~s: Give the pupils an opportunity
,/ to ask questions and have the r~st of·t'~e chss give th~
'....... <answers. .
leaCh.er-Po~ed Ouestloni\ ' .. '
Teacher: At the l:ieqlnnlnq of the story, what lIia.s
, ;'
Rol11e's phn for winning the ra'cc?
\ ,
.,'
I ." /
.~>
;<
"
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JOhn~. He.was'going to .bump anyone who started to pass
hlr.n.
1'.eacher: What was' Tnacey's plan for skiltebo~rd1ng?
"",",
Maisie: To be fast. and smart.
Teacher~ What su,gges,tions or "advice ·did Tracey give
. . .
Rollie which hel.ped him take the sharp turns'?
larry: She told h",--ot to stand up too stra1gh\1.
Mary: Shoe told him to bend hls'knees and lean into the
turn.
,_ f Joe: 'She told him to relax, stay l,Dos.e.
Teacher: Very goo<flo!
"
dec'~ed '.\fOll0w.T,,,.ey ,s
'ha' he j'd wi', by
•,
Yes. but was he
/Ie vice .
Teacher:
'Ann: No.
Teacher: Why do you think Rollie decided not to ~ump
anyone ,in the race?
"Sally:' He wanted "0 wi:' so he
\
Teacher: Why'; then, did he decide to do,jt her wily?
Sarah: !f he bumped the othe~t. he might hav,l! WOn the
the race but he 'wouldn't have ,any friends left.
Tellcher: Very good J Why do you think he would have
.lost h~ friends?
Harry: Bump,1ng uyone who star,ted ~o pass
dirty.way of iryfng to w1n the race:
Teacher: Right!
: '-
...
htm was a
" .', ., \
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Fundamental Skil\:~elopment:
Recall 10g Sequence of Events:
J I ..
thl s skill.Review the prQcess associated
Have the pue,l1s. na~,e eight .events ,WhiC'h occurre~ 1n the
sto.ry . ThrOUgh(Ela,s diSj-ussfon, have them'decide on the
order in which the events occurred 1n the 5\Ory.
• /1 I)
Infe"!"!";"" Sequence of E\If!nts: . ~./.
wlth\teaching
•
Recalling Character Tra its:"
Write the following physical traits on nle board:
\
~h~n relate the process to the story. Based on the events
which occu'rred in the story, have the pupils predict ,at lellst
ttlo 'events which..might have occurre/ af.ter the story. Through I .....}
discussion have the pupi Is d'clde the drder In which they may /';-
, ", I
ha,ve occurred. :;.
~
\
\
'}stocky thin
lanky big
strong , . stout
dump,y tough.
Have the class disCUthe meaning of each .
Relate \he process t the story by haVing the ct'!~ldren
deetde which of these WOtS ore used to reveel Rollle's
~S1CDl tra;ts.
\
..
(Inferr1n Com ar1sons: .
Have ~he .pupils /!18k Inferences r.n 8 r~ce they have tak~n
pDrt In or seen in eo~po hon to the skateboard race in the
\ '
,"
••
"..1'
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,
story. Gu"lding questio~S shoul.d include the following:
1) WhO' races?
2) ~ How do they.race?
'·3) Where do they race?
"4) ~ do the'y ~se when ra;lng?
InferrlntJ',the Main Idea:
R-evleW'the:process as'sociated w.ith·tea~hlng,this skill, .-
util(zlng a.h~adllne fro~ the sports section oJ a news,paper:
I ~ ,
Relate the .procus to t~.f! story in the reader. ~efer
to th'e clue'in the title. Tk.rou9h discussion have t~ir;'ass
decide on an appropriate heading' for the story, if it were
to appear in the sports section of a newspap,er.
"
(.
, ...,.
,
\
•
,
(. '
\
"
.'
\ \.,
,
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Setting th"e.. Purpose ,,, Reading (Part 1)' ;
Te~cher: look at the. pic'tu)e on pages 70 and 71. Wha.
qU'5t10"5 -would 'you 1 i ~e to ask?
Student questions:
"Who
"
the ma.n?"
.'"What k1 nd -of bU~.ld1n9 i, that?"
"Why i, the moose "th'ere?"
:Why i, th~ rabbi t t'1\"ere?"
Oi rected Silent Reading (Part 0:
Have th, pupils read pages 70 and 71 to find th, answers'.
.'J Selection. i8: Blue Mo-o~e -(p'p. t70-79)
/
,
"
Verifying Answers to Pre-Posed Questions (Part 1):
Teach~: What answers ~1d you find?
Sally: The bu"tlcflng Is a' restaurant.
John: The man 1s Mr. Breton.
Maisie: Sometimes I"abblts.-came out of the woods- to
watch Mr:' Breton.
'I
Tom: It-doesn't say why the moose was there. \
Teacher: :1 ght I MaYbl/we'. will fl ntJllrhe answer 1n ~·ce
next part of the st,ory.
Setting the Purpos , ';;""'Ftead1nq' (Part 2):
,Te:Cher: Lfk}~ picture on page. 73.
.wou,,"yOU like to ask?
!.
Whll t quest Ions
'I
.' '
..
1-76
StLident questions:
,"How dfd t~e .moose get tn the ",;Itthen?"
"Uhat is he drinkfng?"-'
Dlrectgd Silent Reading (Part 2): ~
HaJe the ,pupf 15 read p~ges 7,~. and 73 to find t~ -answ~;s~-...:..~·
- ,
VerifYing Answers to Pre-Posed Questions (Part 2):
Teicher: Tell us the answers you discovere"d. (Pause)
,
Larry, can you tell us one?
larry: The moose walked fnto the kitchen._
1eacher: Right!
John~ The moose was drinking coffee.
Hartha: Now I know why the m005.e was there. He w'anted
to go into the kltC:Je to get warm.
Tue.h.er: . GOOd,l ~hO, WO.".ld like to l"ead tl)e tentences
which tell us this?1 ,,~...
~. ;da: "00 YOu mina HOol come 1n and get warm?" said the
I
moose. "I'm just about frozen."
Teacher: V,ery good I j •
S~udent q~es t ions:
•
-I-
. i (
Setting th Purposes for Reilding (Part 3):
Teacher: Look lit the picture on pilges 74 and 75. What
questions' would you like to ask?'
.
"What is ,the moose doing?"
"Why 'd1~ntt the people run ilway?"
"What does the moose have on the top of his horns?" ~
\ /
'-¥
.
..
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..JDirected Sf Tent Reading Part 3l :_~.
Have the pupils read pages 74-77 to find the
Verifying Answers-to P~e-Pos'ed Buestions (Part 3):
~TeaCher: What a.n~swers did ~ou find? .
Jane: "The moose is serving-the people' in the restaurant.
Joe: The pe~Ple d}dn't run away because .the"y were too
.. surprised.
~ry: The mo~e ,,~s bowls of' clam cho.wder.on f.he.. top of
its horns.
Teacher: Rl ght! ~
Setting the Purposes for··Reading (Part 4):
Teacher: What question,s w?uld you IT\e to ask about the
, r'emat.nder of -th"e story?
Student questions:
"Wi 11 the moose stay w1th Mr. Breton'a 11 .1011 nted"
"Will the moose go back Into the woods again?"-\
"Will ute moose' come back to the rQstaurant again?".
Directed Sl1~nt Reading (Part 4):
Have ,the pupils read the remainder of the story to find
the 'answers to thei r questions:
VorffVing Answers to Pre-Posed Questio,ns (Part 4>'
Te~Cher: What'answers did you find?
Sarah: The moose st~yed with Mr. Breton all winter"!'"'
•
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Harry: .The moose decided to go back)into the woods to
visit his uncle..
Jan.~: The moose planned to come back"'to .the restaurant.
Teacher.':' Right!
Comprehension Check:
s'tuden-t"-Posed Ouest'"lons:
Give the stUdents an oppo'rtun1ty to question the class
~nd have the class ~·uPP1Y the,...A1lswers.
Teacher-Posed Questions:
Teacher: Where"did the stoi"Y"'t'\~~. place?
Sa 11y: On the edge of the bi 9 woods.
/Teacher: Why did Mr. Breton go out behind his house
eVl(!"Y morning?
Harry: to g'et firewood.
T~achar: - Why did the moose sit'down near the stove?
~ He sat there to warm himself.
Teacher: Why were the people from town surprised to
'- see ',the moose?
-Ida: Because' h.~' was in the restaurant.
Teacher: Why';' did ttlat :~"u"f'prl~i "them? ."
. ~Jnn: They we're su\rpr1's~d ",betause you ,don'"t usually see
i
,a· moO'se in· a res.~aurallt,
Te~cher":" R19h~:1 (
,tea;her:'" How' can YOl;"~el1' that Mr. Breton was sorry ,that
,".1 "
.. ,
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Martha: He s.aid that he would miss the moose.'
Tom: He wanted to know if the moose would ever, com~
.. back again.
Teacher: Very good!
.
Fundamental Skill Development: , I
had a little restaurant ,on the edge of the
Identifying and Inferring Details:
. Have the pupl1s tel.Uhom each of the follow1ng
refers to (Mcinnes. Wheatley, Blackburn, Houghton,' & Welland,
1978") :
I)
woods,
2) stood 1n the yard lOOking at the back door.
~) ate. seventeen bowls of crani chowder.
4)' were surprised to see the new waiter.
5) su.ggested gingerbread for dessert.
6) walke~d away on snowshoes,
7) sat outside without a coat on. )
g) __' '_ packed pllrcels of food ....
... 10) uid he would send a postcard. (p. lOB)
~.~_ ........,u~~,puP,11S .111 all the thi'ngS the ~oose d1d thH
,"' ~'~:lffere~frt Whjt ~ln"y,moosemight 'do,
'..: 'Recalling Sequence of EventS:
'Havl! the PURl1s ntlme ten ~vents wh.1.t:h occurred in the
story and through d1scuss1on, decide on the order In which
they occurred. 1
.f,
"' \
; /,
Inferrinq Sequence of Events:
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•
Re ... 1e~ the process associated with teaching this skill.
Then relate the process. to the story. Have" the";uPl1S predict
. .
at least t~,~",v_ents which might ~ occurred after" th'e stc.ry
and decicle the order in which they may have occurred.
L)
'I
\
~-
/
/J '. "~
,
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Selection 19: Supertalk Cal'ling M11kman (pp. 80·93)
Seltin the Pur OHS for Read;" P r"-t 1
Teacher: look h' th/ pictur • on pages ·80 and 81. ,What
questions would you like to ask?
Student questions:
'\
"What
"
tho boy' 5 name?"
"What is h. doing?"
"What 'S that Inside tho milk box?"
"Who "t it there?"
Directed Silent Reading {Part II'
--
Have the pupils r.ead pages ~ and 81 to" find Ule answers.
VorifY"g ."'W." ,( '"·'0''' 0'''';0"' ('''' II'
Teac her: Whoa t answers' ,d i d you fi nd? (P~se) Martha.
what ans/!' did you find?'
Martha: The boy's name Is Frank,.
John: H. is looking inside the mi lk box.
Mals i e: There's a note and a wal kie· talk1 e inside 'h.
milk box.
Teacher: Rightl 'WhO wQuld ~ ike to read 'h. sentences
which tell us this?
Hai 5 Ie: "lthen he ope11ed the mil k box agal nand 'looked
, :'
oone'ridly, Fnanl::
writ1~g on it."
founji a p1ece of paper with
//
••
tell us ~ne ... Joe?
)
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Te~cher: (:es. this sentence tells us 'there was a ncile -
in the rn-ilk box. I~ho wou'd .like to-read the
sentence whf'ch tells tha'i there' was a·waHfe-talkie
1n the 'm,1Tk box?
Jane: "Now I kn'ow." Frank sai.d. e1tc1ted. '''It's not
.Just a radio. It"s'a walkie-talkie."
Ida: It doesn"t S~y who put ft there.
Teacher: That's ri~ht.•Perhaps we will f1nd out when
we.,\ead th~ nex~ ,part of ..e.'stocy · C.. ' ...."
Sett tng the/Purposes for Re'ad1 ng' (partt"2->: ...
,
'Teacher: Look at the ~1cture on pages 82 and 83. What
questions would yOU" like to ask?
"Student questions:
"Who I s the g1 rl1"
~
"Why is Frank pointfng to the "note?"
_"W111 anyone ca:1T on the walkie-talkfe,?"
Directed Silent Rl!!!adfng (Part 2):
'H~_ve puP,t1s read pages 82 to 85 to find the answers.
Verf flYing Answers to P~e-Posod Quest10ns (Part 2):
Teacher:. ~hat ans.,wers 'd1d '~ou ffnd? (Pau~e) Can yolJ
""'-."'
J.oe.:' The'girl is Frank's sts,ter ....
" I'~'
Ma,ry.: H~r n.arne is Sandy.
terry': Fra~k '$ show,1ng her the riote and tell ffl9 her
wha;t he hlld figured out.
"/\
",
'",
,"
I
1&3
,.
.
Sarah: the walkie-talk. i e':
Teacher: Right!
. Setting the "Pu;po~:'J for'" Reading' (pa/t 3):
Have the ~upi.ls. look at the picture on pages. 8~ and 91:"
Get them to pose questions about' thi ,.iext part of the story;'
Student questions:
......?fll sup'~rta1k call ilt,;j,i1in?"
"W~ere are they 901n.91"
"Why are they run.ning?" .,
(
'..~
....
\. Verifying Answers to Pre~Posed Questions (Part 3)
-' .
Directed Silent ~adin9 (Part 3);
Jellcher: Read pill,Jes 86 and 87 to find t-;: an~wers ..
\
<.
~eaCh~r: W~at:a'nswer.s dld'.~OU find?
Jane: Super tal k. called Fran,k.. rega In.
, 'I\,.
Te~Cher: R19.ht! Who wouid "4,ke to r.~~4. the'line which
tells wha,t Supcr~.aJk said when tie c.alled?~
MILKMAN FRANK. HELR. •• '."
.. ..
Who can tel:1 u!\ the answer,f to the
"r~AYDAY •.Joe:
Teacher: Good 1
'\ ......
other questions?
'An,n,:l They a,re going, to a ptrtment'AD8.
"
Harry~ :They are I;,}Jnning because Supertalk sa'td therp ;,
~ \ t' ./ ,
was 'an emergency.
'.
" .
. '.
Toac.hcr: Vcr) .go.01.l1'
....... " .
. /
", .
'.," -".;... .', ",
".,
.I
'~
". . ....r'
r . ~ ,~;-' ,.
.~
) ...
,.]..
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Setting the Purposes for Reading" (Part,4):
T~acher:, Look a~t th~ picture on pages 88 a-nd..89.
What" questions would y,ou like to as·k?
Student q.uestions:
"W.ho is the boy in the wheelchair?'."
"Why is fhe wO!l'la n O,n the no o'r? "
"How wi.ll·'Fra.nk and,Sanqy help them?"
( /">
. (
. r
Dir~Gt'ed Silent Reading (P-art 4):
Have :th-e' p·up.lls 'read, p~,ge~ 88 and 90 to find the' a;;'sliIers·.
,
Who would like to ;read the sentences that
The boy i..n the wheel..chair is. Jim:
Teacher:
Verifying Answers to Pre-llosed QuestioAs (.Part.4):
TeacheL: What answers did you find? (Pause) S'ally,
11d you' ffnd one?
S·al1y:
tell s us thi s 1
,.
Sally:' "Jim." the'woman c,a11ed'as'her ~yes o"pened wide
and she saw the smoke. "Are you all .ri9h,t,?"
. Teac_her: Good l
Martha:......· The. WO~~fS on th'e floor becauseshe 1s hurt.
Tom: Sand~ and Frank helped the woman t,o stan~.
Ida: 'Sandy helped the woinan get th,~ough the smoke and
out the door.
larry:. Frank pus~ed 5upertalk',s wheelchair,.
Teacher: Very goodl.
'. /
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~ett1'~9' the' pu~po'~es' for Reading (Part 5~ ~ .
reacher: What questfons would you like to ask about the---:'
remainder of the story?'
Student q'tiestfons:
. .
'''Who put the not~~ wa1kie-~,a_1kfe in the milk,box?"
"WhY did" someone 'put it there?"-
"How dill. the fire start2.=.-
. ~ Directed. 51 lent' R'e~dh9 (Part 5):
Te?lCher: Read the rest 'of ,the story to. find the answers.
y';rHyi n9 Answers to' Pre-Po~ed- g'uest ions-'tPart 5);
got the shock.
Harry: She w~~ ·.~rying to fix the stove.
Teacher: If ~he was t.ryfng to fix ft, what does this
. tell us about the stove?
Harry: There was something wrong whh ~t.
feacher: What' then, do you,'think actual,ly happened?
HlI,rry: Some.part of the stove/cauglH fire When. she was
trying to fix it.
one story:house.
"'I:
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:i;~~her: V~ry good! \#10 would. like toxead ~he Mnes
which tell the whole' pl"oblem 5t.arted with the stove?
Ida: "It was,:just.the e'ec~ri~ stove. The building
isn't on fire. II •
• "I was flx~,ng~t~~ thing," Supertalk's mot'her told
'one or)the firemen.,. ,lIt felt·.~ra.e !i.hock and "that.'s
~n I know."
Teacher: Very good,!.
Comprehension" Check:
:Stude-nt-Posed Questions:
GiYe the' pupils an opportunity to ask Q~estlons and have
the" class answer _them. EnC:ourage ,the use of "why' or "how"
types of q~estions.
Tea'cher~Posed Questions:
Teacher: How was frank able to figure o'ut that Supertalk
nved in the s..ame bul1din9 t~at Frank lived in?
Mary: Supertal'k gave .him a clue.
're"a-eher: What was the clue?
Mary: He said he lived high up in a square m?untafn.
Teact'l.er: In what way was this a clUe?
Mary: ,If Ile lived' high up, he· couldn't,be living 1'n a
"
Teacher: GO(ld thinking! Can someone give Lis a .little
more informatiorr about th.e.-...cJue?
.'....
....
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::- Harry: The square mountain was the apartment build}ng
because it was sort of sQ4are shaped and big and
high like 4 mountain.
Teacher: Very good!
Teacher: How'" can you -tell tha~ Jim had not made many"'
. f~-1end~befor'~ ~e met Frankl \"
Tom: .He-W,ished-F.rank WitS h.f~ friend. That'was the .
~. first p~rs'on he ever ,said, that abou,t.
\ Te'cher: 'Righ'tl What oth"er clu,e' is gl~en 1n the stc"r.Y?
\ . . ~ . '. '
Martha: _Near. the end of"-rhe sto.ry, Jim's mother said
Jfm.was ready to' make fr"iends now.
'.~
Teac.her: Good] ..
Funda~e~ta 1 Sk 1n Devel apment:
Recalling" and Inferring Details:
, - .' .
List t~e following 'words on the board and have
. di scuss. the meaning of each:
worri e'd
frustrated'
,.....
happy .
surprised
relieved
exci t'~d
sad
puzzl ed
/
the .class
.-\
\
Have the class find the,following sentences in thl! story and
~ec1de the wor~ from the list which best describes th.e
character's fee,11f1gs. Before deciding, the pupils may" have
."" I
to read the. s.entences in the story ~h1ch. come. before or after
tlte' sentence given. The pupfl.s'must tell ~ow· they· reasoned
t.o get the an·~w.ers:
<,
~. "Now I koo,w," '. , (P. 8<).
2.
/-
"I'll never be able to l.:earn all thh••~Frank said
as he looked at the wal.kle-talkie (PI 84),
3. "A square mountain!" . (p. 85)-,
". 4. "Darn it. Sandy," • " . (p. 86).
5. "J.1m," the woman called • '(po 88).
f;i. "In here, Frank,," Supe'rt"a-lk ca.llea '(po 88),
7. ""Yes, Mom, !~_m right he~e." 7(p. sin.
a. ·"What'.s w'rong with your "legsV' Fran.k. asked
SupertaH .. (p"•. 91)."
:9. ~Ij;'m,not very good at playin'g," .-.", ,(po 92).
10 .. "Neat-O! to'
Wr"ite the.follow,ltt9 sentences on'the·board.. Through
di~cusslon. haY~ the pupils determine.wh'at lsm~ant by each.
Have the~i ve a . reason for each answer:
\ "MY' 'le ~"'dO~ '.t_work too well. --I~-!lUe-:-s--thQ-'-:---
. . were lIart of the rfght pieces when I was
being Jmade;'~". (p· ... 9~). .
Recall i"9 Cause and Effect, Rel a tfonshi ps:
,. . .
Let the ch!ldren se~ again ·that eVe11yi OT happe~1n9s may
lead t';'"(cause) oth'er'events'or happeningls. Each ,"effect"_
in t,,!rn becomes '~h~ "caus'e"'of ~he .if1'xt event. For·:e~amP19.
~f the road' 1s fey and_51 fppery (event, 1). thiS c.ou.ld lead to
'(c'ause)'your falling.down (~'vent 2), which cou.ld l~ad ·to
(c~use) a b.r·oken·1e"g '(event 3)', which.coul~l'ea.a to (cause)
.your g01ng to hO'spital (event 4), Ioih1ch could lead-:-:to (cll.use)
.your mhs1ng.sorne school work (event. 5).
.,
,
..
.~
~
.R,pad is Icy and s l)ppery
You f"a.U down
You break a 1eg
You fall down
·You break a leg
You go to ho~p1 tal
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"
You ~o to hospital . \ Y9U. m1~s some SChO.Ol work
Re1at~ the pr?ces's to t~e'stor~, utillring He fopo'wing
sentences: \.
1. supert~lk:,s mother. wa"s'·"f1xjng.the e'lectr1~ sfove:"'e
2", She fel t a~' electric .,shock
3. I t threw her acriss the room.
4. She".bumbed"her head on the 'Wall.
5. She fel1-:-to the floor .
.lnferri nq Cause. and EffeCt: "Relatfonshfps:
'~----'----'lllav-e-t-he-s-tuden-t-s--t1)ok-:rl-s-ometfri'nq-tlrat-h~1ravp-en-e-da"'""'d.--~
lI.sk them whaf .they think has 'caused it. -;-_ ..
Ex~mpl~: Willie ran ~nto t.he house because" •..
ReJatl!~"thi~ p~ocess to'th~' story1bY having the s~udents
'look a.t "e"ach ';resul~" and tell what tti~y 'think has ~aused
th'is',
1':. ~~~~~s:a~ '~u~.z~ed .when· he openetj the .mil'lt box
2.. ·· 'S~ndY told .frank about the code used on "CB radio
bacause , : , . ' .
; J-,'. Superhl k told 'Frank wherehe 1 i ved becau.se -:
. , .... .
. "4, F'rank 11 stened. to the ot,her chil dren' s voices
because ~ . - .
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Selection NlO: Thf GO'l:~en .Key (PP. 94-108)
~Settfn9'the Purp'oses fo"r Reading (Part 1): ~,
'jHaVe the .pupils read the title and look at the picture
on page 94. "Ask ,them to p~se que\.tions' a.bout the story.
-·;'.:,Stude,~t questions; lit-
~ "Wha't' is the k,ey fot'.?"
"~ha~ 'does- it look. 11~e?M
"Wpere ';'s -the .~~use located}~
01>""'· '''·e,' Re'dl" (Poct 11,
"A~I<:the pupils to -:-ead P.lg~S 94-97"to find .the answers.·
" .·rVeri hi nq Answers· to Pre-Posed gues tieRS C. Pa rt 1):
.Teacher:, W.hat answers ~' yOtt find? (Pause) Jane,
can you tell us one?
Jane: The ho~se ~~s located t~n. the ll:ay.. of fundy.
Teacher: ,Right!
~lfl'l:y: The' key was shiny and gold. __
Teacher: GOdd! What else d1"d you.. find out about the
• "key?
Maisie: It was b,1g anc! old fashioned.
Joe: _.·n ha'd'il large, round 'handle o~-~~
Mary: It·doe'sl)'-t te11 ~S 'what the key r~.~r.
Teac~er: ,Ri g~t I .'p:rhaps we. w:111 '1 nd .~u.t ·.w~~~, we
r.ead another part of the story. _._ ...'
Student quest"{on,s:
"
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Setting the pu~pases for' Read\ll9 '(Pad 2.):
,
Teacher: Look at the picture on 'page 97.
, .
questions' would you like to ask?
_I..-.
.~.'W,hO put the key in the sack?U
'''What' w111'B~r:u dO-.with it?"
, . " -. :~
"Wfll hf f".nd a l~(k that it f1'ts?"
Directed Silent Reading (p'a'rt'21:
i' ,H~" the "t'de,,,·',e'd pages 98-102, to find the ,",we".':""
Ve~ifyjng Answers to :Pre-Posed guest1on~ (Part 2):
T.eacher: \o(h1lt anUle-rS'-'dld youfin.d? (Pause) Martha',
'did you find' an a~swer?
Martha. He took the~e up to the third floor
Jane. Now I know wha he key was' for. It fitted a
lock on one of th oors on the third floor.
Barry use'd it to ope: the ·d~·or.~; /)
Teacher: R.lghtl ~ I
John: It d.oeS~',·t tell'us";~~ ·~u~ the .key in the sack •.~
Teacher.: Maybe we will find out when we read-another
.part of the ·story.
Setting· the PloI-PpoS'h for Reading (Par't ,3):
Teacher: look a't "t~ffture .on page 103. What
Questions ·would you like to .ask?
\ i..
) . I
.•'
"
Student questions:
"Where are they 90i .n9?" I
"Where did grandfather get the key1~
192
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Directed Silent Reading (pa..r_~ 3)1
Teacher: ,R,ead pdg.es l03-to UIH.lL TOMORROW·o,n.pag,e 106
___ - to fin\J the answefs, ~ I
.. . \ . i I
Verifying p:"nswer,s to Pre~Posed Questions (Part 3)·
\ . I· . . .. " ._
~!ea<;.he·r:. Whdf answe,:",s did ~iou ...d.i.seoVer? ;:',:\ '
Sdrah~ __Ihey-.w~re 99109 ~p ~'o .the room~on the~fr~ fl.••.r.
Ida: The grandpa'~ents had al key -eq Ht all t locks in
. the house. ' • _. .
Teacher: Right! Who would ,like to read the lines wh'1ch
tell us this? . '-.-.. ~
John: "l'lrget the maste,r Ikey ," B;rry'~ gr.andrnothe'r. l
said. "We'll need-it ffI the door 1s _locked."
Teacher: 'Very good! :1
Setting the Purposes for Reading ("Part ·4):
Teach." What.questtons WOU\l.d !OU like to ask abo\Jt the
..est of the story?
Student questions:
"Who was the boy that -Barry saw on the
... 1-
"~{11 Barry meet 1).1~.' a~~,rn1"
"When will the HacTaggarts arrive?"
I·
third f.loor?"
--
'. --:--~-
- I
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Directed ·S1"1ent Reading (Part 4):
Teacher: Real:! the rema1nder of the story to find the
an~wers to your questfo'tis.
Verifying Answers to Pre-Posed- Questions (Part 4).: '
Teacher: What answers did you find?
John': "The boy was. James MacTag9art. I
". , ." ,"' i
l~rry:. The MacTaggAj'ts arr.fved the next mOrnfJlig ..
(Ann: Barry meet 'Jal1)eS' aga"fn whel) th,e" MacTaggar.ts
arrived.
Teacher: Rfght.!','. Now,..whom do you think put the key
in the sack? .-.
'\
John: Because he wanted Barry to meet him in the room
\
\
I John:. James.
I ......
\ ::<T~aCher: Why d? you.think this?
upstilf r.s .
.:......'··.....·Teacher·; How can you tell this?
.~ Jon'n: When Barry unlocked the door, James was waiting
inside the room.·
. Teacher: -Very 900~ thinking!'
.,
. -Com pre hens ion Check.:
I Student-Pos.ed Questforfs:
'Te""'t" the students ask "why", or "how" type's of questions
'.and have the class answer them.
, .
/'
. I
!'i.---
~ ..---
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Te!cher-Posed Questfons:
Teach~What.par-t.- of the house looked lfke unblinking
eyes?
Tom: The windows.
Teacher: Rightl In'what ways were they like eyes?
Tom: Their trims were ,white and they looked out to sea.
, ..
Teacher: 'Good! Now, in what way were "ttiey untillnk!ng?
No respon~~. .:.
Teache~: What does the word "uftblink1ng" mean?'
Ida:~ It [IIeans not closing and opening your"eyes like
you do most of the time.
Ma'rtha: The windows were like that, like they were'-just
stari ng.
"'Teacher: Very good!
Teacher: Whom do you think wrote UNTIL TOMORROW on the
board?
larry: James.
Teac·her: Why do you think it was James?
larry: James was st111 in the room when Barry
downstairs. When'Barry went back to the room UNTil
TOMORROW was wr1 tten on the board.
Teacher: Right! Why' do you thfnk James wrote this on
the boa,rd?
.Martha: James wanted to let Bllrry know that he would
see ~1m again the next day.,
Teacher: ~er:y.· gtlOd I
---'-"
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Teacher:
place?
In what season do you think the'story took
.
Summer.
.- };. 'rTeacher: Why do you think it was in" the summer? .}
5,411y: It say~.~ar}dParent~,went down to ope .• the"-
summer -house. •
Sa 11y:
·'Te1lcher: ,Right! Does someone have anot~er,reason which
makes you think ~ twas summe.r?
Jo'e": I twas' supposed to be' a summer 'holiday
Te cher: 'Very good!
Fund- mental Skill Develo men,t:
Recalling Cause and" Effect Relationships: .,,'.
Write the following sentences by .McInnes, Wheatley,
Blackbur:n, Houghton, and'Welland (1978) on the board and hayeI .
the cli!l~s decide ~hrough discussion which p~rt is ~h.e "cause"
and wh1,ch. ~lIrt is the "effect" in each sentence:
l. ,~,~;: door was locked so Barry" tried t~e gOlden.
2. Since Barry didn't know how the strange boy got
into the house, he was scared.
3. Barry slept· badly that night because he kept
dreaming of .the boy he had met in the ,room,
4. Me. Machggart wanted Barry to meet his sori so
Barry walked over and looked 1n. the car. -
5. Barry e~pected the room. to be'empty and. as a
result he' jumped when he heard. the boy's voice.
6. Barr; was always in their way, th'ere~fore his
grantpllrents told him to go and play on the
beach. '(po 125) __
" ,
.....;., .
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Inferring· Cause and Effec~.....sk!lirtfonships: ~,.
~rne the follo"fin.g sentences on the bpard. Have e.
clal"S det'el"~ine through discussion 'what 't;ey think COil sed
, .
~ach "effect~"in'each sen.tence:· . Ij"
1. .,z'BArry- didn't 1,We '~he fdU of spending the
summ.er at 'the,Bay .of Fundy beca'U~e "',.'
2. Barry.won(lered what was,on'the'"thJ"r'(j- floor,.
b:ecaU'se ...,., . '..
3. Barry was cautious wh'en' 'he' open,ep the .. locked"·
'dbor ..beca,lIse.~·, ..
Barry was ~oftus~&' wIen he met t~y in the
room on the ~~rd, nOQr because
r
\', -
"
r • .'
,~I ,
.. ,,:
'Ci,'~ .. ';:
:.
' ,
-'
< ,'- "',
- ..
'.
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Sel ctfe.n Ill: A Fish Tale (pp. 109-119)
.:\} "
',~S!J;tlng the Purposes for "Reading (Part 1):
. T:~' Write the title on the board. Have the pupils"pose
'f questions they w~uld' 1 ike' to ask just from the ti<l';\aio~e.
• Student quest10.ns.:
"Who wen.t -fishing?'"
"Where did they go fish\ng?"
"What kind o"'f1sh did they catch.?"
.'
.O"frected Silent ~eadin9 (Part 1):
H.:-ve the'p~p11s read pages 109-114 to,"find the answers.
Verffy1ng Answers to Pre-Posed Questions (Part 1):
. f . ' .
Teacher,~ W~at answers did you find? (~aIJSe) Can you
tell us, one, Maisie?
r~a1sfe: Wi11fa~ and h1s crew used to go fishing.
la.~ry: They"would catch codfish.
Ida: They went out'side Herring Harbour. abo~t thirty
kl1Qmetres off shore ~o fish.
T~acher: Who would like to read the sentence which
,~tells where th~y went to fish?
John: ''Every da~. William would go out with ~ crew ofJ two' (plu,s a'COOk) and fish aboLl~ty kilometres
oTf short!." 4'
'·~eacher.: Gdod I
.... '
~.
\..
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,
Setting the Purposes for Reading (Part 2):
Teacher: What que~li6ris,would you like to ask about
t'he remainder of the story?
Student questio.ns·:
"What was E1 izabeth' s secret?"
"What will JShe~do with the two coils. of rope?"
"W111 they g'et a boat-load C?f fish ~o take t~
St. John' 51"
01 reeled Silent Reading (Part 2):
Have the .students read the rest 'of the stor.y to find the ",.
answ~ to their quest'ons.
Verifying Answers to Pre~Posed OuBtlons (Pa"rt 2):
Teacher: What answers did you find?
Joe: T~ey got t~e boat~loild of fish to take to
St-, John's;
Hary: Elizabe'th used the rope to make lines in the
house to hang the fish on.
Tom: Her secret was a plan for~drying the fish.
reacher:- Right! Whrt was this Plan~
Tom:. She decided· to hang the fish- in th.e hous',e and,)t y
them by lighting fires II the stoves.
Teacher: Very good I
····.1
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Comprehension Check:
Student-Posed Questions:
Give the pupils an opportunfty to ask "why" or "how"
types of qu~stions and have the class an.swer them.
Teacher-Posed Ouest ions:
Teacher: After Elizabeth told William her secret, why
did they both laugh? (Pause) "Harry, can you .tell
,,1
Harry; It w.as· a funny idea.
_. feacher: 'C'an you "explain what you "lean?'
. Harry: Th-ey hadn'~ tried to dry fish that way before.
Usually they dried tne fish in th'~ sun.
TeaC'her: Very good I
Teacher: The ki tchen looked 1; ke.. an upside-down
underwater world. Can you explain why?
Ho response.
i.eacher: What was,in the kitchen that made it lei'ok
like an underwater worla?
Ann: The fish.
Teacher: Right!
Mllrtha: It looked upside down because each fish was
upside down. It was 'pinned by its tail to the rope.
Teacher: Very good!
..
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Fundamental Skill Development:
Recalling Sequence of Events:
Think. of the s~lection as three 'parts -- Part l~ pages j
109-112; Part 2, pages 113-114; Part 3, pages 114-119. For
-each part. have the class de.cide on the order In which the
events 11 sted by' Me rnnes. Whea tl ey. Blackburn, Houghto.". _and
Well and (.1'978), happened in the s.tory.
. Part 1
WHllllm tol~ E'iz'~eth to dry the- fish ••
The. wind died down and Will'lam went out "fishing,
I t started to raln.
William sa,ld they shou.ld go to St. John's'with a
boatload o_f -f-15h to sell.
William didn1t think. the fish would dry, in time to
t,ake them to' St. John's.
pint 2
. She fetched .t'(iO co; 15 of rope from the shed.
She told young Jim her plan and asked him to help
her. .
Elizabeth put on her sweater and rubber boots,
She chopped an ,enormous pile of kindling.
She got tool sand 1eft them in the porch.
".
Part 3
Jim an.d Elizabeth hung the wet cod all the
house 'wi th clothes pins.
The f1 sh dr~ ed.
.,
20r
They bought all the things they ne-eded.
They lit f1 res 1n a 11 the $·toves.
Elizabeth and William sold the fish for a gQ.Ad price
(p. )33)
Inferring Sequence of Even.ts:
Review the process (tsso~1.ated wHh teaching this skill:
T,hen ha~e 'the pup.ils pr~d1ct.at leas.t two events whfctr might'
have o~curr~d before the st\y. a~d decide t~e order in. which
they may have. occu"rred.· . _-. .
. ~ec-allfn9-and Inferring 'Cause and E'ffe'~t .Relationships:
Get the class to decide what caused eac~ "effecf" ;n the
following:
1. EHzabeth and William would need help to sail the
ship to St. Joh'n' 5 because ..
2. The people of Herring Harbour s'tored the hal f-dry
f1sh in the sheds because •...
3. Eliza'beth chopped an enormous pile of kindling
because ••••
4. It was important for Elizabeth and William to get
a full boat-load of fi sh because .• , .'
5. They made two .lis,ts of t~lngS to buy because.
\.
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.Selection'It!: Stamps Talk (pp. 120-123)
Setting tlle Purposes fo.~.Read;n9:
Write the t,;itle on the board. Have the pupils pose
~uestions they' would like to ask just from the title alone.
Student questions:
"I~.the story about" ea'na-dian stampS1:~~
It-How can s.tamp's tal k'?"
Directed Silent Readi.n9:
Teacher: Read pages 120-123 to find the
Verifying AnSWl!:rs to Pre-Posed Questions:
Teacher: What ~nswers did YOU discover?
-Sarsh: The story H about Canadl~n stamps and stamps o~
other countries too.
Teacher: Can you name some of the other countries?
sarah' The United States, Portugal. New Ie land and
Angola .
Teacher Harry, how can stamps taUt
Harry. By what 1s on them.
Teacher Can you explain what you mean? •
Har'l"Y. The name of the country is wrr1tte on them, and
the picture may give you an idea abo t t~e c.ountry.
Teacher, Rightl Can anyone tell us so e other thing
- that stamps tell you?
,
/ .
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Maisie:
John:
They tell you about events and f,mous. people.
You see'people at work, at school and at play.
Joe: They can tell you about .wh'at other chfldren read.
Mary: 'fii""ti'll $oee trees, anf.mals. birds and ffsh.
Jane: You c~ri' cOlleft stampS'. around your special
interest or hobby.
Teacher: Very good!
Fundamental Skill" Development:
'Inferring Oeta'n s:
Have the pu'pils infer ?etails from particular stamps and
in each case give a reason for the inference.
1. The type of community portrayed by the
first stamp on page 120.
2. The event portrayed by":the first stamp
60 page 121.
~:: Where the children are on the NewSeahnd Day stamp on page 122.The' title of the story. representedbY, the stamp from P,?Und ,'on page 122.
5. The type ~f actl vi ty portra'ye'd' by the
last stamp on page 123.
Inferring the Main Idea:
Omit the first sentence (the main 1dea) in the following
story and give.each pupjl a dup"1cated copy. The teacher and
. ·pupils. will 'read 1t orally together:
. '
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-W.inter Fun
In winter there is plenty of outdoof'
fun for most Newfoundland children. They
build snow forts and snow houses in the
deep tightly-packed snow. On snowy days
'some like to run an4 jump in the hugs
snowdrifts. Sometimes boys and g.irls
love too speed down a Sijow-covered h'H-J......-
on the:'ir slejghs.- Sk'11ng is exciting too
for some children. When the ice is thick
and·safe. many take t,o the ponds for 1c.e-:'"
fishin,90r"sk'ating. Sometimes they "enjoy
skidoo rides .on p'aths or trails through
the t,h1ck woo'ds. Is, it,any wonder
Nl!w~ound1and children anxiously await the
comi~g .of winter?'
.Utilizing the clues in the title and the informaHon in
the passage, have the pupils identify the relevant'details.
L Who is the story about?
2 .. When does the story take place?
3. Where does the story tak·e, place?
4. What do ~e children do' to.enjoy themselves?
Through discussion have the class decide on a summary
sentence appropriate for the' beginning of the story.
Relate the process to the art'cle "Stamp Talk". Utilizing _ .. ,.
the clue' in the title and relevant detai'ls in the article.
have the class infer the main ide".
/'
Select.ion '13: All Abo..ut. Horses
">- ----- -(W\ 126-131)
Setting the Purposes for Reading: ")
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Teacher: look at the title on page 1?6 and the.d1.agram
on page' 127. What questions".would.you like to ask?
Student questions:.,
"~hat' kind ot....horse.5 i,s"·the glossary ab~ut?"
"What are t~~ rei-ns 0." a horse for?"
"W_ha.t.are ~he\st1rr'ups for?"
Directed S,flen't :Reading:'
Have the students read the entdes in the gloss~ry to
find pass! ble llnswers to their questions.
___V.erl tying Answers to Pre-Posed Quest1:ons:
.Teac.her What answer~_ yo.u find?
Sara~: The glossary is ab\ut the Appaloosa, Arabian
e~omlno. afld Pinto.
Te-a(her: What ot~er'breed of horse 1s mentioned?
~se) Tom, can 'you tel.l. us?
Tom: A pony.
Teacher: R1ght]
Mais1e: The reins are used to-control "the horse,
~arry: The st1rrups are for the rider to put his feet
In.
Teacher: Rightl Who would like- to read the sentence
which tells us this?
--\
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Joe: "You 'put your feet" in·the s'tirrups wh-en you sit
1n the S~dcfl"-e-;"
'--Teac~er: Good!
.
Compreherisi on Ch~Ck:
Student-Posed Questions:
'" \. til
'. -,~fve .-the student~ an opportu_n1ty_:t.~ask
-have the cl ass- answer the!1l. \ .'
questio.ns and
Teacher.-Posed Questions:'
Teac'her: When referring ..to-horses'; what does "tack"
mean?~" ,.
Joe: It means the things you need for your horse, such
as, a saddle. a brid,le: and a saddle' pad-,
Teacher: How does a quarter ~orse 'get its name?
(P.ause) Can you tell us, Mary?
.Mary: A qua~ter hoqe' can race ~ quarter oJ 11 mile
very fast.
:reacher: Good!, How are horses and -ponies measured f.Oj
height?
Maisie: They are,lIlea.sured by the number of "hands"
from the ground 'fo the top of their shoulders.
Teac'her: Righ't! Why do you think some hors,es'l,ike
f _ ..,,_
hackamores better than regular bridles?
Harry: Regular b~1dles hi!ve bits and some horses may
not 11 ke bits.
Teacher: Why do you think this?
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Harry.: Btts may hurt their mouth and they may not get
used to them.
Teacher: Very good!
Fundame"ntal Skill Develop'!!ent:
Recalling Details:
Hav~ the class determine the corr~ct word requ1r.ed~
complete each of the· following sentences:
1. A baby horse is called a 0
2. A horse that is one 'year old is called a ~__oo
3. The reins are attached to 11
I
4. The. is a- breed of horse that is cream to
_._-'- gold coloure,~.}'_nd has a white mane and tail.
5. The is.." the strap wlLi-C-b holcls the saddle on.-
) RecoqnH i on of col,pari sons:
Review.the process'r~1-ated to teaching thf~ skill. Then
have the students compare a colt and a filly.
.~
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Settin~ ttl'e Puro0f"a.. for Reading (Part 1):
Te'acher: loo@the title 'on page 132' and the picture
on pages 132 and 133. What" questions would-you like
to ask?
Student questions:
"What 15 the present?"
---' .
"Where are the children g01ng?"
"Who are the children?,"
Directed .Silent Read.ln~ (Part 1):
Have the pupils read pagE;s l32-135 to find the answe.rs.
Ver1f.r~n9 Answers to P:e-Posed Questions (Part 1):
Teacher: What answers did Y.9U find? (Pause) Jane,
--can you tell us one1:
Jane: The children are Beth and David.
Joe: T~ey were gOl'n!fto 'the ba'rn to feed the cattle and
put the horses in their stalls.
Teacher: Who- would like to read the I fnes which tell '!.s
this?
Maisie: "Now it was time to feed. the cattle and settle
them'ilo~wn for the night, and put David's horse and
Beth's little mare into their warm bOJil sta'lls.
Harry:
Teacher:
It doesn't say what the presen.t was.
Rightl Perhaps w.~ will find au/later.
r~",
<~':tt1'"9 tho
j Teacher:
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Purposes for Reading (Part 2):
What quest1.ens would you 1ik~O ask 'about ~e
next part of the story?
Student quest1ons:
~Why. was '~ed Da~ce behavir:'g so strangelY1" .I
. "Wi 11 she ea't her hay and oat~?"
",Will the chlldren l try to ~et helpr .
. ,
Directed Silent Reading (Part 2):
.., .
Get the'pupils to read p~.g~S_·P6~1J9._to.·flnd·theanswers.
Verifying Answers -to Pre-Posed Questions (Part 21:
Teach-er: What answers did you find?
Ann: Red Dance w.a'S sick_
Jane: She di dn' t eat her tlay, an.d pats_
John: Dav,ld ,tried to ~et help_ He called the vet twi'c'e.
Teacher: Right I
Setttlng the P~rposi;s for Reading (Part 3):
Teacher: What would, you like to find out 1n the res't of
the story?
-Studellt questions:
"What .was the present?" I
"Will 'Red Oanc~ get well again?"
"Will ~he lather get back in t"m~ to help' Rea
Dance?"
'-
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Di ree ted 511 en t Rea d i 09 (Pol rt 3) ~
:Teacher: Read the rest 'of the story, to find the answers.
lJertfylng Answers to Pr-e-Posed Ouestio'ns {Part ):l
'. t ..... ·
Tf!a'Cher: What ans.wers did you d.lscover?
larry: 'T.~e present was' a. foal.
Teacher:. ,Who wou'ld like to r~ad' the Jines that te-ir
that th,e foal was 'a- present f'or Beth?
__ '.... I
lorn: "He'.s alLyour,.s. '8eth~" said her father;.:...''Y.ou:1.l.
have. to thi nk of a gOGd name for him.·'
"I have,lI na:"e for him alrea~." replied Betti,
who ~ad just had a vf#ry good idea. ";1 ' m going to'
c,!ll him Mr Present!" ~
reacher: GOo.dl
Sarah: red Dance got well again.. ....~
"ldi': T~l fat e~ did"not get b'~~k'-~-n t1me to hel,p Red
oa'nty. ~h n he got b k, she already' had her baby .
.~~eacller:
Comprehension Ch1f't<:
Student-Posed Questions:,"
Give ~he puplls a chance to ask qu.~st'1on0 En.cou~age the'
u,tl11zat1on of "hcijo:j~"WhY" types of. questions ..Have the
rest of the class answer them.
.~.
.: ..,.", .--..-
( .
.~
..
'!
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Teacher-Posed Questions:'
Teacher: Look at the last ~entence. on page 140. DaYid
saf,d he should have known what 'was wrong wi th Red
Dance. Why do you th.!n!: he should have known this?
No response.,
Teacher: Read' the (1 rst paragraph on page 142 aga in.
larry: Thinkfp,g back "he realized'1'jthat Red'Dance had
·bl!h~.~~~. ~he way cows did WhenJthl!Y y/'ere going to
f h~v.e. ~iI'~~e.s;" • . "', , <"I
T;~acher:' GO?,d! 'f(~Y'-j-whY db~"y6u think Oavid didn't go
""~"5q~: hl!'l~ "\;hen RI!,d Dance was ~'icb
Joe: '·Because"he didn't want to·.1eavl! his sister alone.
" '
teacher: Right! ,(Pause) Can you think of another
• reasor:a,John?
John:: It was dark.
,.;
Teach,er: True! Dut perh.aps he could have made it if
it were only a short distance. ·Where did David and
Beth l·lv&?
Harry: On'a farm.
TeaCher: Right! oNow~ think about wh 7're oth~r people
might h~ve lived in the area; :.hen.you may be able
~o give us another reason. Why O'avid didn't g.o for
help.
t'1af~1e: The nearest" pe.ople m~ght be mfJes away •.50.
it might have been too far .for Oavl~ to go.
'Teacher: Very good I
(
(
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- Fundi'mentel SkUl Development:
'Recogn1z1.n9 Cause and [ffee't' RelationShips:
Olave the class decide whi'" is the ·cause M and ~hich 1s
the -effect- in each of the. fOl1o~9:
1. -David switched on the lights. The cattle
blinked 1n the sUd~en brightness· (p. 134).
2. lad was- snorting b.ecause he was hungry.
3. Red Dance was sick. David couldn't go to
bed and' leaye .h~r.
4. David·I,s father went, away because an old unole
was very 111" ~
5. "As Da'v1d got warmer' inside the blanket, he
, began to fe.el sleepy" (p. 139).
Recaning S~gLience of Events:
Through dtsc~ssion. have, the class decide on the order
1n "'hich the fCil10wfng events took place f.n the story:
_ ~th fell asleep in t~e. barn",
The children went to the barn to feed the anhaa 1s·,
..
Tilerr fllthe,. wef\.t away,
~v1d 'switched on the light in the barn,
The children ate their suppe~,
"'The children's fa~her returned reo
'Beth no"tlced that there ·was something wrong with
Red Dance. "
David f~ll as 1eep.
- r
.,
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Inferring Sequence of Events:
/Review the process associa'ted with teaching this skill.
Then have the pupils predict three events which migbt have
occurred before the story. Through discussion,. ha~ them
decide on the order. in which the 'events may have occu.rred.
Inferring Details:
Write the following wor~s on the boar,d and have the class
(Hscuss the meaning of each:
amused
confident
pleased.
'puzzled
angry
rel ieved
exC"ited
disappointed
Doplicate the following sentences and have the class
determine the word which best. describes the .character's or
characters' feelings. T~e students must give a reason for
"ea!=h chofce.
, '
1. The ch.ildren felt
hel p Red Dance.
a~out wha t to do to
2. The children's father was unhappy about leaving
the children alone overn1gtrt. but he was
that they knew hQw to care for themselves-,--
3. When David helped Beth get ready to go outdoors,
she giggled. She felt
---.
4. When the father came home the chqdren were
~,
5. The chl1dren felt .' when they saw the
foal because now t~ what had been wrong
wi th Rl;!d Dance. .
6. When -Beth's father .~ave her the coHo she was
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Selection 115: Windy's First Ride (pp. 146-159)
Setting the Purpo·ses for Readinq (Part I):
Hav,e the ·pupils read the titl e ilnd sub-ti t1 e 011 page 146.
Get them to pose questions about the first part of the story.
Student questions:
"Who owns the horse?"
"N.ho w1ll start tra1 nlog him?"
"What lei nd of horse 15 It?"
01 reeled 511 ~nt Re"ad.i"9 }Pau 1):
Teacher: Re.ad the~rs-t "'part' of the .story (pp. 147-150)
to find ihe answers.
Verifying Answers to Pre:;'Posed Questions "(Part I):
Teacher: What answen did you find? (Pause) Martha,
can you tell as one?
.Martha: The horse belonged to the Dennisons.
Teacher: Ri ghtJ
John: Mrs. Dennison started training him.
Sally: The horse 15 a col t.
. \
Teacher: Right! Who would 1 f1I:e to read the sente-nce
wh1ch tells us that he was a col t1
Larry: nW1ndy, the ·small, pale-gold colt with a soft
white man~ and tale, whfnnfed softly,"
Teacher: Good!
.)
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Setting the Purposes for Reading (Part 2):
Teacher: What questions would you like to ask about the
rest of the storY?
Student questions:
"How will the horse react when they put the saddle
on him?"
"Wiil it take long to train him?"
"Will. he try to throw Pam off his back?"
Directed Silent Rea'ding\fPart 2):
Have the class read 'the remainder of the story to find
the answers 0'
VerifYing Answe-rs to Pre-Posed Questions (Par"t 2):
Teac~er: What answers did you find?
Sarah: It didn't take long to train Windy.
Joe: He didn't try to throw Pam.
Teacher: Right-! How did he react w~en they p~t th~
saddle on him? (Pause) Harrf,- can you tell us the
answer?
Harry: HI! put his head down and kicked up with his
hind feet.
Teacher-: Right! What else. did he do?
Harry: ,He ran a,round the paddock. bucking every few'
feet.
Teacher: Very gOOd'!
'-
ir
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Comprehension Check:
Student-Posed Questions:
Get the pupils to ask "how" or "wlly" types of questions
and have the class answer' them.
Teacher-Posed Quesrions:
feacber: Why do you thfnk Pamela talked too Windy softly
whenever she brought .him a treat? (Pause') Tom,
can you tell us the answer?
. .
Tom: She, wanted to make friends with him.
'reacher: Good I
Ann: She ~anted WindY. to feld~ at home •
•Teacher: Why was this n'ecessary? f
Ann, When Mrs •.Denn; son brought him home, he was sc'dr\ed
" . ~ ·.of anyth10g new.
Teacher: V~ry good! Now, why did Mrs. D~nnison want to
train Windy to bE:. a safe. obedient horse?
No response. '
Teach-er: Look at the first para.graph, on p,age 148. See
if you can come up with the answer.
Sally: So that Pam c,uld ride him.
Teacher: Rightl What might nave ha~pened if;;' were
_ not safe and obedient?
.. Sally: He might t\ave thrown Pam and hurt her. ,
Teacher: ·Goodl
I.
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Teae-her: Why do you think Pamela hope,d Windy would
learn fast? (Pause) Mal'tha. can you tell us? I ....
Martha:' She w~s anxious to ride him.
Teacher: Very good!
Fundamental Skill Development:
JRecalling and Inferring Cause a'nd·[ffect Relationships:
Have the class decide 'what "caused~ each of the
fo"11ow1ng:
1. Windy could see right behind him because ---' ,
2. Windy was' frightened by the saddl·e be~aus'e__"
3. At "firs"t when Windy felt the rope pull agaiwst
his halter. he pulled back,' frightened because
4. Hrs. Dennison decided to let W,indy get used to
the saddle.before learning to c~rry Pamela on
his back because "'
5. Windy had changed very much since ·the Dennisons
got him because
Recalling Seguence of Ev'ents:
This story is divided into two parts,. Have the cl ass
name eight events that happened in each,part and get them
, to decide on the o~der""in whlch the events In each part
occurred In the story.
In'ferrtrrg Sequence of Events:
Have the class predict three events Which might have
occu-r-:e,d liter the story and decide the O;der ~~ which they
might have occurred.
APPENDI-X 0
I
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TEACHING READING COMPREHENSION UTILIZING ONE
SElECTION FROM THE BASAL REA~R
ROWBOATS AND ROllERSKATES
I
---I
Selection II: Nan1mo Is "Bathtub Capital
(pp. 14-15)
Setting the Purposes for Reading:
of the wo;
"Get the pupils to look at the p1ctureL..,Q!l pages 14 and 15.
Have them pose questions abo~t the race.
'St~d~nt ~ues'tioI'lS:' ~\
"~0't 1ong is. the race"
"Wha t's the prize?"
"Who takes part?"
"How do they make the bathtubs f1~rt?"
01 reeted 511 eot Read1 "9:
Have the students 'l"ead pages 14-15 to find the answer.s. '
Verifying Answers to Pre-Posed Questio'ns;
Teacher: W'hat answers did" you d1sco'ver? (pause)'- "J.oe.
can you tell us one?
Joe: The race is 58 1r.11ometrEls long.
Teacher: Rightl Who would like to read the lines which
tell us th1s?
Sally: '~The bathtubs race 58 k.11,ometres from Nana1mo,
Vancouver Island, to K1 ts1lano 8each, Vancouver."
\.
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. Teacher: Good f
John: The winners receive gold-sprayed bath.tub plugs
a.nd some money,
Mary: The'r«J,cers come from all across Canada.
Teacher: Where else do they come from?
~ry:_ H~al11 Australia. and Mexico.
Teac~er: Right!
Tom: To mak~!~he)bathtubs float, they put pontoons on ~
-'tlieni." ~../
,
Teacher: Good!
Comprehens ion Check:
Student-Posed' Questions:
Have the students as';~'''ll"Ue-stions and the rest of the class
",' .
answer them.
Teacher-Posed Questions':
:teacher: How did the race get started?
/ Ann: Some people declde'd to h!l've a bathtub 'race to
celebrate Canada's 100th birthday,
,
Teacher: Why do they now h9ld one every year?
Joe: Because the first one was so popular.
Teacher:" Right! Why do yo,u think lt's necessary to
ha3e escort boats? (Pause) Ida, can you tell us?
Ida: In case of troubl e.
Teacher: Can you explain what you mean?'
Then the racers woul d
.,
---
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Ida: If the racers run into trouble. the' pe.0ple in the
l escort bO~ts can help thelll.
Teacher": .Can you give us an exa~ple1
Ida: SOllie bathtubs m1gilt sink.
be picked up by the" escorts",
Teacher: Very gOOd!
Teacher: Why do you thfnk famous peop 1I! 1i Ite -the Que'en"
would com~ to .s'ee_~ .race? ,.
Sally: She would i!nj~!. the race.
J'each~r: Rightl Can som~one give anot~er reason?"
Maisie: She probab~y ha"dn't seen any race like it
before.
Teacher: Very, good!
>.
Fundamental Ski 11' Development:
Recalling and Inferring Cause and Effect Relationships:
Through dis,cusslon, have the class decide the ·cause" or
"effect" in each of the (o1-lowing:
1 .• Kelly Hartin's first racing bathtub was Ilade 0'(
f1breghss because .
2.' Bathtubbers l1ke ..to race because
,
3. '.Because the racers.get·so stiff, '
4. Because it was wfndy one year, .
5. The Dorman faml1y of Nanafmo are famous
bathtubber.s because ---L.




